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SUMMARY 

Hybrid vehic les use both an inte rnal combustion engi ne and an e lectric motor to provide 

propul sion resulting in reduced fuel consumpti on and emissions when compared to the 

conventional approach. In thi s stud y computer model ling was employed to assess the 

potential of series hybrid drive systems to reduce fue l use and emissions in domestic 

vehicle transport. Selected reference vehicles equipped with conventional dri ve systems 

were compared wi th those same vehi c le equipped with a selected range of series hybrid 

dri ve system options to assess their potential for fuel use and emissions reducti on duri ng 

two standard drive cycles simulating urban and aggressive dri ving patterns respectively. 

The modell ing emph asis was placed on e ffi c ient drive systems, component downsizing, 

e ffic ie nt combustion cyc les and control strategies. The computer si mu lations indicated 

the potentia l for significant reductions in fuel use and e missions by do mestic vehi cles 

equipped with seri es hybrid dri ve systems when compared to do mestic vehic les 

equipped with conventio nal drive systems. Series hybrid dri ve systems equipped w ith a 

Diesel cycle engine as the internal combustion component o f the on-board power source 

showed the greatest overall reductions. Computer si mulations also accounted for the 

input from the main e lectrical grid network (for on-board battery recharging) and its 

e ffect o n fuel use and emiss ions and fou nd potential for even fur1her reductions 

particularl y in regions where the source o f g rid e lec tricity has a low e nvironmenta l 

impact. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

For the last I 00 years the reciprocating internal combusti on engine (ICE) powered 

vehicle and the foss il oil that it is re li ant upon has dominated our tran sport culture. In 

term s of land-based domestic and commercial transport , we would be complete ly lost 

witho ut it. Most goods and ervices are transported by it. We use it to get to work , pick 

up the children, do the shopping and fo r some of us the domestic vehicle is an extension 

of o ur personalities. It has become an indi spensable business and recreational tool o f 

modem contemporary society. 

The conventi onal ICE powered vehicle initi all y gave us freedom, the ability to go 

wherever and whenever we wanted and to do it re lati ve ly cheaply. Now, however, our 

ever-increasing search fo r more mobili ty and the transport o f goods and services has 

impri soned modem soc iety into high leve ls of emi ss ions, pollution, increas ing o il 

dependence, oil depletion concern s and the creation of resource wars in search of more 

ene rgy (oil ) to pursue our need fo r travel, transportati on and the proper rnnning o f a 

modem soc iety. This is because transport in general registers the most rapid inc reases in 

ene rgy consumpti on and remains almost entire ly dependent on oil because of few 

substituti on possibilities to less carbon intensive fue ls (IEA, 2000b). In most a fflu ent 

countries the ICE powered vehic le meets 75 to 80 percent of personal travel (Sperling, 

1996a). 

Alternatives to conventional transport have been tri ed in the fo rm of elec tric vehic les 

and vehic les with alternati ve ICE power pl ants such as gas turbines . However these 

a lternati ves have fa iled to make any impress ion in the competiti ve automoti ve market 

pl ace. The evidence for thi s is the fact that essenti all y all domestic vehicles are powered 

by either the Otto cycl e or Diesel cyc le engine (Gruden, 2003b). Reasons for the success 

of the reciprocating ICE in the domestic transport vehic le market inc lude (Dorfe ll , 

2003a): 

• I 00 years of research and development; 

• have become highly cost-effective in design, manufacture and use; 

• cost of fuel refining and di stribution is re latively low; 

• large-scale investment in manufacturing and infrastructure, over many decades; 

• low cost due to high production volumes; and 

• alternative fuels or alternative drive systems requtres high investment cost that 

nobody is willing to pay for in a society that is based on cost calculations and 



competition. 

In Europe 80% of passenger traffic and 75% of goods are transpo1ted by domestic 

vehic les and trucks. Automotive production currently runs at almost 50 million cars per 

year world-wide. 20 to 25% of world primary energy is in volved in mobility (Gruden, 

2003a). At present there are approximately 750 million domestic vehicles on the roads 

of the world and 90% of these are powered by the Otto cyc le engine (Gruden, 2003c). 

1.1 Approach and Methodology of the thesis 

The aim of thi s study was to evaluate the potenti al of series hybrid drive system 

technologies to reduce fue l use and emi ss ion , in conventi onal domestic vehicle 

transportati on. Thi s will be achieved by developing a s implifi ed computer model to 

predict fuel use and emiss ions levels in conventi onal vehicles and in vehicles equipped 

with series hybrid drive sys tems. The approach is to make compa ri sons between a 

number of conventional vehicles equipped with Otto cycle or Diesel engines with the 

same vehic les equipped with a number o f seri es hybrid drive system option s. The 

compari sons are made by s imulating vehic le operat ion over two test drive cyc les . The 

two drive cycles simulate typical city driving and typi cal open road driving patterns 

respecti ve ly. 

The overall objecti ve is to assess the potenti al e ffect of se ri es hybrid dri ve sys tems on 

fue l use and emi ss ions compared to conventi onal petrol (Otto cycle) powered domestic 

transport, and to make compari sons to the emerging Diesel powered domestic vehicle 

fl eet. Diesel cyc le powered vehicles have always been more fuel-efficient than their 

Otto cycle counterparts but have mainly been used in heavy tran sport. A push toward 

their use in domestic transport is becoming evident particularly in Europe where they 

are being seen as an effective option to reduce fuel consumpti on and the refore oi l 

dependence and to comply with ever more stringent emissions regulations. To thi s end it 

is informative to have information on the effeetivenes of series hybrid drive system 

technology relative to the emergi ng conventional domestic Diesel transport fleet and 

incorporating Diesel technology as part of series hybrid drive system architecture. 

The objectives can be summarised as follows : 

• ascertain fuel consumption and emissions of conventional Otto cycle and Diesel 

cyc le ICE vehicle drive systems; 
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• evaluate series hybrid drive systems incorporating the Otto or Diesel cycle as the 

on-board power source ; 

• examine vehicle emi ssions and fue l consumption using drive cycles that represent 

city driving and aggressive highway driving patterns; 

• ascertain the road loads assoc iated with driving a vehicle (conventional or series 

hybrid) over the prescribed drive cycle pattern; 

• evaluate fuel consumption by both conventional drive sys tems and series hybrid 

drive systems; 

• asses the emi ssions species produced and amount by both conventional drive 

systems and se ries hybrid drive systems; and 

• make comparisons between conventi onal vehicle drive systems and sen es hybrid 

vehicle drive systems with respect to fuel use, emiss ion spec ies, and overal l system 

efficiency. 

1.1. l Thesis outline 

The following is an out line of the sect ions contained in the rest of this document : 

Chapter 1: Introduction. 

This section g ives an overv iew of the issues confronting society with respect to 

transport, fuel use and emissions. It looks at society's relationship. with transport and 

the effec t on the environment, health implicati ons and oil dependence issues. lt also 

looks at ways of reducing fuel use and emiss ions. 

Chapter 2: Current domestic transport technologies. 

Technologies that make up the current domestic transport fleet were examined inc luding 

the ir relationship with domestic transport, the effect of part load effic iency on fue l use 

and emissions and current alternative to conventional ICE powered domestic transport 

including electric storage vehicles and fuel cell vehicles. 

Chapter 3: Hybrid vehicles. 

This section defines hybrid vehicles and outlines their advantages. 

Chapter 4: Series hybrid drive systems. 

Issues specific to the series hybrid drive system are considered and including drive 

system energy flow comparisons, effect of component down -sizing on fuel use and 

emissions, adaptability to other potential on-board power source technologies, 
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operational. design and marketing issues and the model ling approach used. 

Chapter 5: Reference vehicle model. 

The various parame ters invo lved in modelling the re ference vehicl e are explained 

inc luding: general veh ic le parameters, dri ve cyc les, transmi ssion parameters, road load 

parameters. fuel use, emissions, system e ffi c iency and model validation. 

Chapter 6: Series hybrid drive system mode l. 

Mode lling the series hybrid dri ve system in a vehicle was similar to the reference 

vehi cle but in addition, included battery parameters, e lectri c motor parameters, on-board 

power source parameters, power controlle r parameters, vehicle weight parameters, use 

of g rid recharging as well as fuel use and emi ssions. 

Chapter 7: Results and discussion. 

Thi s section interprets the predic tions c re ated by the model and discusses the vari ous 

relationships, in te rms of fuel use and emissions, between the chosen re ference vehic les 

and the series hybrid dri ve system options. 

Chapter 8: Conclusions and future work. 

Conclusions that can be impli ed from the predic ted results are discussed along with the 

directions that an y future work should take. 

1.2 The Autocentricity of modern society 

The reason the reciprocating ICE has come to do minate land based transport is no fluke. 

Although the ICE has a poor thermal effic iency (maximum efficiency of approximate ly 

33% for the Otto cycle (CAE, 1996) and 42% for the Diesel cycle (Gruden 2003d)) and 

has a poor part load efficiency (Nyland et a l, 2002a), no othe r form of potential 

transport power source has been able to comple tely replace it. 

The conventional domestic ICE powered vehicle has become an integral and 

indi spensable part of modern society making it very difficult to replace. Any potentia l 

replacement has to be an equivalent in all (not some) of the foll owing areas: 

• practicality; 

• flexibility; 

• versatility ; 
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• convenience; 

• re liability; 

• running cost; 

• capital cost; and 

• market acceptance . 

However the advent o f concerns relating to local po llu tion, g lobal warming and health 

e ffects due to the e mi ss ions from conventi onal vehi c les is fo rc ing a change in the w ay 

soc ie ty approaches the concept of, particul arly , domestic transportation. These concerns 

have resulted in emi ssions regul ati ons such as the U.S and Cali fo rni a e mi ss ions 

standards (MIT , 2004a) that have fo rced car ma nu fac turers to consider a lternati ve 

transportati on dri ve sources that are less tox ic to hum ans and the environment. 

Domestic transport makes ever-increas ing u e of non-renewable foss i I fue ls and the 

combustion of these foss il fuels in vehicle engines results in ever inc reasing levels o f 

po llution. Therefore transpo11 technologies that have the ability to signifi cantl y reduce 

vehicle emi ss ions and fuel use must be seen as bein g of great importance fo r society. 

The effi c iency o f domestic vehic les has showed steady improvement in recent years 

ho wever trends leading toward larger, heav ier, and more powerfu l vehicles has offset 

these e ffi ciency gains, resulting in onl y minor gai ns in overall fl eet fue l econom y (Fig . 

1- 1 ). Thi s trend is exemplified by the fac t that, a lthough fu el use pe r unit weight of 

vehicle has actuall y declined s ignificantl y in recent years, the average vehi cle weight 

has also increased markedl y in the same time peri od (Fig. 1-2) (lEA, 200 1 b). 

Improved fue l effi ciency has al so been offset by the growth in travel of li ght duty 

vehic les . Thi s growth in travel is expected to remain strong into the future impl ying that 

the transport sector will continue to be one of the bi gges t challenges for reduc ing oil 

dependence and meeting the Kyoto agree ment targets (IEA, 200 I b ). 
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Figure 1-1. Fuel efficiency trends of domestic transport over two decades for 
various countries (IEA, 2001b). 
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Figure 1-2. Fuel use per unit weight and average vehicle weight for various 
countries (IEA, 2001b). 
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People have a love affair with the ICE vehi cle that has been built up over the past 80 to 

90 years . The domestic ICE vehicle delivers goods and services, we celebrate occasions 

with it, te levision programs are devoted to it , and some services are not possible without 

it (Ambulance, Fire engine). Governments are therefore not expected to make policy 

dec isions that wou ld significantly restrict modes of transportation. The transport sector 

is a major and necessary component of modem li fe. It accounts for approximately 25% 

of world-wide energy usage, and employs a significant proportion of the workforce in 

many countries. Reductions in fuel use and emissions from the transport sector have to 

be achieved without major disruptions in transportation patterns (Ortmeyer, 2001 ). 

The modem domestic ICE vehicle gives us the freedom and ab ility to effective ly go 

wherever we want to, whenever we want to. When that freedom is taken away, li fe 

becomes somewhat more difficult. A case in point is the car- less days scenario that was 
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implemented in New Zealand during the o il cris is of the late 1970s. On the 30th Jul y 

1979, New Zealand introduced a drastic fuel conservation measure (in addition to 

banning petrol sa les on weekends), the banning of the operation of all privately owned 

petrol powered motor vehic les weighing 2000 kg or less (except for motorcyc les) fo r 

one day a week. Suddenl y, much more organi sation was required to achi eve the every 

day requirements that had become second nature with the automobil e. How do I get the 

family groceri es? How do I get to work? How do I pick up the children from school? 

Modem c ities are built , no t with humans in mind , but with the domestic vehic le in mind , 

inc luding inner c ity hi gh ri se parking buildings, easy availability of support 

infrastructure, roading networks to get as near as possible to public amenities. "There is 

pl enty of ev idence that human settlements have become autocentric with urban des ign 

infrastructure and po licy making focused on accommodating the car" and "The rapid 

proliferation of automobiles has a been a maj or influence on urban and suburban 

landscapes since the lllm of the century" (S pe rling, 1996a). [t is possibl e to purchase 

and eat food without hav ing to get out of your car. [n some co untri es you can go to the 

mov ies and not get out of your car. [t is diffi cult to comprehend a modem developed 

soc iety not do minated by domestic transport . 

[n other areas o f energy use and production the re are viab le altern ati ves to the use of 

fossil o il. Ln the e lectri c ity sector there are alte rn ati ves such as coal, gas o r nuc lear 

based e lectricity product ion as well as the renewabie energy altern ati ves in the form of 

wind, hydro, so lar, and biomass. However in the tran sport secto r, the basis for most 

personal, domestic transportation is petrol and diesel de ri ved from fue l oil and thi s wi ll 

continue to be the case well into the future. 

Essenti all y eve rything we do and all goods and services, at some point, are reliant o n 

transportation. Thi s transportation requires fuel and most conventional vehicle fuel is 

derived from fossil o il which is non-sustainable and in additi on, the combustion of o il is 

detrimental to the environment and our health. 

Thus, it could be argued that our predilection with ICE powered domestic transportation 

and our evolutionary need for mobility has led to our current predicament of locali sed 

pollution and excessive fuel use. 
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1.3 Environmental impacts 

Domestic vehicle transport is responsible for over half of all urban air pollution and a 

quarte r of all greenhouse gas emissions (Sperling, 1996b). Today's vehicl es powered by 

petrol and diesel produce 90% of carbon monox ide (CO) and 50% of the hydrocarbon 

(C H) and nitrogen ox ide 1 
( Ox) emi ss ions in urban areas (Kyoungho, 2002). These 

levels are li kely to be even hi gher in regions of low industri ali sati on. 

l.3.1 Carbon dioxide 

Radiation fro m the sun penetrates the Earth's atmosphere and hits the surface of the 

pl anet where a proporti on is ab orbed and a further proporti on is radiated as heat (infra

red radiation). Under normal circumstances thi s heat ene rgy would simpl y be rad iated 

back out into space, however if this radiation is trapped near the surface of the earth by 

atmospheric compounds such as carbon di ox ide (C02), this causes the surface to heat up 

(the so call ed green house effect) and hence the long term effec t known as global 

warming, which has been attributed to melting ice caps, ri s ing sea levels and 

temperatures and adverse weathe r patterns (EPA, 2002b) . 

Around the world the transport sector is responsible fo r over 2 1 C/o of g lobal, human 

produced, C02 em issions ([EA, 2002a). In the OECD it is even hi ghe r at approxi mate ly 

28 % (IEA, 2002). [n ew Zealand we have the hi ghest level of transport emissions in 

the OECD at 45 % of the total (EECA, 2002). We also have the fas tes t growth rate of 

C02 emi ssions in the OECD along with the second highest car ownership rate in the 

world (second onl y to the United States) (EECA, 2002). 

The W orld Energy Outlook (TEA, 2002b) has indicated th at ri s ing o il consumption in 

the transport sector will be a major source of inc reased C02 e mi ss ions over the 

projected period out to 2030. Transpo rt sector emi ss ions are ex pected to ri se to 

approximately 25% of global energy related C02 emi ssions. Most of the increase is 

from road transport (IEA, 2002b). Increasing demand is even more significant in large 

developing regions such as China and Indi a, clue to sharp increases in vehic le 

ownership, road and freight transport. This will have a further effect on C02 emiss ions 

(lEA, 2002b). 

1 For Lhe resl of thi s document references to NOx implies O + N02 
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1.4 Health concerns from emissions 

Vehicle emi ss ions have been linked with premature death , hospital and eme rgency 

visits, some cancers, asthma and other respirato ry di seases (Clark and Shay. 2002). 

European studies indicate th at mortality due to vehicle related air polluti on is twice the 

acc ident road to ll (Fisher et al, 2002). [n the U.S. it is estim ated that 50,000 to 120,000 

premature deaths a re assoc iated with ex posure to a ir pollutants (Clark and Shay, 2002). 

We li ve in a world where smoking is banned in certain areas, industria l processes and 

the use of hazardo us chemicals are c lo e ly monitored, yet we condo ne the use of a 

transport system that pumps out huge levels of emi ss ions that are just as harmful. We 

all ow thi s because of the vitality of transport to modem society. 

The fo ll owing is a summary of the types of pollutants/toxins that are present in the 

vehic le exhaust gas stream as a result of combu sti on and their health impac ts (MFE, 

2004) (thi s dos not incl ude the effect of any exhaust after treatment). 

1.4.l Carbon monoxide 

• Results from incomplete combust ion due to insuffic ient oxygen or insuffici ent 

residence time at high temperature. Excess ive ly lean conditi ons during Otto cyc le 

operati on can lead to incomplete and unstabl e combu sti on and hi gh CO leve ls (EPA, 

2002b). 

• Reduces the oxygen carryi ng capacity of the blood si nce CO binds more readily to 

hemoglobin than oxygen does, which leaves less hemoglob in avail ab le for 

trans ferring oxygen around the body. The heart and brain are part icul ar ly sensit ive 

(Fisher et al, 2002). 

• Res ults in a decrease in work capac ity in healthy adults. 

• Can impact on the developi ng foetus resulting in reduced birth weight in non

smokers. 

• Sotirces are typically Otto cycle motor vehic le emi ss ions (MIT, 2004a). 

1.4.2 Unburned hydrocarbons 

• Significantly affected by fuel composition (Heywood, 1988a). 

• Result from incomplete combustion . 

• Discharged into the atmosphere when some portion of the fuel remains unburned or 

just partially burned. 
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• Include a wide range of compounds, some of which are toxic air pollutants. 

• Otto cyc le engines are a major source (MIT, 2004a). 

• Precursor to ozone creati on (tox ic) and smog formation . 

• Are a known infrared sink (EPA, 2002b). 

1.4.3 Oxides of nitrogen 

• Occur directl y from combustion processes and as a result of the conversi on o f NO 

gas in the atmosphere during interaction with the ex haust gas stream. 

• Concentration during combustion depends o n combustion temperature, fuel 

compositi on, a ir/fue l rati o and combust ion reacti o n time (cruc ial fo r the Diesel 

cyc le) (Gruden, 2003b). 

• Are linked with premature death, hospital and emergency department vis its 

aggravated asthma and other respiratory problems, the elderl y be ing particularl y 

susceptible. 

• Typical sources are motor vehicle emi ssions (partic ul arl y the Diesel cyc le). 

• Can form nitri c ac id (tox ic) with water in the eye, lung, mucus membrane and skin. 

• Long term ex posure to nitrogen ox ides inc reases susceptibility to res piratory 

infections res ulting in lowered res istance to such di seases as pneumoni a and 

influenza. 

• Asthm atics ex posed to hi gh concentrations of Ox can suffer lung irritation and 

potentially lung damage. 

• Contributes to ac id rain , nutrient overload that deteriorates water quality , and fine 

parti cul ate matter formation (increases haze and decreases visib ility) (Bushanam et 

al, 2004). 

• Reacts with comm on organ ic chemical s and ozone to produce a variety of tox ic 

products. 

• Is a known infrared sink (EPA, 2002b). 

Emiss ions produced by domestic vehicles are felt most where there 1s the highest 

concentrations of these vehicles - urban areas. 

1.5 Oil dependence 

The IEA (2000c) has indicated ; "Oil consumption has become a major policy concern in 

the context of both increasing oi l-import dependence and ri sing C02 emis ions. 
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Transports central role and its deep influence on daily li fe make rapid changes difficult 

to achieve. [ts weak responsiveness to energy price movements and the turnover of i ts 

in frastructure make it a crucial and di fficult factor in oil security and climate change." 

Petroleum fuels account for more than 95% of energy use in transport in nearl y every 

IEA country, and oi l combustion i s a major source of emissions. Transport has become 

the dominant oil -consuming sector in most LEA countr ies, oil use in the sector has 

increased steadily over the past 30 years and now represents nearl y two-thi rds of total 

IEA oil consumption. Thu s, the oil dependence problem is largely a transport problem 

( IEA. 200 I a). 

Reducing oil use and emissions in transport is di fficult due to the unresponsi veness o f 

vehicle travel to changes in the travel environment or to the costs of travel. A I 0% 

increase in fuel prices usually results in only a I %-3% decline in travel (LEA, 200 I a). 

General ly people have limited choices about how or how much they travel once they 

have chosen their location o f residence and work . Fuel costs arc general l y only a small 

factor in the decision making process (IE A, 200 1a) and are general ly only a small 

percentage of the overall expendi ture of an individual or fami ly. 

T he IEA (2000c) has indicated that there wi ll be an increasing global oi l demand in the 

transport sector through to the year 2020 in the OECD (Fig. 1-3). This increase will 

climb faster than any other sector (2.4%). ote that the transport sector includes all 

forms of transportation e.g. planes, trains, boats, as well as domestic and commercial 

road transport . However, domestic road transport makes up over 80% of the transport 

oil demand (A tl as proj ect, 1999). 

T he IEA further indicated that by 2020, transport wi 11 account for over hal f of total 

world oil demand (LEA, 2002a). 

Oil consumption is expected to significantly increase over the peri od 1997 to 2020 in 

non-OECD A sia. ln 1997 this region was a net importer of 5.8 million barrels per day, 

by 2020 this is expected to rise to 25.2 million barrels (IEA, 2000a). 
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Figure 1-3. Transport sector proportion of total OECD oil demand (IEA, 2000c)2
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Most of the expected incremental oil demand from now until 2020 is ex pected to come 

from the tran sport sector (Fi g. 1-4 ). In OECD countri es, transportati on accounts fo r 

virtuall y all oil demand growth. In non-OECD countries, although oil demand growth 

occurs in all sectors, the vast majority of the growth is still in the transport sector. In the 

OECD, incrementa l oil demand in other sectors such as power generati on and industry 

is actuall y decreas ing (!EA , 2000a). 

Figure 1-4. Incremental oil demand by sector between actual demand in 1997 and 
assumed demand in 2020 (IEA, 2000a). 
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The IEA has indicated the following with respect to tran sport (IEA, 2000d): 

• oil demand growth over the last decade resulted largely from an increasing demand 

for mobility; 

• in OECD countries the transport sector accounted for practically all of the increase 

in oil demand; 

2 
I Mtoe - 41.88 PJ Ref: Oil industry conversions, Website, http://www.eppo.go. th/ref/ UNIT-OIL. html 
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• the past 25 years have revealed a direct re lationship between GDP and growth in 

mobility; and 

• world tran sport demand has fol lowed economic o utput and thi s relati onship 1s 

expected to pers ist. 

The contemporary view is that increasing economic o utput and improvements in GDP 

are necessary which implies that oil demand in the transport sector will continue to 

increase with the flow-on e ffect of increased emi ss ions and inc reased oil dependence. 

1.6 Global peak in oil extraction 

Modem society is compl ete ly re liant on transport and the refore fu el to funct ion 

properly. However when the fue l (oil ) runs out is less re levant than when suppl y can no 

longer match demand . 

The global peak in o il ex traction is the point when half of the total g lobal oil resource 

has been consumed (Peak oil , 2005 ). Thi s implies that afte r thi s point o il supp ly will no 

longer be able to match an ever-increasing oi I demand unless demand drops off at the 

same rate, wh ich wou ld seem unlike ly. Several sources indicate that the peak in g loba l 

oil supply is predicted to occur by the end of the decade o r sooner tCampbell , 1999; 

Campbell and Lahe rrere, 1998 : Laherrie ra. 200 I: Bentley, 2003; ASPO, 2003; Uoregon, 

2003). Beyond thi s point o il pri ces will ri se s ignifi cantl y unl ess demand declines . 

Figure 1-5 shows the actual and predicted fuel use from the year 1900. Fue l use since 

1900 has fo ll owed the line of predicti on quite c losely apart from a deviati on through the 

1970s and early 1980s (a time of excessive fue l use fo ll owed by an o il c ri sis). The line 

of prediction is actua ll y the familiar bell curve (Guassian distribution). Thi s prediction 

line indicates that we are very c lose to the peak of to tal o il extraction. Abnormal events 

such as excessive fue l use or events such as the Gulf war can affect the timing of this 

peak. The curve also indicates the relative cost, ease of extraction and availability, 

relative to this peak. The left-hand side of the peak represents oil that is widely 

available, easy to extract, of good quality and is relatively cheap (per barrel) implying 

that the retail price (price at the pump) will also be relatively cheap. The ri ght-hand s ide 

of the peak represents oil that is less widely available (more well s needing to be drilled 

in less accessible places, such as offshore), extraction is more difficult (advanced 

technology is required to access the oi l) and the oil is of lower quality. All this increases 
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the cost. 

The following needs to be cons idered whe n estimating oil p roduction and resources 

(World Watch Institute, 2002): 

• No significant new oi l reserves have been found since the 1970s. Th is may reduce 

the o il reserves that could be added to the proven reserves. 

• Consumption of oil is not a constant process. Between 1990 and 2000, annual o il 

consumpti on increased by 14% and trends indicate that this process wi ll continue. 

T hus, if demand goes up, the ti me remaini ng before the exhaustion of the supply 

gets shorter. 

• The last few hundred billi on barrels of potentia ll y extractable oil may actually be 

economicall y unrecoverable. 

Figure 1-5. Bell curve of actual and predicted annual fuel use since 1900 (World 
watch institute, 2002). 
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Thi s last point - the energy cost of exploration, extraction and production of oil needs to 

be considered. Whe n the energy cost of recovering a barrel of oil becomes greater than 

the energy content of the oil itself, production will stop no matter w hat the price is 

(H ubbert, 1982). 

Hirsch (2005) presented a paper to the United States D epartment of Energy (USDOE) 

concerning the peaking of g lobal oil. The following is a summary of some of the points 

made. 

• Waiting until world conventi onal o il production peaks before initiating a crash 
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program of mitigation leaves the world with a s ignificant liquid fue l de ficit for two 

decades or longer. 

• Without timely mitigation, the world supply/demand balance will onl y be achieved 

through massive shortages, accompanied by hu ge oi l pri.ce increases, both of which 

would create a long pe riod o f significant economic hardship world-wide. 

• The date of world o il peaking is no t known with certainty. Thi s complicates the 

decision-making process. A fundamental problem in predicting the o il peak is 

uncertain and politically biased oi l reserve claims from many o il producing 

countries and the oil companies them selves. 

• As recentl y as 200 1, authoritative forecasts of ab undant future supplies of North 

American natural gas proved to be excessive ly optimistic. Oil and natural gas 

geology is similar in many ways, suggesting that optimi stic oil production forecasts 

deserve to be viewed with considerable scepticism. 

• Increased fue l effic iency (of ex isting vehicles) alone will be ne ither sufficient nor 

time ly enough to solve the oil shortage problem in the short term . To preserve 

reasonabl e levels of economic prosperity and growth , product ion o f large amounts 

o f substitute liquid fuels will be required. 

• Government intervention will be essenti al. Economic and social impacts of o il 

peaking will otherw ise be chaotic, and crash programme miti gation will need to be 

properl y supported. How and when governments begin to seriously address these 

challenges is yet to be determined . 

• Improved fuel effic iency in the world 's transportation sector will be a c ritical 

element in the long-term reduction of liquid fue l consumption , however, the scale of 

effort required will inherently take time and be very ex pensive. 

• Crash programmes represent the fastest poss ible implementation - the best case. In 

practical te rms, real-world action is certain to be slower. 

• Oil peaking di scussions should foc us primarily on prudent ri sk management, and 

secondarily on forecasting the timing of oi l peaking, which will always be inexact. 

If peaking is imminent, failure to act aggress ively will be extremely damaging 

world-wide. 

• World oi l peaki ng represents a problem like none other. The political , economic, 

and social stakes are enormous. 

At the time of writing (Sept 2005), crude oil had reached $67.10 per barrel. Is this solel y 
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due to the effects of the American invas ion of [rag and assoc iated market jitters over 

guarantee of s upply and the often-quoted suppl y-demand scenari o, or is there a deepe r 

reason'.! Once the war in Iraq was over it was expected that oil prices would return to 

pre-war levels. This has not happened and the current price spikes and general trend to 

hi gher fue l pri ces may indicate that g lobal reserves of oil are not ab le to cope with 

increased o il demand . Is thi s evidence that we are beginning to see the e ffects on the 

price of o il as we get closer to the predi cted peak in g lobal oi l production/extraction? 

The price of o il makes it even more imperat ive that we produce technology th at reduces 

our dependence on thi s resource. It is definitely in the best interest of governments to 

put in place incentives to a ll ow thi s to happen . 

Due to transport oil dependence and the transport req uirements of goods and servi ces, 

any increase in the cost of fuel will e ffect the cos t of these goods and services. These 

costs will have to be passed on to the consumer in the form of price hikes o r even pri ce 

spikes (Campbell , 2002). Thi s can have inflati onary effects and thus have a significant 

negati ve effect on national and internati onal economies. The onl y so luti on to thi s 

pred icament is to use less oi I. 

Fuel suppl y can be likened to the operation of a tap, if we require a g reate r amount we 

s imply open the tap a bit more. However it may be that we have reached a point where 

we have opened the tap as far as it will go. lf thi s has occu rred, it wi ll be no longer 

possib le to suppl y any increase in demand . 

1.7 Methods of Reducing Fuel Use and Emissions in conventional vehicles 

1.7.1 Weight reduction 

Vehicle weight has a sign ificant effect on vehic le performance. It also has a s ignificant 

effect on the fuel use and emissions of a vehicle . The energy required to ascend an 

inc line or to overcome inertial resistance of a vehicle can be modelled by: 

Equation 1-1. E=mghcos(cp) 

=m a d 

where 

E = energy required 

m = mass 

g = gravity 
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h = height 

<p = angle of ascent 

a= accelerati on 

d = di stance 

The energy req uired (E) varies linearly with mass (m). Thus, reducing the mass of the 

vehicle by, for example, 50% will reduce the energy required by 50%, thus, reducing 

fuel use and emissions. As a general rule of thumb , reducing weight by l 0% reduces 

fuel consumpti on by 5% (OT A, 1995). 

1.7.2 Aerodynamic design 

Aerodynam ics effects the veh icle by creating a drag force on the vehicle that the drive 

source has to overcome in order to travel at a certain speed . The drag force on the 

veh icle due to the wind resistance can be modelled by the relationship : 

Equation 1-2. R air = 0 .5 A Co p V2 

where 

R air = air res istance 

A = frontal area of the vehicle 

Co = drag coefficient 

p = air density 

V = velocity 

The air resistance force is linear with respect to the frontal area of the vehic le, air 

density and the non-dimensional drag coeffic ient but varies with the square of the 

velocity of the vehicle. Thus, the maj or component effecting the air resistance force is 

the speed of the vehicle. Essentially for every doubling of speed there is a 4-fold 

increase in air resistance. Although it may be difficult to reduce speed and frontal area 

as a means of reducing aerodynamic drag, reducing the drag coeffici ent is a significant 

way of reducing the energy required to over-come thi s res istance to motion and 

therefore fuel use and emissions. 

1.7.3 Reduced rolling resistance 

In any vehicle, due to the presence of gravity, there is a certain amount of resistance to 
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motion at the points where the vehicle directly or indirectly contacts the road surface 

resulting in friction that needs to be overcome. For conventional vehicles these points of 

frictional contact are the tyres, the road surface, and the friction that exists within the 

bearings in the hub of the wheel. The following can be used to model rolling resistance 

(Gomez, 2003): 

Equation 1-3. Rru11=mg(CR(l+V/l60)) 

where 

m = mass 

g = gravity 

V = velocity 

CR= tyre friction coefficient 

The rolling resistance force is dependent on mass and velocity. Thus, reducing either of 

these variables will result in a reduction in this resistance to motion and the consequent 

energy required. There is a trade off here since it is difficult to produce tyres that on the 

one hand have good grip on the road but at the same time have a low friction 

coefficient. 

l.7.4 Alternative fuels 

Cleaner fuels can considerably reduce emissions. For example compressed natural gas 

(CNG) when combusted has the following stoichiometry (Queens, 2005): 

If this is compared to combustion of iso-octane (conventional standard petroleum fuel): 

These stoichiometric relationships indicate that one molecule of natural gas when 

combusted produces significantly fewer emissions than iso-octane. However they are 

very simplistic and do not take into account: 

• calorific content of the fuel; 

• the air fuel ratio used; and 
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• di ssoc iation of nitrogen and combination with other gasses such as oxygen during 

high temperature combustion in the Otto and Diese l cyc les. 

Natural gas still produces ignificantl y less em1 ss1ons when com pared to other 

competing fuels , ranging from a 25% reduction in average C02 emissions to an almost 

l 00% reduction in CO em issions when compared to conventional veh ic les powered by 

Otto cycle engines (Yagnik, 2005) . 

Fuel s of particular interest due to thei r potenti al for reduced environmental impact are 

biofuels. These fue ls are derived from plant and animal material in such a way that the 

overall carbon balance is zero. The C02 produced during the combustion of the fue l is 

in balance with the C02 consumpti on th at is necessary to form the fuel. Fue ls such as 

bioethano l and biodiesel are liquids and could be eas il y distributed through ex isting 

transport fuel infrastructure with onl y minor modificati ons. However, there would still 

be environmenta l and health implicati ons due to locali sed emi ssions in urban areas, for 

example, increases in levels o f nitrogen ox ides from combustion of biodiesel is an iss ue 

as is the amount o f land area required to produce the required amounts of fue l needed to 

supply a large transport fl eet (Dorfell , 2003a). However, bl ending biofuels with ex isting 

fue ls is a commonly accepted method of extending ex isting fue l supply and reducin g the 

potenti all y significant impact on biofue l suppli es. Bio fuels such as bioethanol and 

biodiesel can also be produced from Whey (by-produc t of milk process ing) and from 

tall ow (by-product of meat processing) respect ive ly. 

Hydrogen is considered as the most favo urab le future fu el and it is considered likely 

that the fuel ce ll will provide the ene rgy to dri ve domestic vehicles at some point in the 

future (Dorfe ll , 2003a). However hydrogen fuel in vehicles requ ires a new fuel supply 

infrastructure. The German project "W asserstoff-Wirtschaft" was aiming for a 

countrywide hydrogen supply infrastructure by the year 2020, but hi gh costs have 

forced a delay until 2050 (Dorfell , 2003a). The United Kingdom aims for general 

availability of hydrogen/fue l-cell technology in transport from 201 2. The fuel -cell 

technology itself is far from maturity and the energy source for producing the hydrogen 

is unclear. Hydrogen may be the future medium for energy transport and hi gh-density 

energy storage in vehicles but it must be produced by sustainable means that minimize 

production emissions, otherwise, the case for hydrogen as the future fuel is undermined 

(Dorfell , 2003a). 
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l.7.5 lmproved engine efficiency 

Improving engine effi c iency is significant method for reducing fuel use and emi ss ions 

however there are limitati ons. A conventi onal Otto cycle ICE has a maximum effi c iency 

of 33 % (CAE, 1996), whereas the indicated effi c iency is approximate ly 40% (Nam, 

2004a). The indi cated e ffi ciency is a measure of the engine effi ciency when fri cti onal 

effects and other assoc iated losses such as pumping losses are neglected. It is the 

maximum effi ciency that the Otto cycle ICE could achieve under ideal conditions and 

has remained the same for the last three decades implying that there is a limit to what 

can be achieved with thi s technology (Nam, 2004a). The Diesel cyc le [CE (fo r u e in 

domestic transport ) is inhe rentl y more e ffi cient that th an the Otto cyc le with a 

max imum e ffi c iency in excess of 40% (G ruden, 2003d). Thi s technology o ffe rs 

significant potenti al to reduce fue l use and emi ssions when compared to the Otto cyc le. 

1.7.6 Reduced accessory Loads 

Accessory loads such as air conditi oning, e lectric windows and other e lectrical loads in 

a vehic le are not direc tl y re lated to the dri ve system o f the vehicle. The trend in recent 

years has been toward higher electrical/accessory loads increasing the load on the 

engine and therefore increasing fu el use and emi ssions. Accessory loads in volving 

comfo rt and safety are also taking inc reas ingly larger amounts o f vehic le power thus 

vehicles require greater engine power (Dorfe ll , 2003b). 

1.7.7 Reduced idling loss 

Whenever a conventional vehicle is be ing operated but is stationary or decele rating, the 

ICE is still operating but not dri ving the wheels. Thus, s ignificant energy is be ing 

wasted. The ability to turn off the engine during peri ods of zero moti on or deceleration 

can represent significant saving in overall fuel use and level s of emi ss ion . 

1.7.8 Reduced braking and deceleration loss 

In a conventional vehic le a certain amount of energy is required to acce le rate the vehicle 

and then maintain the vehicle at a certain speed. When the vehicle decelerates or is 

slowed down by the use of the braking system, the energy that was used to accelerate 

the vehicle and maintain a certain is speed is lost, essentially as heat through the braking 

and cooling system and fue l loss through the engine. Thus, new energy from the fuel 

has to be supplied to re-accelerate the vehicle. Significant reductions can be made in 
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fue l use and emi ssions if this waste energy could be recovered and reused in the dri ve 

process. 

1.7.9 Reduced heat loss 

ln any conventional domestic vehic le [CE a significant amount of energy is wasted and 

essentiall y e nds up as heat that is re leased to the environment. ln an Otto cycl e ICE, for 

exampl e, the maximum e ffic iency is approx imately 33%, impl ying that at least 67% of 

the energy in the fuel is wasted, most of it ending up as heat though a small proporti on 

may be used for heating purposes in the vehicle (CAE, 1996). Significant reductions 

could be made in fuel use and emissions if waste heat ene rgy could be recovered and 

reused in the drive process. 

Harnessing this waste heat (as is done in industrial combined heat and power (C HP) and 

combined cycle plants) in future designs of thermal and non-the rma l transport dri ve 

source devices could be a key e le ment in significantl y increas ing therma l e ffi c iency and 

therefore reducing fuel use and emissions. 

1.7.10 Mass transport 

The subject of domestic road based mass transport (buses, carpooling e tc) is not strictly 

re lated to the concepts dealt w ith in this study however it needs to be emphasised that if 

there were no vehicles powered by internal combustion engines there would be no 

pollution from transport or proble ms with a diminishing resource to power the transport 

sector. To this encl reduc ing the number of vehicles on o ur roads is one simple method 

o f reducing fu el use and emi ssio ns in the transport sector. Although it may be naive to 

think that ociety could ex ist w ithout indi vidual domestic transport, the reality is that 

mass transport is pote ntiall y still one o f the best methods of reduc ing fu el use and 

e missions particularly if the advanced technology systems that will be di scussed in thi s 

study are considered. To this end it must be emphasised that although advanced vehicle 

drive systems may have the ability to sign ificantly reduce fuel use and e mi ssions there 

is no replacement for simply reducing the number of vehicles and the problems that 

these vehicles cause and will continue to cause. However, as far as mass transport is 

concerned, it will not be considered further. 

1.7.11 Efficient alternative vehicle technologies 

Alternative engine technologies to the ICE or improvements in current technologies that 
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increase overall e ffi ciency have the potential to signifi cantly reduce fue l use and 

emi ssions. ICE thermal engine effici ency is governed by the Carnot cyc le and thi s limits 

the effici ency that can be attained . The Carnot cyc le (Warhaft, 1997) is defined by: 

Equation I -4. ri = (TH - Tc)/ TH = 1 - Terr H 

where 

T] = thermal e ffi ciency 

TH = heat of the reactants (combusti on te mperature) 

Tc = heat of the products (exhaust temperature) 

The Carnot equati on implies that e ffi c iency is a functi on o f the temperature difference 

between reactants (fue l and air) and products (exhaust). Thus there is a limit to what can 

be achieved with current conventional [CE technology as far a reduc ti on in fuel use 

and emi ssions are concerned . 

Problems assoc iated with the conventi o nal reciprocating [C E are: 

I . The conventional ICE is designed fo r the peak operating requirements of the 

vehic le, but most of the time the engine will never ac tu all y encounter the power 

requiring conditi ons fo r which the engine has been des igned. Thus the conventional 

vehicle engine is conside rab ly overpowered for the average operating requirements. 

2 . The ICE has poor part load e ffi c ie ncies (Nam, 2004a; Gruden, 2003c; Nyland et al, 

2002a) and since the majority o f its ope ration is well away from its optimum 

operating point it is thus operating very ineffi cientl y with resulting hi gh fue l use and 

high levels of emi ssions. 

Vehicle system technologies that are designed for the average ope rating conditions and 

ensure that the drive source is operated closer to its optimum operating point (i.e. 

maximum efficiency) should have significant advantages in their ability to reduce fuel 

use and emissions. 

A typical New Zealand car has an average fuel economy of 10 litres per 100 kilometres 

and the average distance travelled is approximately 14,000 kilometres per year (EECA, 

2002). This represents an annual fuel cost of $2100 (petrol cost at $ 1.50/L). Thus, 

vehicle technology that could reduce fuel use by, say, 50% can save the average car 
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owner, on average, over $ l OOO per year. As the cost of fuel rises (which it is predicted 

to as we get closer to the peak in oil extraction and beyond) these savings will rise. 

Reductions in fuel use will also have a flow-on effect in terms of reduced oil imports 

and oil import costs which in turn has a flow-on effect to improved balance of trade 

figures. 

In recent years large reductions in vehicle emissions and fuel consumption have been 

made possible by vehicles making use of hybrid electric drive systems (drive systems 

that incorporate an electric motor and batteries to augment the conventional drive 

system). These vehicles consume considerably less fuel and emit considerably fewer 

emissions compared to current technology vehicles. They arc also considerably more 

efficient in terms of overall energy use. 

Hybrid vehicles such as the Toyota Prius have been given an EPA (Environmental 

Protection Agency) fuel economy rating of 3.911100km in the city and 4.611100km on 

the highway (EPA, 2005). The Prius has been certified as a Super Ultra Low Emission 

Vehicle (SULEV) and an Advanced Technology Panial Zero Ernission Vehicle (AT

PZEV) in California and those states adopting California standards. The Prius has also 

been certified by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) as eligible for a $2,000 clean

burning fuel tax deduction. The Prius is one of the few mass-produced vehicles tu 

qualify for this federal tax benefit. 

Hybrid vehicles will be considered in more depth in Chapter 3. 
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2.0 CURRENT DOMESTIC TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGIES 

2.1 Internal combustion engine technologies 

For more than I 00 years, petrol (Otto cycl e) and Diesel cyc le ICEs have prevailed as the 

exc lusive dri ve unit in road transportati on with the Otto cycle being the main driver in 

domestic transpo rt. one o f the other power units invented to date have been able to 

make use of the energy content of fuel o il with the same or better e ffici ency than the 

Otto or Diesel cycle. When summing up all the properties required to smoothly operate 

a vehic le over wide speed and load ranges and a long lifetime, all alte rnati ve concepts 

have never succeeded in edging the Otto and Diesel cyc le engines out of their top 

pos itions (Gruden, 2003b). However the rec iprocating ICE due to its des ig n and mass 

production has c reated enormous problems in terms of its use of a fas t diminishing 

resource and the creati on of emi ss ions that e ffect our health and the health of the 

environment. 

There are essentiall y two types of IC E in conventi onal domesti c transpo rt, the Otto 

cyc le and the Diesel cyc le. These two technologies are a lso a component o f the seri es 

hybrid dri ve systems that are considered in thi s study. An in-depth di scussion of the 

mechanical or thermodynamic operati on o f the rec iprocating ICE is not required nor is 

it relevant. It suffices therefore to give a short overview of the techno logy as it re lates to 

this study. 

The primary difference between the Otto and Diesel cycles is the method of igniting the 

fue l. The Otto cycle uses a spark plug to ignite a compressed, pre-mi xed air/fue l mi xture 

in the cylinder. The Diesel cyc le operation compresses air onl y in the cylinder, to a hi gh 

pressure, raising its temperature to a level that will instantaneously ignite fue l that is 

injected in to the compressed air mass (EPA, 2002a). 

There are also differences in the way the load is regulated in the respective engine 

cycles. In the Diesel cycle the speed and power of the engine is regulated by altering the 

air/fuel ratio. This is achieved by alte ring the amount of fuel that is injected into the 

cylinder. Fuel in the Diesel cyc le always combusts in conditions of excess oxygen (high 

air/fuel ratios) (MIT, 2004b). 

In the Otto cycle engine the afr/fuel ratio is close to stoichiometric conditions. Thi s is 

accomplished by use of a valve in the induction pathway that simply varies the amount 
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of air/ fuel mixture that enters the cylinde r (MIT, 2004b). However this valve 

arrangement c reates s ignificant losses and ine ffic ienc ies due to increased pumping 

losses and a reduction in volumetric efficiency (Stone, 1992b ). Throttling results in 

about 25% of the to tal fri ction losses (Nam, 2004a). 

Diesels also have the ability to make use o f considerabl y higher compression rati os due 

to the type o f fue l that they use and this increase in compression ratio required for 

compression ignition improves the thermal e ffi ciency and helps markedly in g iving the 

Diesel engine its e ffi ciency advantage over the Otto cycle engine (Stone, 1992a). 

To summarise, Diesel cycle engines tend to be more e ffic ient than Otto cycle engines 

due to (Stone, 1992b; MIT, 2004b ): 

• having hi gher compression ratios ; 

• always ope rating with considerably higher air/ fue l ratios: 

• higher mechanical e fficiency s ince pumping losses arc reduced: 

• power output being controlled by the amount of fuel inj ected into the cylinde r not by 

throttling and its associated losses: and 

• During compression the behaviour of air (only a ir is inducted in a Diesel cycle) is 

c loser to the ideal air cycle than a fu el/air mi xlUre. 

The Diesel powe r unit has achieved a high status in transport. The worl d w ide share of 

Diesel engines in passenger vehicles is now approximately 20% (Gruden, 2003d), 

wherea in frei ght transport on the roads and by water the share approaches 100%, 

diesel being the only cost effecti ve alternati ve (G rude n, 2003d). 

The other ICE technology considered in this study is the 2-stroke Diesel cyc le. This 

cycle differs from the 4-stroke cycle in that there is one power stroke for every one 

revolution of the crankshaft as opposed to 2 revolutions of the crankshaft in the four 

stroke cycle. 

Where very high power is required and hi gh power density for applications such as 

shipping, the 2-stroke Diesel cycle is unrivalled (Gruden, 2003d). Thi s techno logy is 

also used in locomotives where a large Diesel cycle 2 -stroke reciprocating eng ine drives 

a large generator that in turn provides electricity for large electric motors that drives the 

wheels. The efficiency of the 2-stroke Diesel cycle is also very high with the engines 
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used in shipping hav ing repotted efficienc ies of up to 53% (Gruden, 2003d). Large 2-

stroke Diesel e ngines are the most effic ient the rmal units devised by man . When waste 

heat can be used as well , these e ngines can have e ffi cie nc ies in excess o f 80 % (Gruden, 

2003d). 

Due to the pote ntia l e ffic ie ncy, power de nsity and volume tric densit y advantages o f the 

2-stroke Diesel cyc le, the re is a s igni ficant amount of research being conducted on this 

technology for use in d omestic transport. Researc h be ing conducted in Fin land 

(Janhunen and Larmi , 2004 ), has produced a Diesel cyc le 2-stroke e ng ine for a 

conve ntional domestic vehic le that has 2 cylinders, a total capacity o f 1.3 li tres and 

produces lOOkW at a max imum effic iency of 48% . Compare thi s wi th a max imum 

effic ie ncy of 33% for a 4-stroke Otto cycle e ng ine. The reason for this high effi c ie ncy is 

the inhere nt advantages that the 2-stroke cycle has with regard to less pumping losses 

and the advantage of a power stroke per cycle . 

2.2 Part load efficiency 

The e ffi c iency of a conventio nal reciprocating lCE is hi g hes t for o nly a small range of 

torque and rotatio nal speed values (Fig. 2- 1 ). This is the zo ne of maximum efficie nc y 

and lowest e missions. During normal dri ving conditio ns, the ICE wil l rare ly ente r this 

zone (CAE, I 996). 

Figure 2- l. Efficiency vs. rotational engine speed and cylinder pressure for a 135hp 
and a 16hp ICE. Source: CAE (1996). 
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The engi ne efficiency of a vehicle is highly dependent on engine speed and load rat io. 

For stop/start urban driving or congested motorway gridlock where a vehicle is unlike ly 

to use more than the first three gears, and engine speed is generall y less than 3000 rpm , 

the engine efficiency can be less than 17%. For an engine speed of approximately 4000 

rpm and using fifth gear (rural or motorway driving) the efficiency can reach 

approximatel y 30%. 

The Shp (3.73 kW) and I 2hp (8.95kW) lines (Fig. 2- 1) represent a typical load under 

urban and motorway conditi ons respective ly (most of the power of an engine is used for 

acceleration and hill -c limbing) and indicates an effi c iency of less than 15 % and I 8% 

respective ly. ote that fo r the average conventional vehi c le, urban dri ving loads will be 

the majority of the loads that the vehic le will experience indicating that most o f the time 

the vehicle engine will be operating at less than 15 % efficiency. Overall system 

efficiency can drop even further when s ignificant engine idling is taken into account. 

Figure 2- 1 also shows how the Shp, 8hp and I 2hp po wer outputs re late to energy 

effic iency if the I 35hp ( I OOkW) ICE is replaced with a I 6hp ICE. The small er engine 

now operates c loser to the maximum effi ciency island over a greater range of output. 

What is required is a technology that can make use of this concept. 

2.3 Current alternatives to conventional domestic transport technologies 

2.3.1 Electric vehicles 

In most viabl e road transport scenarios, one of the key e lements is the storage of 

sufficient energy on board the vehicle to give uffic ient range of operati on. 

Conventional vehic les sto re energy, mainly in the fo rm of petrol and diesel, derived in 

the main, from fossi l oi l. The chemical energy storage capability (lower heating value) 

of diesel and petrol is approximately 4 L.4 MJ/kg and 44 MJ/kg respective ly resulting in 

a high energy density (Heywood, 1988b). Hence on ly a comparative ly small amount of 

fuel is required to travel each kilometre. For example, a petrol vehic le with an average 

fuel economy of 811100km and a tank size of SOL will be able to travel 625 km on one 

"charge" (tank of petrol). This fuel will only take up a volume of 0.05 m3 and have a 

weight of only 37kg. The tank technology required to store thi s energy on-board is 

re latively simple (the petrol tank). 
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Advantages of petrol and diesel include: 

• easy to transport: 

• can be stored for long peri ods of time with minimal degradation: 

• only requires minimal safety handling requirements: 

• is widely avai lable; and 

• all of the energy avai lable in the fuel can be used. 

However, the use o f petroleum fuel has two major disadvantages: 

I . fossi l oil , from wh ich petro l and diesel is deri ved, is a finite, non-sustainable 

resource: and 

2. the combustion o f these fuels has negati ve environmental and human health 

implications. 

The requirement for alternative technology vehicles such as electric vehicles, 

particularly storage electric vehicles, is to prov ide a storage capability that ri vals the 

range and power o f conventional vehicles using traditi onal fuels whilst making use of 

the far more efficient electric drive train and other advantages such as cleanliness and 

quietness. A n electric motor is greater than 90% efficient with high part load efficiency 

(EERE, 2005: EE Tech, 2004: Dorfell , 2003b), whereas a typical ICE drive train (Otto 

cycle) has an efficiency that varies between 15 and 33% (CAE, 1996). Since urban 

motoring accounts for the majority of travel this implies that for the majority of the time 

that the vehicle is operating. it w ill be operating very inefficientl y. 

The peak efficiency of the total drive train in electric vehicles can be high. A ssuming 

that the battery, controller and electric motor have efficiencies of at least 90%, thi s 

implies that peak system efficiency of the electri c vehicle could be at least 72% (thi s 

does not take into account the efficiency of the generated electricity). They are also able 

to regenerate some of the energy lost during deceleration and braking further increasing 

this efficiency to over 90% (Dorfell , 2003b). 

2.3.2 Electric drive 

An electric motor converts electrical energy from the energy source unit(s) to 

mechanical energy that drives the wheels of the veh icle. Unlike a traditional vehicle 

powered by an ICE, where engine torque is low at low engine speed and does not reach 

a maximum until at least the middle of the engine speed range, an electric motor 
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provides ful l torque at low speeds (maximum torque at zero motor speed) and almost 

constant torque across the entire motor speed range (Nam, 2004c; Riley Enterpri ses, 

2005). A vehic le needs high torque at low speeds for initi al acceleration then demands 

less torque as cruising speed is approached, thus the e lectri c motor characteristics are 

well matched to the load requirements of a conventi onal veh icle. The ability to have 

high constant torque across the speed range, particularly at 7.ero motor speed implies 

that a transmission is not required. In a conventi onal vehi cle the transmission is 

designed to match the to rque of the engine to the torque requirements of the load. Due 

to the high constant torque of the electri c motor this torque matching is not required. 

These advantages lead to a far less complex and more effi c ient power-train (Riley 

Enterprises, 2005). 

Electric propuls ion is becomin g a more attractive option for automobiles. Thi s is due to 

the increase in the performance of electric motors over recent years. Direct current (DC) 

motors used in early electric vehicles of the 1970s had torque densiti es of approximately 

3.1 Nm/kg whe reas modern brush-less permanent magnet motors for transpo11 

applicati ons have torque de ns ities approaching 25 Nm/kg (Lipman and Sperling, 

2000). Compare this with a modern 4-door sedan such as the popular Toyota Corolla, 

which produces 150 Nm of torque (Carfolio, 2005). This level of torque could be 

achieved with a modern electric motor that weighs only six kilograms. The Cali fo rnia 

Air Resources Board (CARB) indicated that weight, volume, and cost of the e lectric 

motor and contro ller had reduced significantl y and now the motor controller 

combinati on is smaller and lighter than a comparable internal combustion engine, 

cheaper to manufacture (in similar production volumes) and to maintain (Lipman and 

Sperling, 2000). 

The introduc tion of electric drive into vehicles cou ld create the opportunity for 

s ignificant savings in greenhouse gas e missions that are not po. sible with any other 

transportation or energy option (Sperling, 1996b). 

To summarize, the electric motor has the following advantages when compared to the 

conventional ICE (EERE, 2005; EE Tech , 2004; Lipman and Sperling, 2000; Dorfell , 

2003b): 

• very high efficiency of greater than 90%; 
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• very high part load effic iency: 

• low cost when mass-produced; 

• is a proven, mature techno logy: 

• has very few moving parts, giving them high reliability; and 

• high torque means a conventio nal tran smission is not required. 

This potentially leads to a reducti on in cost, complex ity, and weight of the vehic le and 

makes the vehic le simple to drive. 

The fact that most rai l systems are either e lectric (electric power source fro m the grid) 

or based o n the common Diesel e lectric argues stro ng ly for the practical ity, efficiency 

and power o f e lectric propulsion. What is required is an e ffic ient energy storage and/or 

supply system to make use o f these very effi c ient dri ve units. 

2.3.3 Batteries 

A bauery stores e lectric ity in the form of chemical energy. The standard automoti ve 

lead acid starting bauery, found in every conventional domestic vehic le, is similar to the 

techno logy required for e lectric vehic les. 

The feature of the battery e lectric vehic le that has I imited its widespread use is the low 

energy density and/or power densi ty of conventi onal battery systems . Power densi ty is 

important as thi s governs vehic le performance and high power demand limits the 

effecti ve range that the batteries can provide (CAE. 1996). This is a simi lar s illlatio n to 

reducing the fuel tank size of a conventional vehic le and therefore the effect that this 

ha on range. 

A disadvantage of batteries is that of weight. The heavier a veh ic le is the more energy 

that is req ui red to accelerate and maintain constant speed. During urban operation 

inertia l effects are at their highest, absorbing up to 50% of the energy required , w ith 

energy use ( fuel consumption) c losely re lated to the number of stops and tarts and 

evenness of traffic flow. Inerti al acceleration and deceleration are pro portio nal to 

vehicle mass (CAE, 1996). 

Batteries for modem do mestic transport use have high efficiencies in the o rder of 90% 

(Dorfell , 2003b) however the comparati vely poor e nergy stori ng capability implies high 
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mass and volume is required in order to store a certain amount of energy. A small car 

with a 451 fue l tank can s tore the equi valent of approximately 400 kWh of chemical 

energy. Assuming an advanced battery for transport use has an energy density o f 330 

Wh/1 and 165 Wh/kg, a battery equivalent to the 451 petrol tank would require 

approximately 1.2 m3 of space and weigh 2424 kg. Ass uming the drive train o f an 

electric vehicl e is 5 times more effi cient th an an ICE it would still require 0 .24 m3 and 

485 kg of batteri es. Thi s leads to unreasonab ly hi g h weight , space and cost 

requirements. The range of a pure electric vehic le with practical battery weight wi ll 

always be limited. If batte ry charging infrastructure was a vail able (w ith rapid recharge 

capability) this could encourage wider use o f battery e lec tric vehicles but it wi ll remain 

a ni che market because people and soc iety require more versatile individual do mes tic 

tran sport dev ices (Dorfe ll , 2003b). 

Table 2- 1 gives compari sons of the various energy dens iti es of a range of fue ls and of 

various e lectric ity storage options. Fue ls such as petro l have at least 30 times the energy 

density of the best battery storage systems. Advanced batteries such as lithium ion and 

metal -air batteries have 3 to I I times the energy density when co mpared to lead ac id 

batteries but are currently far more ex pensive. 

An additional di sadvantage of conventional batteries is the number of times that they 

can be "cycled". Thi s represents the nu mber of times that a battery o r storage device can 

be completely run down (nattened) and then recharged agai n before it is effecti ve ly 

dead and needs to be replaced . Batteries can onl y be cyc led a maximum of 2000 times, 

although typ icall y less (Table 2- 1 ), which wi ll have an effect on overall running costs. 

The effect of battery repl acement, loss of e fficiency with time and the costs of battery 

replacement are important issues however the basis o f the study was to assess the 

potential of series hybrid dri ve systems to reduce fue l consumpti on and emi ss ions in 

domestic vehicles. All vehicles including current paralle l hybrids suffer to some degree 

from the problems mentioned (Toyota claim 8 years for their NiMH battery pack with a 

replacement cost of US$ I OOO) and would s imply be going over ground already 

extensively covered elsewhere in literature. Thus, these issues were not considered to be 

relevant to the study . 
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2.3.4 Ultra-capacitors 

A lternati ves to battery storage are Ultra-capacitors (or super-capacitors). These are hi gh 

speci fi c energy and power versions of electrolytic capacito rs (devices that store energy 

as an electrostatic charge). Ultra-capacitors are being developed for vehic les as primary 

e nergy devices for power assist during acceleration and hill climbing. as well as 

recovery o f braking ene rgy. They are also potentiall y useful as secondary energy 

storage devices in electric vehicles, providing load-le veiling power to chemi cal 

batte ri es. Additional electronics are required to maintain a cons tant voltage. because the 

voltage drops as energy is discharged (US DOE, 200 I a; Miller and Smith, 2005: OTA, 

1995). 

Table 2-l. Energy storage comparisons (Key, 2001; Heywood, 1988b). 

!Storage type 

Fuel 

Hydrogen 

I Natural gas 

I Propane 

Ethanol 

Methanol 

Diesel 

Petrol 

Batteries 
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N/A 
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Available 
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Cycles Charge efficiency 
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.. 
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1 
--I- -

I 

--r-
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r Nickel cadmium 

35 
35 Eoo 

'!_ery mature and available 1 
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Ultra-capacitors have a number of advantages over conventional batteries such as higher 

power density, a fast recharge time and extremely high cycle life (T able 2- 1 ), giving an 

ultra-capacitor storage bank longevity similar to that of a conventi onal ICE. However, 

their energy density is comparati vely low compared to batteries implying that the ir 

1 I MJ = 277.78Wh 
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applicati on in battery electric vehicles is limited. However very hi gh power density 

implies that they may be more appl icable to hybrid vehicles where power dens ity is 

more critical than energy density as the storage element in hybrid vehic les is seen more 

as load levelling device than as a high capac ity storage e lement. 

A pote ntial application of ultra-capacitors is for absorbing the electrical energy 

produced by electrical ly driven vehic les during regenerative braking. In this process, the 

vehicle is slowed down by the main dri ve motor, whi ch converts the vehic le's kinetic 

energy to electrical energy that can then be stored by the ultra-capacitors. Whe n the 

vehicle needs this stored energy for acceleration. or other power needs, it is re leased by 

the ultra-capac itors almost instantl y. It has been indicated that this process can recapture 

up to 40% of the electrical energy used by such vehic les (Varak in et a l, 2002). 

2.3.5 Flywheels 

Fl yw heels sto re kinetic ene rgy within a rapidl y spinmng wheel- like rotor or di sk. 

Flywheels have a long hi story in automoti ve applicati ons. All of today's transport based 

interna l combustion engines use fl ywheels to store energy and deliver a smooth fl ow of 

power from the abrupt power pulses of the engine due to reciprocating motion of the 

pi stons (US DOE, 200 I b; OT A, 1995) ). 

Modern fl ywheels employ a hi gh-stre ngth composite rotor, which rotates in a vacuu m 

chamber to minimise aerodynami c losses. A motor/generator is usuall y mounted on the 

rotor's shaft both to spin the rotor up to speed (charging) and to convert the rotor's 

kineti c energy to electrical energy (discharging). A high-strength containment structure 

houses the rotating elements and low-energy-loss bearings stabilise the shaft. interface 

e lectronics are needed to convert the alternating current to direct current, condition the 

powe r, and monitor and control the flywheel (USDOE, 200 I b ; OTA, 1995) . 

Flywheels, like ultra-capacitors have the adv antage of high powe r dens ity, high cycle 

life and fas t recharge times and thus could be used in combination with a conventional 

internal combustion engine in a hybrid configuration to provide power assist. However, 

to have commercial success they would need to provide higher specific and volumetric 

energy densities than what is now available. Although fl ywheels are be ing used in some 

bus applications, more work needs to be done to make flywheels safe and effecti ve for 

vehicle applications. Current flywheels are still very complex , heavy, and large for 
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personal vehi c les. [n addition, there are concerns regarding the safety of a device that 

spins a mass at speeds of 60,000 - I 00,000rprn . Other issues include low volumetric 

effic iency, maintenance requirements, expense of fl ywheel technology and materials 

and al so the gyroscopic forces associated wi th spinning a disc at very high speed 

(US DOE, 200 I b; OTA, 1995). 

With all the 'e storage options research continues and advances continue to be made. 

2.3.6 Fuel cells 

An alternative to the storage of electric ity in batteries or other storage devices is the use 

of fuel cells. Fue l cells are electrochemical devices simil ar to batteries in th at a chemical 

reacti on produces the e lectricity . The diffe re nce is that fuel needs to be continuously 

suppli ed to the fuel cell for it to produce this electricity (Nyland, 2002b: Sperl ing, 

1996c). 

Fue l cell s arc hi ghl y effi cient (ranging from 40 to 70%), reli able and require minimal 

maintenance. They can be designed to use a variety of hydrogen containing fue ls, such 

as natural gas, LPG, propane. Othe r sources can also be used such as 

methanol/petrol/diesel via a hydrogen reformer (dev ice that converts these sources into 

e lemental hydrogen for use in the fuel cell ). Fuel cel ls also have very low e missions and 

when hydrogen and oxygen are the respecti ve fue l sources these emissions arc simply 

water and some heat ( yland, 2002b ; NASA, 2002 ). 

The fuel cell is capable of directly produc ing electrical power without noise, 

combustion and conversion to mechanical e nergy in between and the associated losses. 

Energy can be stored as a fuel with high e nergy-storage de nsity and an electric motor 

can be used to propel the car. This technology promises to make use of the advantages 

of e lectric propulsion without being restricted to short range (Dorfell , 2003b). 

At present the only really viable technology for conventional vehicle use is the proton 

exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell due to its high power density (> 1 kw/L) (Nyland, 

2002b; Dorfell, 2003b), acceptable operating temperature , durability, ability to vary its 

output quickly to meet shifts in power demand and reasonably quic k start up. However, 

PEM fuel cell s are sensitive to fuel impurities. The other fue l cell technologies are 
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mainl y for stand-alone power generation applicati ons (Fuelcell s2000, 2002) . A 

subgroup of PEM fuel cell s are Direct Methanol Fuel Cell s (DMFC). These are s imilar 

in operation to PEM fuel cells but the anode in the DMFC converts the methanol 

directly into hydrogen without the need fo r a reformer (Sims et al, 200 1 ). 

The practical effic iency of thi s fue l cell system inc luding gas purificati on is 

approx imate ly 40 %. This is much worse than a Li - Ion battery (90 %) and is a lso not 

much of an adv antage over the Otto cyc le ICE and less than the max imum e ffici ency of 

the Diesel cyc le lCE although the fuel ce ll has better part load effic ienc ies (Dorfe ll , 

2003b). 

Fuel cells are currentl y viewed as the long-tenn soluti on to the prob lem of finite 

traditional fuel resources and the environmental and c limate change problems associated 

with their use. The fue l economy of a fu e l ce ll vehicle running on pure hydrogen is 

projected to be up to 250% better than conventional Otto cyc le ICE vehi cles. The 

es timates fo r the fu e l economy of fue l ce ll vehi c les running on meth ano l using 

reformers is up to 125 % better, the reduct ion when compared to the use o f pure 

hydrogen is due to losses in the reforming process (S ims et al, 200 I ). 

However there are still a number of issues that need to be addressed in the development 

of fue l ce ll s: 

• Fuel ce ll vehic les require an on board H2 source, which is usuall y achi eved th rough 

the use of bottled hydrogen but this is bulky, heavy and has safety issues. Hydrogen 

has by far the highest specific ene rgy density per kg (Table 2- 1) but since it is such a 

light gas, compression is required. It is thi s containment requirement that in turn 

adds weight that reduces the overall ene rgy density. 

• Storage of compressed hydrogen is costl y and complicated. A soluti on is o n-board 

reformers that use conventional liquid/gaseous fuels , however, these add weight, 

complexity, reduced space, high cost and an emissions penalty during the 

conversion of foss il fuel s to hydrogen. Some types of fuel cells can make use of gas 

fuels directly , without a reformer, such as me thane but this reduces the overall 

efficiency of the fuel cell and also produces emiss ions although these are less than 

for a comparable ICE (CAE, 1996). There are also issues related to development of 

hydrogen supply infrastructure. 

• Conventional vehicle ICEs are cheap at approximately US$50/kW-$ 100/kW, while 
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fuel cell technology is at least USS600/kW (Sims et al, 2001 ). To this must he added 

the cost of hydrogen storage and :-.upply technology. 

• Uncertainty with respect to platinum supplies: fuel cells such as the PEM require 

platinum to ensure proper operation of the fnel cell a:--. it operates us a catalyst to 

speed up the rate of reaction of the hydrogen and oxygL·n to produce electricity. As 

the production of fuel cell vehicles increases in the Cuturc this., V•/ill put prc:,;sure on 

platinum reserve\. It is estimated that platinum demand in automotive and 

residential applications could reach 16 tonnes per year hv 2010. At present the 

platinum market is in deficit. Demand for platinum grev..r much fa:-.ter than supplies 

during the period 1997 - 2002 (Cowley, 2002). Thus the current effect that 

conventional dnmec.;tic transport is having on rc<..crvcs of fo:-isil uil may have the 

,..,amc effect on the reserves of platinum. This will in turn have an effect on platinum 

prices and therefore fud cctts and vehicles po\vercJ hy fud cells. 

Another current alternative to conventional domestic transport technologies arc the 

hybrid vehicles. Thc"sc will he di'>cusscd more fully in the nL'X.t Chapter. 
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3.0 HYBRID VEHICLES 

What is required from current conventional transportation is a vehicle that strikes a 

compromise between conventiona l ICE vehicle technology and the ·'Holy Grail" of zero 

fuel use technology. Zero fossil fuel use vehicles, such as pure electric veh icles 

(depending on source of electricity) are l imited until technology such as fuel cel l 

vehicles becomes a viable option for the domestic market. or a breakthrough in storage 

technology enables storage vehicles such as battery vehicles to be comparable to 

conventional transport in terms of range and power. Vehicles with this type of 

compromise technology do now exist and are collectively known as hybri d vehicles. As 

the name suggests, the technology consists of a combination of a conventional ICE 

(from conventional vehicle technology). batteries and an electric motor ( from electric 

vehicle technology). 

Hybrid vehicles make use of an internal combusti on engine and an electric drive system 

to dri ve the vehicle. The size of the internal combustion engine can vary from a small 

motor generator set to extend the range of the baueries, up to a standard size, vehicle 

engine that not only charges the batteries and directly runs the electri c motor via a 

generator hut can also provide direct dri ve if required. The primary advantage of the 

hybrid concept is considerably improved fuel economy and a considerable reduction in 

emissions by having the ICE running at a constant speed where it can be operated most 

efficientl y. M ost emiss ions of conventional ICE powered veh icles occur under hard 

accelerati on, hill climbing and urban stop start driving conditions (CAE, 1996). An 

additional advantage of hybri d vehicles is that the combination of an ICE with an 

electric motor enables the use o f a smaller ICE. Smaller engines use less fuel , partly 

because they are used, on average, at higher load levels than larger engines, in relation 

to the maximum power of the engine (Nyland et al, 2002a). 

H ybrid vehicles would appear to be the short term, logical solution to the problems of 

vehicle fuel use and emissions. Toyota is the main suppler of hybrid vehicles and now 

have total cumulati ve global sales of over 38 1,000 units since their release (Taipei 

Times, 2005). However this is still very low compared to the numbers of conventional 

domestic vehicles produced annually (-50 million) and the total number of vehicles 

currentl y on the roads of the world (-750 million). 

Hybrid vehicles have the ability to make use of ' regenerative braking'. When a 
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conventional vehi cle slows down under engine braking or when using the conventional 

braking system, energy is lost and new energy (fuel) is required to re-accelerate the 

vehicle. In a hybrid vehicle, using the e lectric motor as a generator, some of this energy 

can be recovered and stored in the storage system to be reused to supply power to the 

e lectric motor (Badin et al, 2001). 

Hybrid vehicles can potentially achieve better fu e l economy and reduce em1ss1ons 

because: 

• the ICE never idles therefore there is no idling fue l loss; 

• the ICE operates c loser to its most efficient operating points therefore avoiding part 

load energy loss ; 

• during deceleration and braking, ene rgy that would otherwise end up as fuel loss and 

waste heat can be saved (regenerative braking); 

• the [CE is designed for the average operating requirements, not peak operating 

requirements; 

• significant downsizing/weight reduction of some or all of the drive line components 

(for example a smaller [CE) is possible; 

• batteries store excess energy during low load scenarios ; and 

• the whole vehicle system is optimized for higher overa ll effic iency. 

In any ICE the thermal effici ency (T\ b) can be modeled by (EE Tech, 2004): 

Equation 3- 1 T\ b = T] ; ( I +(fmep / bmep)Y1 

where 

fmep = fri ction mean effective pressure (a measure of engine fri ction) 

bmep = brake mean effective pressure (a measure of engine efficiency) 

T] ; = indicated efficiency (a measure of the maximum efficiency of the ICE when 

friction and pumping losses are neglected) 

Fmep is a function of engine speed (i.e. higher engine speed results in higher engine 

friction) and Bmep is a function of engine torque and capacity and a measure of the 

efficiency of the engine (Nam, 2004a). Equation 3-1 implies that the most efficient 

operating points are when the load is at a maximum for a given engine speed 
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(fmep/bmep term is small ) or the engine is at its most efficient when operating at 

maximum torque (not maximum power). This also helps to explain why large Diesel 

marine two stroke engines are so efficient (as high as 53 %) as they produce large 

amounts of torque at very low engine speeds (Gruden, 2003d). This highlights the 

advantage that hybrids have over conventi onal vehic les; the engine operates at higher 

loads and thus higher efficiencies, while the battery (or other energy storage device) 

operates during low engine efficiency modes. 

3.1 Parallel hybrids 

In a pure parallel configuration a conventional ICE drives the vehicle and the electric 

motor works in parallel with the ICE to also provide drive for the vehicle (Fig. 3-1 ). 

Under low load (such as urban driving) the motor acts as a generator that charges the 

batteries. Under high loads such as accelerating or hill-climbing, the stored energy in 

the batteries is used to power the electric motor to provide extra torque (in parallel with 

the ICE torque) . During deceleration the electric motor again functions as a generator to 

charge the batteries. The Honda Insight is an example of a parallel hybrid vehicle. 

Figure 3-1. Parallel hybrid drive system (York Tech, 2000). 

Batteri es Mo to r 
T ransmi ssion 

Fuel I.C.E 

3.2 Series hybrid drive system 

In a pure series configuration a conventional ICE runs a generator that charges the 

batteries and can also provide power directly to the electric motor when required (Fig 3-

2). Only the electric motor can provide vehicle propulsion (there is no physical 

connection between the ICE and the wheels). Under low load the ICE only operates 

when the battery state of charge (SOC) drops below a certain level. Thus at low loads it 

is predominantly operating as a zero emissions vehicle. A commercially available 
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domestic example of this configuration is the Renault Kangoo (Renault, 2003) . 

Figure 3-2. Series hybrid drive system (York Tech, 2000). 

Generator Batteries Transmi ssion 

l.C.E Motor 

The Chri stchurch City shuttle bus, built by Designline, a Dunedin company, is another 

example of a series hybrid vehicle (Designline, 2002). In thi s case, a high efficiency 

micro turbine charges batteries that provide e lectricity for the electric motor, which in 

turn drives the wheels. During dece leration the e lectric motor functions as a generator to 

charge the batteries. 

3.3 Dual mode hybrid drive system 

The du al mode hybrid is essentially a paralle l hybrid but uses a combinati on of series 

and para lle l technology to power the vehicle (Fig . 3-3). The vehicle operates as a series 

hybrid below a certain speed (generally city driving speeds) and operates as a 

conventional parallel hybrid for the rest of the time. Thi s has certain advantages for 

urban driving conditions when the vehicle can run as a zero emissions vehicle similar to 

an electric vehicle, the penalty however is increased complexity (Moore, l 996). The 

Toyota Prius is an example of the dual mode parallel configuration. 

The hybrid vehicle concept is not just confined to the ICE battery hybrid configuration. 

Many other hybrid configurations are possible and have their own advantages and 

disadvantages. The ICE battery hybrid however, is the only currently commercially 

avai lable hybrid configuration for domestic vehicle use. 
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Figure 3-3. Dual mode hybrid drive system (York Tech, 2000). 

Batteries Motor Transmiss ion 

Fuel I.C.E Generator 

·'A vehicle th at is intended to operate with an established pure electric dri ve range, yet 

with the capability of extend ing that range if requi red with internal combustion power, 

wil l provide value to the end use consumer. Value will be demonstrated through 

operating cost sav ings, emissions reduction and improved quality of li fe" (EPRI, 2002). 

Hybrid dri ve system technology when compared to conventional drive system 

technology, has the fo llowing potenti al to: 

• produce con iderabl y les air pollution; 

• produce considerably less greenhouse gas emissions; 

• consume considerably less fuels; 

• have lower operating cost and improved reliability resulting in longer li fetimes: and 

• be easier to dri ve due to high constant torque and mooch acceleration at low speeds. 

This study deals specifically with the series hybrid drive system for reasons considered 

in more depth in the nex t chapter. 
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4.0 SERIES HYBRID DRIVE SYSTEMS 

Domestic transport needs to find technology that can reduce fuel use and emissions and 

at the same time be viable in the market place. Alternative technologies have been tri ed 

with limited success but have not been able to compete with conventional technology 

for many reasons (Section 1.0, 1.2). Series hybrid drive systems have the potential to 

reduce fuel use and emi ssions similar to that of parall e l hyb rid technology if not bette r 

although curren tl y the series hybrid arch itecture makes no real impact in the domestic 

vehic le market. Most light-duty hybrid vehic les at or near production make use o f the 

parallel or dual mode configuration (Eudy, 2002) . 

Series hybrid dri ve systems combine the use of an inte rn al combusti on eng ine o r o the r 

power source, batteries and an electric motor in a s imilar way to parallel hybrid 

vehicles. However, onl y the e lectric motor provides drive for the vehi cle. By evering 

the conventional , phys ical connection between the eng ine and the wheels, the engine 

can be operated at its optimal combination of speed and to rque, thereby hav ing a hi gh 

e ffi c iency (Wallen, 2004a). Thi s physical dis location o f engine and drive- line all ows the 

engine to be s ignificantl y down sized with the batte ry bank providing the ex tra ene rgy, 

when needed, for short duration, high load scenari os s uch as hill c limbing and 

overtaki ng. The result is the potenti al for co nside rable reduc tions in emi ss ions and fue l 

use (Wouk, 1997). 

Most fuel use and emi ssions of conventi onal ICE powered vehicles occur under hard 

acceleration , hill climbing and urban stop/start driving conditions (CAE, 1996) . 

However in the series hybrid drive configuration, due to the high part load efficiency of 

the electric motor and di slocation of the ICE and drive line, the ICE of the on-board 

power source (OPS) operates at its max imum operating point irrespective of the load 

application. 

Since the max imum efficiency for an ICE can be found at full torque and about the 

middle of the engine' s operating speed range (S trandh, 2002a), the engine size should 

be chosen in such way that the majority of the load points of the app lication, are found 

within this region . A series hybrid drive system can be designed such that its ICE 

operates only within the region of maximum efficiency and lowest emissions/fuel use 

(Wouk, 1997). 
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It is known that an IC E cons umes far more fuel and generates considerably more 

emi ss ions compared to the fue l cons umption and e missions in stationary operation. This 

is due to the wide variation in ope rating point (varying loads and varying engine speeds) 

that is found during conventional operation of the ICE in domestic transport vehicles 

(Jonasson, 2002a; Strandh, 2002b). In the series hybrid dri ve system, the ICE operates 

essentiall y as a stationary eng ine and therefore should have significantly less fuel use 

and emissions whe n compared to conventional operation. 

In the series hybrid, the operation of the power so urce is essentiall y inde pende nt o f the 

dri ver and is re lated primaril y to the state of charge (SOC) of the battery whi ch is 

dependent on the load on the e lectri cal system (mai nl y th e e lectric moto r). One of the 

main advantages o f thi s approach is that control of the ICE is completely take n away 

from the dri ver due to the physical di slocation o f the drive source and drive-line and is 

co ntrolled by the ene rgy management system. The power from the OPS is used to 

charge the batte ries and/or prov ide power directl y for the e lectric motor. In a 

conventional drive system and to a lesser extent in a paralle l hybrid d rive system. 

control of the ICE is by the dri ver which in most cases wi ll be les~ e ffic ie nt. For 

example, in the Honda Ins ight (paralle l hybrid). the electric motor i~ used to assist the 

ICE for requi rements such as hill -climbing and accele ration (Badin e t al, 2001 ). This 

implies that when the electric moto r is not in u~e the vehicle is dri ven similarly to how a 

conventional vehicle would he dri ven. T he more di rect control o f the ICE that can be 

ta ken away from the drive r the more e ffi c ient the ICE can be o perated and the more 

scope there is for improv ing fuel economy and reducing emissions. Indi vidual driv ing 

habits have a marked effect on fue l e ffic ie ncy and levels in conventional vehic les 

(EECA, 2002). Thus, removal o f this variable through the use of series hybrid drive 

systems has the potential for significant reductions in fuel use and emissions. 

In a conventional vehic le drive system the ICE has to supply a widely varying load, thus 

s ignificant part load inefficiencies are created with the resultant effect on fuel use and 

e missions . ln a se ries hybrid dri ve system the IC E component of the OPS is supplying a 

constant load (the generato r), impl ying continuous maximum effi ciency can be obtained 

and part load ine ffic ienc ies can be eliminated . 

Essentiall y, a series hybrid vehicle can be viewed as a conventional battery electric 

vehic le with the addition of an OPS to recharge the batteries so as to increase the range 
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and/or power of the vehicle. A pure e lectric vehicle can have a significant extens ion of 

range wi th the edition of a surpris ing ly small OPS. The amount of e lectricity supplied 

by the source is generall y not enough to full y recharge the batteries unde r normal 

dri ving conditi ons but can greatl y ex tend the range o f the vehicle. As an example, an 

electric van with a battery capacity of 34 kWh and a range o f 160 km had its effective 

range doubled with the addition of a s mall 3kW OPS (Wo uk. 1997). The Renault 

Kangoo (Renault, 2003) is a comme rc ial ex ample of this approach. [t is a c ity centre 

parcel deli very can, a lthough it can al so be used for domestic purposes and also includes 

optio nal , cheap, grid recharging. Al l seri es hybrid drive systems have the potential to be 

recharged via access lo the grid, where avai lable, which enables them to make use o f 

more e ffic ient grid e lectric ity and increase their overall system effic iency. This does not 

take into account the source of the e lectricity and any associated losses in production, 

suppl y and di stribution. 

On ly 6 to 8 kW is act ually necessary to keep a car moving at cruis ing speeds and less 

th an thi s in c ity driving (CAE, 1996). Thus, a smal l 10 kW motor/generator in a series 

hybrid dri ve system configuratio n would g ive the vehic le comparable range to a 

conventional vehic le under average driving conditi ons, particularl y given the hybrid 

syste m advantage of regenerati ve braking. This 10 kW generator wou ld onl y require a 

small ICE to drive it (reducing volume and weight) with the resultant reduction in fuel 

use and emi ssions. 

In a " Full " series hybrid drive system, the ·'range extender" concept is expanded in that 

the OPS is larger to be able to cope w ith average c ity as well as moto rway dri ving load 

cond itio ns and the require ment to power the electric motor di rectl y as and when 

required. The battery pack itself is generally smalle r than in a pure e lectric veh icle. The 

purpose of the battery pack is to (HIL, 2000): 

• provide power to the e lectric motor under zero emiss io ns driving condi tions and 

under conditions of peak power require ments (hill c limbi ng, acceleration) in 

conjunction with the OPS; 

• store energy that would othe rwise be lost during deceleration and braking; and 

• act as a storage e lement or buffer between the OPS and the electric motor. 

Therefore a large capacity to allow the vehic le to travel a large di stance on battery 

power onl y, as would be the case in a pure electric vehic le, is not required. 
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The size of the battery pack is largely dete rmined by constraints s uch as batte ry type, 

the required batte ry onl y range (energy density) and the power require ments of the 

vehicle (power density). These have a s ignificant effect on overall battery weight and 

there fore vehic le weight which has a fl ow-on e ffect to fuel use, emi ssions and also 

vehi cle performance. 

The trade o ff when compared to a pu re electric vehi cle, is increased fue l use and 

emi ssions. However a series hybrid can be as fuel e ffic ient, or even better, with less 

emi ssions when compared to an electric vehicle if the source of electricity for the pure 

electric vehicle is taken into accounl. For example if the source of e lectricity 1s a coal

fired plant then the emissions from a hybrid can be less (Lipman and Sperli ng, 2000). 

Vehic les equipped with series hybrid dri ve systems and current productions vehic les 

such as the Toyota Prius (dual mode hybri d) have the ability to run in zero emissions 

mode i.e. the electri c motor driving the vehic le de ri ves its power from the battery pack 

onl y. This can be an advantage in areas such as city centres as it shi fts the source of the 

pollution away from popul at ion centres. It a lso means that these vehi cles can be dri ven 

in areas that restric t vehic le tail pipe emissions or make us;e of str ict a ir quality 

regul ations suc h as CA RB (Sec. 2.3.2)(0lsson, 2000). 

4.1 Comparisons of energy flow paths 

Figure 4- 1 shows the different energy flows that arc present in the convent ional, pure 

electric and series hybrid drive syste ms. The large arrows represent mechanical fl ows of 

energy and the thin arrows represent e lectrical fl ows of energy. The conventional dri ve 

system is very simple, the energy fl ow is mechanical only and thi s flow is 

unidirectional. Thus it is not possible to regenerate any energy (from deceleration and 

braking) in thi s system. 

The pure electric drive system is also re lati vely simple except that now there is a 

combination of e lectrical and mechanical flows of energy in the system. The fuel for the 

system in this case is electricity from the g rid. This system has bi-directi onal e lectrical 

flows of energy between the motor, power controller and battery; the battery accepts 

power from regenerative braking (via the e lectric motor) and al so supplies power to the 

electric motor. These power flows are controlled by the power control unit. 
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Figure 4-1. Comparison of energy flows in conventional, pure electric and series 
hybrid drive systems. 
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The seri es hybrid drive system is an electri cal combination of conventional and pure 

electric drive syste ms. Thi s system al so make~ use of bi-direc tional electrical power 

fl ows, however in thi s case power is also avail able from a generator which can fl ow to 

the battery or to the e lectric motor as well as the bi -directional fl ows that are evident in 

the pure electric vehic le. Again, these power fl ows are controlled by the po wer contro l 

unit. 

4.2 Down sizing 

Prior research has tended to focus on compari sons between series hybrid vehi c les and 

conventional/parallel hybrid vehicles that have the same or similar engine capacities 

when gauging any differences in fuel use and emi ssions (Wallen, 2004b ; Jonasson , 

2002). However thi s has tended to obscure any real advantage that the series hybrid may 

have in emissions and fuel use since components have to be added to the engine (such 

as electric motor, generator, batteries and control electronics) and thus the overall 

weight of the vehicle is significantly heavier than a conventional vehicle. Since weight 

is a significant determinant in fuel use and therefore emissions it thus effects the 

legitimacy of the comparisons. 
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The approach used in thi s study was to make use of the primary advantage of the series 

hybrid drive system be ing its ability to signifi cantly scale down the s ize of the ICE and 

other ancillary components si nce its onl y real purpose is to charge the battery pack and 

occasionall y provide power directly fo r the e lect ri c motor. This impli es that the weight 

o f the OPS can be signifi cantl y reduced and thus the overall weight of the vehicle will 

be similar to that of the o rig ina l vehi c le and thus a more effect ive gauge of the ability of 

the series hybrid drive syste m to reduce fuel use and e mi ss ions can be reali sed. 

Down s izing the IC E is a very effect ive way of reduc ing fuel use and e mi ss ions. lt is 

known (Leduc e t al, 2003; Nyland et al, 2002a) that poor eng ine effic iency occurs at 

low load conditions relative to the engine optimum load operating points, and thi s part 

load ineffic iency increases as the engi ne capaci ty increases . [t has also been shown 

(Leduc et al, 2003) that reducing the capacity of an engine in a conventional vehi cle 

while keeping a ll other vehicle and engi ne parameters the same (for example power and 

torque) can significantl y reduce fuel use and emi ssions. In a series hybrid drive system 

(as has been indicated), the [CE is not physically connected to the wheels therefore does 

not drive the vehic le. Thus the lCE can be signifi cantl y reduced in s ize to a level that is 

equi valent to the average power requirements of the vehi cle and the generator output 

that it is driving. A combi nation of significant engine capacity reduction (and therefore 

weight red uction) and efficient operati on shou ld lead to considerable reductions in fuel 

use and em iss ions. 

Downsizing can also be applied to other components such as the battery pack. As 

prev ious ly indicated, the battery is primarily used as a bi-directional buffer between the 

OPS, the regenerative braking system and the load (mainl y the electric motor). Its 

capac ity and therefore s ize can be significantl y downsized compared to the battery bac k 

in a conventional battery only electric vehicle. The s ize being depe ndent on the powe r 

requirement of the battery pack only. A major disadvantage of pure electric vehicles is 

the weight penalty associated with the requirement of a large battery pack to 

accommodate a reasonable vehicle range which can be eliminated in vehicles equipped 

with series hybrid drive systems. 

In a conventional drive system or a parallel hybrid drive system the ICE will be, 

generally, considerably larger than in a comparable series design since the ICE in the 
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conventional/parallel configuration is used to propel the vehic le. For example the ICE in 

the Toyota Prius is 1500cc and in the two seat Honda lnsight the ICE is 1000cc (Nam, 

2004d), whereas the Renau lt Kangoo series hybrid vehicle has onl y a 500 cc engine 

(Renault, 2003). In the series hybrid approach the fue l efficiency and emissions of the 

technology are more independent of these parameters. Thus allowing a smaller lCE 

component and therefore potentiall y less emi ssions and fuel use. 

[n the paralle l hybrid concept both the electric motor and the ICE drive the wheels this 

implies that the engine can be reduced in size and a mechanical combination of the 

respective power of the electric moto r and the lCE can be made u~e o f. However the 

paralle l concept under certain load conditions wi ll be making use of the ICE to solely 

drive the wheels and therefore carry the bul k of the load. Thus there is a lim it to how 

small the [CE c an be made and where it can be placed (since there is still a phys ical 

connection between engine and wheels). 

[n the series approach some drive component counterparts in the conventi ona l system 

may not be required. Fo r example due to the torque characteristics of the electric motor 

(Secti on 2.3.2). a conventional transmission is not required. T his represen ts a reduction 

in weight wi th the fl ow on effect to reduced fuel use and e mi s~ions. Ancillary 

components may also be lower in weight. 

4.3 Adaptability to other technologies 

The electrical power source for hybrid drive systems is not necess;.u·il y confined to the 

ICE/battery system. Many other options are available to rep lace the ICE such as fuel 

cells, S tirling cycle engines and micro-turbine<; a lthough none of these are currently in 

commercial production for domestic vehicles. The aforeme ntioned alternati ve hybrid 

options have effic iency advantages over the ICE with the potential to reduce fuel use 

and emissions compared to current reciprocating [CE hybrid systems (CAE, 1996). 

These particular options however are not particularly compatible with the conventional 

drive system o r paralle l hybrid confi guration. Fuel cell s, for example, have no moving 

parts therefore the onl y possible option is a series hybrid configuration which is seen as 

being more appropri ate to supporting fuel cell vehicles which are widely seen by the 

automo ti ve industry as the long term future of domestic automobi le trans port (Olsson, 

2000). Turbines have poor part load efficiencies and so have poor fuel economy when 
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used in conventio nal vehi c les where part load operati on is common. Turbines also have 

very high rotational speeds making them diffi c ult to adapt to conventi onal/paralle l 

hybrid automobile drive systems (Sperling, 1996d ). However turbine technology can be 

easily adapted to the seri es hybrid configuration s ince the turbine is only used to drive a 

generator which is the approach used in some hybrid buses (Section 3.2). 

The ICE compone nt of the series hybrid drive system can also be eas il y optimi sed for 

various requirements such as type of fue l (d iese l, petrol, gas and in particular bio- fue l) 

or tuned to have minimum emi ssions and/or fuel use due to operating at constant speed. 

This is not as easy to achieve in a conventio nal vehic le system or even a parallel hybrid 

drive system as the ICE is directly re lated to performance in these vehicles. 

An interesting hybrid confi guration is that of the Stirling cyc le engine/battery/electri c 

motor configurati on which could be potenti a ll y advantageous for the future. The Stirling 

engine is an ex ternal combusti on engine potenti all y far more ther modynamicall y 

efficient than the ICE and hence could be ideal as the drive source fo r the generator of a 

series confi g ured hybr id vehi cle (CAE, 1996). 

4.4 Operational, design, and marketing issues 

Longer journeys or high speed driving over more arduous terrain (hill -cl imbing, 

overtaking) that requ ires more power are perceived to be the domain of the parallel 

configurati on (W ouk, 1997; Sperling, 1996d). This ex tra power is achieved th rough a 

cumul ati ve, mechanical, combination of the e lectric motor and the ICE. However 

continuing advances in electric motor performance and reduction in weight and cost 

may change thi s perception (Section 2.3.2) . Electric motors also have the advantage of 

full torque at zero engine speed obviating the need for complicated c lutch arrangements 

and transmiss io ns (Nam, 2004c; Riley Enterprises, 2005). Thus, the series hybrid is 

more than equipped for the functions indicated. It would appear to be a mindset built up 

over I 00 years of ICE dominance that electric motors themselves cannot compete with 

the ICE as a primary drive source. With respect to e lectric vehicles the problem has not 

been the electric motor but rather the on-board ource of power for the electric motor. 

It has been suggested (Jonasson, 2002) that the senes hybrid technology has lower 

efficiency compared to that of the parallel hybrid technology due to the number of 

energy conversions that are required to propel the vehicle. However thi s is not the only 
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methodology for producing series hyb rid drive. By taking energy di rectly fro m the 

generator to the motor and bypassing the batte ry under certain circumstances, reduces 

the number of energy conversions and hence improves the overall efficiency (Aoyagi et 

al, 200 I). In the paralle l approach, although there are less energy convers ions to prov ide 

vehicle dri ve, the conventional intern al combustion engine component of the technology 

still takes a significant proportion of the propu ls ion o f the veh ic le thus the dri ver is 

more in contro l o f vehicle with the inherent losses due to part load inefficie nc ies and 

dri ving habits. In fact Volvo has indicated (Moore, 1996) that the series approach is 

more efficient overall. 

Modem car des ign tends to be constrained by where the lCE/transmi ssion can be placed 

since the ICE and dri ve motor/generator/transmi ssion must be physically connected ). 

This results in a pe na lty of design complex ity and fl exibility (Moore. 1996; Wo uk, 

1997). However, this constrai nt can be removed when designers can consider series 

hybrid drive syste ms s ince the drive moto r and OPS are not ph ysically connected and 

can therefore be placed anywhere that is convenient in the vehicle. Thi s a llows vehic le 

characte rises such as aerodynamics, centre of mass, internal space. handling, centre of 

gravity. external design and various other variab les to be optimised. 

The hybrid drive system implies that the storage capability of the battery bank can be 

crucial to the operatio nal c haracteristics of the syste m. For t'xample. the siLc of the 

battery bank may have a direct e ffect on the amount of avail able power for hill -climbing 

or overtaking. This storage capability may be mo re c rucial for the series hybrid since no 

physical connecti on between the OPS and the electric motor exits implying that this 

approach is completely reliant on the batte ry to prov ide the power not provi ded by the 

OPS. 

The lack of acceptance in the market for the seri es hybrid drive system architecture 

compared to its paralle l counterparts may be due to the simil arity with the pure electric 

vehicle and the associated negative public image due to the lack of range and/or power 

and the lack of flex ibility, practicality and infrastructure that has been inherent w ith this 

technology. History has shown that the electric vehicle has never gained any significant 

share in the domestic passenger vehicle market. The parallel configuration functions and 

drives more like a conventional vehicle and therefore may be seen as being more 

palatable to the market in the short term s ince it is effectively still a conventional 
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vehic le with the e lectric motor being u ed to augment the conventional drive system. 

They are also perceived as be ing more powerful s ince the ICE still contributes a 

significant proport ion of the total power available to the load application and the refore 

more amenable to conventional driving requirements. 

It has been suggested (Sperling, 1996d; Riley Enterprises , 2005) that series hybrids will 

show more potential in the future compared to their parallel counterpaits due to be ing 

ab le to benefi t more from ex pected advances in e lectric drive, generato r and 

battery/super capac itor techno logy. 

The main players in the auto industry are bound by economic constraints and thus any 

new technology that is considered to be env ironmentall y friendly must also be 

competitive in the market place. This implies that vehic les with alternative primary 

drive systems that are more simil ar to conventi onal drive systems will tend to be 

favo ured in the short Lerm . Hence parallel hybrid drive systems will be seen as 

preferable to series hybrid drive systems. 

Primary drivers for a move toward more environmental ly friend ly domes tic transport 

are laws such as the CA RB regu lations in Cali forn ia and various other regulations that 

look to reduce emissions from domestic transport . Other regulatory reforms such as 

meeting Kyoto protocol targets have also been a driver. However these initiatives are 

not far reaching enough to have a significant efft>ct on the type of vehi cles sold and their 

ab ility to reduce fuel use and emi ss ions. 

4.5 Modelling 

Software simulati on has the advantage of testing a system to see if it warrants further 

analysis or where further research should be concentrated (reduces following dead ends) 

and can ascertain viable res ults quickly (aids in rapid prototyping) without the cost and 

time penalties associated with physical design and testing. 

The use of vehicle mode lling is increasing as physical testing becomes more expensive 

and computing becomes faster and cheaper. Once a model has been set up, results can 

be produced quickly. However it is still necessary to validate the model results against 

real world results to calibrate or check the mode l (Stone, 1992b). 
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Simulation/modelling software is available and has been used to model hybrid drive 

technology as well as conventional drive systems, examples being: Advisor (Senger, 

1998a) and PERE (Nam, 2004b). PERE (Physical Emission Rate Estimator) is a 

spreadsheet based approach to calculating fuel use in conventional domestic and heavy 

duty vehicles, pure electric vehicles. fuel cell vehicles, parallel hybrid vehicles and 

motorcycles. PERE is currently being investigated by the USEPA (United States 

Environmental Protection Agency) and has been shown to be quite accurate in its 

predictions (Nam, 2004c). 

A model was developed in this study to calculate fuel use in conventional and series 

hybrid vehicles also using a spreadsheet based approach and making use of some 

elements of PERE. and emissions modelling using commercially available software 

(Chemwork6) (Dwyer. 2005) and used as a source of emissions data only. The data is 

then used in the model to predict overall emissions, as explained in the next chapter. 
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5.0 REFERENCE VEHICLE MODEL 

Computer modelling was empl oyed to compare conventi onal vehic le drive systems and 

seri es hybrid drive systems in te rms o f fuel use and emissions. The emphas is o f the 

mode lling was on consistency, i.e . the same modelling methodology was applied to both 

the conventional vehicle drive systems and the series hybrid drive systems. In this way 

the results achieved from the compari sons could be considered to be valid. [n thi s 

C hapter the methodology of the model and the individual parameters in vo lved will be 

examined . 

5.1 Methodology Overview 

• Input vehicle parameters: These parameters incl ude engine capacity, maximum 

power, maximum torque, maximum veh ic le speed , maximum eng ine speed, frontal 

area, d rag coefficient, payload weight, curb weight and total vehic le weight. 

• Test drive cycles: fn this study two test drive cyc le were considered ( YCC and 

US06). From the test drive cycle model, calcu lations are undertaken to determine 

the va lues of the parameters; initi al speed, final speed, time taken, average speed 

and acceleration for each second of operation. 

• Transmission: The transmission and fina l drive convey the power of the fCE to the 

wheels. Calc ulati ons were undertaken to evaluate parameters such as se lected gear, 

gear ratio, gear shift point and engine speed. 

• Road-load: This in volved the calcu lation of the energy requ ired to carry out an 

indi vidual task (such as accelerati o n) and therefore the road-load in the test drive 

cyc le , given the vehic le parameters that have been input. The road- load calcul at ion 

step involves evalu ating the following parameters; inerti a l resistance, air res istance, 

rolling res istance, distance trave lled, time, and transmission effic ienc ies. 

• Fuel use: This involved knowledge of the road-load and know ledge of the eng ine 

fri ctional characteri stics under certain load scenarios which are dependent on 

parameters such as engine speed, engine capacity, and the various losses in the 

engrne. 

• Emissions: This step involved calculations to determine the level of the vanous 

gaseous emissions that exist during combustion. The approach here was to find 

inherent relationships that exist between emission species and the air/fuel ratio, 

which is particularly important for Diesel cycles. 

With thjs modell ing technique it was not possible to take into account variables such as 
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driving style and behav iour wh ich can have a significant effec t o n fu e l use and 

emi ss ions (EECA, 2002). Thus the effect of the driver has been ignored . 

Values were calculated for fu el use and for the amount and type of emi ss ions produced 

during combu sti on on a second by second basis. At the co mpletion o f the dri ve cycle a 

summation of these values was carried out to g ive a total fuel consumpti on va lue and a 

value fo r total emissions produced fo r a particul ar vehicle/techno logy during the 

particular dri ve cyc le considered. Thi s was then compared to the di stance travell ed 

during the drive cycle and thus a value for fuel economy (11100km) and e mi ss ions 

(g/km) was calculated. 

5.2 General vehicle parameters 

The reference vehic les chosen and their specifications are shown in Table 5- 1. These 

vehi c les represent a cross sec tion of vehic les based on fuel type and usage category. 

Table 5-1. Vehicle Parameters for 4 selected reference vehicles (Carfolio, 2005; UK 

car buyers guide, 2005). 

Parameter- - ~ ~:r::~ iroyota Corolla ~:::s;;gen- b:'.;~~gen--,j 
~ esignation ---- -- ~ E-F1--~ REF2- REF3 f REF4 

Enginecapacity - - - - - :::__989cc --=- 1598cc 1422cc 1887cc __ J 

Fueltype (section 5.7.2) iso-octane iso-octane cetane cetane 

~axpower(kW ) -- - 43.3 81 55 ~ - 75 

1Engine speed@ ma.x power (RPM) l---6_0_00_-__ l--_6_0_00 _ ___. __ 4_0o_o_-_ =--4_0-=-o-o_-___ _,_. 

~ax torque (Nm) 90 150 155 240 

l
ifrontal area (c-m-,,.),------- -- 1.8 2.05 2 04 2.11 

Drag coefficient --+----,Oc-c.3c-c1---+--0,,-.~3--+-~0~.3c----+--~0~.3c----1 

Tyre friction coefficient --+--0-.0-1 _ _,__ 0.01 -+--~0~.0~1 - - 0.01 

-,urb weight (kg) 740 1220 1267 1427 

Payload weight (kg)" 80 80 80 80 

Total vehicle weight (kg)"" 820 1300 1347 1508 

Max. Speed (km/h) 158 188 163 187 

* The payload weight is defi ned to be any extra weight over and above the curb weight 

of the vehic le. In the model the payload weight was considered to be the weight of the 

driver which has been defined as 80kg. 

** Total vehicle weight is defined as the vehicle curb weight plus the payload weight. 
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5.3 Drive cycle model 

Te t drive cycles are a co llection o f peci fi c load scenanos (such as periods of 

acceleration , deceleration and constant motion ) that a veh icle is put through as a means 

of assessin g fue l consumption and levels of e mi ss ions (Fi g. 5- 1 ). These are then 

compared with other vehicles that are driven over the same cyc le so that an absolute 

compari son can be made . The drive cycles chosen are readily avai labl e drive cyc les th at 

are in common usage for the purpose of determining fuel consu mption and e mi ss ions of 

a particular vehic le . In thi s study the different reference vehi cles and series hybrid dri ve 

system configurati ons will be compared via the NYCC and US06 drive cyc les . 

The YCC ( ew York Composite Cycle) is a harsh urban cyc le des igned to s imul ate 

c ity driving conditions (Diesel net, 2005). [t is characterized by low average speeds, 

frequent stops, fast, short duration acce lerations and dece lerations, and overa ll low 

average loads i.e. typical urban or c ity dri vi ng loads that would be encountered in peak 

hour traffic. The cyc le is fo r a journey of fo ur kilometres with an average speed of 19.8 

km/h (inc luding time spent at zero speed), and a max imum speed o f 56 km/h. 

Other drive cyc les were initi a ll y considered, for s imul ating city driving. These inc luded 

a Japanese standard dri ving cyc le know n as the 10 - 15 drive cyc le (JI0- 15), a 

European standard drive cyc le known as ECE 15, and a standard Ameri can drive cycle 

known as Federal Test Procedure 72 (FTP 72). However it was fo und that none of these 

cycles full y simul ated harsh urban dri ving scenarios that are increas ing ly fo und during 

peak traffic conditions, such as inner c ity dri v ing and moto rway grid-loc k. 

The US06 dri ve cyc le is characterized by higher average speeds, longer accelerations 

and decelerations, less time spent at zero speed and hi gher average loads (Dieselnet, 

2005). Thi s drive cycle essentially mode ls more aggressive driving that wou ld be 

encountered in extra urban and motor way driving conditions. It does no t sole ly model 

driving on a motor way where constant speeds prevail and therefore is more typical of 

ex-urban/ci ty to city driving. The cycle is for a journey of 12.8 kilometres with a 

maximum speed of 128.5 km/h and an average speed of 81.2 km/h . 
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Figure 5-1. Speed versus time plots of NYCC and US06 drive cycles over 4 km and 
12.8 km respectively (Dieselnet, 2005). 
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[t was my initial intention to create a drive cyc le which incorporated hill-c limbing for 

the purposes of fuel consumption and emissions comparison, however this would have 

added unnecessary work, complication and reduced validity given the avai labil i ty or 

dedicated, standardised test dri ve cycles for the task. The purpose o f a drive cyc le is to 

essentiall y assess energy in versus energy out, whether the energy is expended while 

overcoming a hard acceleration or an incl ined surface is essential ly the same in thi s 

context. Thus the use of expli cit hill -climbing wou ld not have added any extra 

information that was not already avai lable from the dri ve cycles considered for the 

purposes of comparison. Note that these dri ve cycles are al so implemented on a 

dynamometcr where the concept of hill -climbing is redundant. 

5.3. l Initial speed and final speed 

The initial speed and final speed were the 'per second· speed point couples at the start 

and end of a time point ( I second). Thus at some arbitrary instant during the dri ve cycle. 

the final speed at the encl of one time point is the initial speed of the beginning of the 

next Li me point and vice versa. 

5.3.2 Average speed 

The average speed during a I -second interval is the arithmetic average of the initial and 

final speeds: 

Equation 5- 1. Yavc = (Y1 + Y2) / 2 

where 

V 1 = initial speed 

V 2 = final speed 

The time of duration of the test cycles and calculations therein is considered to be in 

seconds. 

5.3.3 Acceleration 

Acceleration was defined as the ratio of the change in velocity to the change in time. I t 

is calculated from the speed and time difference of a certain load scenario, for example 

to accelerate from some initial velocity to some final velocity: 

Equation 5-2. a = 11 V / lit = (V 1 - V 2) / t 1 - t2 
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where 

a = acce le ration 

t 1 = initi al time 

t2 = fina l time 

5.4 Transmission model 

In a conventional vehic le the power and torque o f the ICE are transmitted to the wheels 

via the transmi ss ion. Thi s device is essenti all y a number o f gears that attempt to match 

the positi ve non-linear torque c haracteri sti cs of the ICE to the variable requirements of 

the load . 

5.4.1 Transmission methodology and efficiency 

Conventional vehic le transmissions can vary in e ffi c iency from 87% to 99% fo r manual 

transmi ss ions and 60 to 95% fo r automatic transmiss ions (Nam, 2004a) . In thi s study all 

vehic les making use of a transmi ss ion were cons idered to have a 5 speed manual 

transmi ss ion. The effi c iency of the transmi ssion can be a ffected by the load scenario 

being considered, fo r exampl e , under urban cond iti ons more gear changes will be 

required than during an open road load scenario. Thus c lutch operati on will be required 

more often in an urban environment. This implies more time spent by the eng ine not 

ac tuall y dri ving the wheels and thus a certain amount of c lutch s lippage that is not 

encounte red as freque ntl y unde r an open road scenari o. The result is that the 

transmi ss ion is like ly to be less e ffi c ie nt under urban driving conditi ons than during 

ope n road conditions. The effic iency of the conventional vehi cle transmi ss ion has been 

chosen to be 95% during open road conditions and 92% during urban conditions. 

The transmiss ion in the reference vehic le was mode lled along similar lines to that fo und 

in Nam (2004a; 2004f) . The ratios in each gear (inc luding final drive ratio) are g iven in 

Table 5-2. An equation for engine speed is then used, being a simplified derivation of 

that found in Nam (2004b): 

Equation 5-3 N = R (Nmax / Y 111ax) V 

where 

N = engine speed (RPM) 
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V = vehicle speed (km/h) 

R = fin al drive ratio in a particular gear 

Nmax = max imum engine speed (RPM) 

V max = max imum vehicle speed (km/h) 

The shifting points 1n the geanng system are the speeds at whi ch a convent ional 

transmission would change from o ne gear to another. The gear shi fting points (Tab le 5-

2) were deri ved from that found in Nam (2004a). 

Table 5-2. Vehicle gear shift points and gear ratios. 
Drive Cycle K,ear Gear ratio 

Speed (km/h) number 

Kl-29 ~ 1 4 

129-40 2 2.22 

~ -- 3 
1.44 

~ -----4 -
1 

~ 5 0 .9 

The a lgorithm for calcu lat ing the engine speed in the model is as fo ll ows; 

ff V < 29 km/h then N = 4 * (max_ RPM / max_speed ) * (V<29) 

If 29 < V km/h< 40 then N = 2.22 * (max_ RPM / max_speed) * (29<V<40) 

If 40 < V km/h< 64 then N = 1.44 * (m ax_ RPM / max_s peed) * (40<V<64) 

If 64 < V km/h< 80 then N = 1.00 * (max _ RPM / max_speed) * (64<V<80) 

If V >80 km/h then N = 0 .9 * (max_ RPM / max_s peed) * (V>80) 

It has been indicated that the values chosen fo r the transm iss ion shi ft po ints do not 

affect overall system efficiency and fuel consumpti o n great ly (Nam, 2004a) such that an 

even simple r model that re lates engine speed to vehicle speed in to p gear could be used. 

However, thi s was not found to be the case. In particular it was fo und that changin g the 

gear shift points had a significant impact o n fue l use. Thi s is because chang ing the gear 

ratio at a hi gher vehicle speed, for example, implies a higher eng ine speed resulting in 

inc reased fuel use due to high e ngi ne speed at low load . Thus the ICE is running less 

efficiently due to operating away from its optimum fuel effic iency point. 

Note that in Nam (2004a) the same gear shifting patte rn is adopted for both drive cycles 

and load scenarios. This is not entirely reali stic as urban driving is characteri sed by 

frequent gear changes at low ve hicle s peed and therefore engine speed, whereas 
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highway driving is characterised by gear changes at higher average engme speed. 

However, maintaining the same scheme for both scenarios ensures an e leme nt of 

consistency across the model although it may tend to give a slight over estimate o f fuel 

use during the NYCC drive cycle. 

The transmiss ion model in thi s study also incorporates a gear check mechani sm, s imilar 

to that found in Nam (2004a) in that in a particul ar gear it is poss ible that the amount of 

torque required to undertake a particular load scenari o is more than can be supplied by 

the ICE. Under these conditions, the transmi ss ion mode l selec ts a lower gear. The 

algorithm is as follows : 

If gear = n and load torque> max imum torque then gear= n - 1 

where n = gear 2 to 5. Note that (for simplic ity) onl y one iterati on of thi s algorithm is 

applied which may lead to a minor underestimate of total fuel use for the refe rence 

vehicles. The load torque in the above algorithm is calcul ated from: 

Equation 5-4. T = 30000 R1./ (n: N) 

where 

T = torque 

RL = road-load (kW ) (secti on 5.5) 

N = engine speed (RPM ) 

The maximum torque in the above algorithm is the maximum torque that is avail able at 

a parti cul ar engine speed and is acquired by scaling generic vehicle engine torque 

curves (Nam, 2004a) and then finding a polynomial fit for the resultant curve. The 

torque curves are modelled by a 5th order polynomial of the form: 

Equation 5-5 . T=a+bx+cx2+dx3+ex4+fx5 where x = RPM of the engine 

The coefficients for each reference vehicle are given in Table 5-3. 
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Table 5-3. Coefficients for the various vehicle torq ue output curves. 
-----REF1 

Coefficien Charade 

a 

b 

C 

d 

e 

---6.3618143 

t- o_;:~OE~~;- rr r 2.67E-08 

---4.02E-12 

I 2.22E-16 -

5.4.2 Final drive efficiency 

REF2 

Corolla 

-6.2003833 

0.211 70259 

-1.35E-04 

4.32E-08 

-6.49E-12 

3.59E-16 

J RE~3- - I REF4 ~ r Polo Bora I 

~ 
-0.347 75335 - 0.44658459 

o._010421445 t o 088969, 62 
1.82E-04 1.79E-04 -1 

-1.24E-07 - -1.39E-07 

+- 3.00E-11 j_ 3.53E-11 

-2.53E-15 L -3.04~ 

T he fi nal drive is the last set of gearing before the power of the eng ine is fin all y 

Lransferred to the wheels and also includes the diffe rential gear. The fin al drive gear, 

like the transmission. is a lso a source of energy loss in the system and thus its effic iency 

was chosen to be 98% (Nam, 2004a). 

5.5 Road-load model 

The road load can be de fined as the power requi red to ove rcome the various resistances 

to vehicle motion such as air resistance, rol ling resistance and inertial resistance. These 

accu mulated resistances are overcome by the power developed by the internal 

combustion engine of the vehic le. 

5.5.1 Air resistance 

Any object that moves in air creates air resistance such that energy must be suppl ied to 

overcome this resistance to push the object th rough the ai r. In other words air resistance 

is a force that acts negati vely against the movement of the object - in this case a vehi cle. 

Air resistance is proportional to the square of the speed of the vehicle, the frontal area 

that the air 'sees ' and the coefficient of fric tion that is a function of the shape of the 

vehic le and the materials that the body is made from and coated with. 1n the overall 

model, air resistance (Senger, 1998b) was modelled by: 

Equation 5-6. R air = 0.5 A Cop V2 

where 

R air = air resistance (kgm/s2
) 

A= frontal area of the vehicle (m2
) 

C 0 = drag coefficient o f the vehic le (non-dimensional) 

p = Air density at standard temperature and pressure (STP) and equals 1.2 kg/m3 
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V = velocity of the vehi c le (m/s) 

Thi s equati on is used if the vehicle is travelling at a constant speed (zero accele ratio n). 

However if accelerati on is non-zero then the average velocity is used to determine the 

air res istance: 

where 

V 1 = in itial velocity 

Y 2 = final velocity 

Notes and assumptions: 

Actua l wind speed is not take n into account in the model. The drag coefficient neglects 

effects due to roof racks or open windows etc. Air resistance is proportional to the 

square of the vehic le velocity which implies that vehic le speed is the largest contributor 

to ai r res istance. 

5.5.2 Rolling resistance 

All do mestic vehic les make use of wheels to provide vehicle motion . Whee ls arc 

characte ri sed by having rubber tyres that make the physical connectio n between the 

wheels and road surface. The wheels themselves arc connected to the vehi cle through 

the use o f some sort of bearing. Both of these re, ult in a frictional force that must be 

overcome. Energy loss in the tyres is mainl y through deformati on o f the tyre as it 

contacts the road and then reforming to its origina l shape (CAE, 1996). Thus ro lling 

resistance is a force tha t acts negative ly o n the movement of the vehic le. Ro lling 

resistance is modelled by the fo llowing equation (Gomez, 2003): 

Equation 5-8. R ro11 = m g [Cr ( I + V / 160)] 

where 

R ro11 = rolling resistance (kgm/s2
) 

m = mass o f the vehic le (kg) 

V = velocity of the vehic le (km/h). 

g = gravitat ional effect (9.8 1 m/s) 
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CR= coeffi c ie nt due to tyre fric tion and bearing fricti on (non-dimensio nal ). In this study 

the value for the coeffic ient due to tyre friction is 0.0 I 

otes and assumptions: 

The contribution to ro lling resistance from temperature e ffects, different road surfaces, 

tyre pressure and wheel alignment was not considered. 

5.5.3 In ertial resistance 

Newton's fir t law essentiall y s tates that an object that is not acted o n by a force e ithe r 

moves in a strai ght line (at constant velocity) or is at re~t. ewton's second law 

essentiall y states that given a constant mass the rate o f change of the velocity of an 

object is equal to the force acting on the object (Alonso and Fi nn. 198 1 a). Every obj ect 

has inertia re lative to its mass. To move an object it is necessary to apply a force to it. 

To accelerate a vehic le of a certain mass it is necessary to overcome the inerti al 

resistance o f the vehic le. Inertial resistance can be mode ll ed by (Senger. 1998b): 

Equation 5-9. R111~n = ma (cf. F = m a) 

where 

R,n~n = inertial resistance (kgm/s2
) 

m = mass o f the vehic le (kg) 

a= accelerati on o f the vehic le (m/s2
) 

o tes and assumptions: 

A negative value for inertial resistance indicates deceleration. Deceleration was 

assumed to occur under "engine braking" conditio ns for a conventio nal vehic le. This 

means that the throttl e (Otto cycle engine) is at its smallest opening position (idling 

positio n) and the speed of the engine and therefore fuel use i governed by the speed o f 

the vehic le working backwards through the transmi ssion and clutch, forcing the eng ine 

to rotate. This represents energy that is lost, a fuel is used, but no increase in vehic le 

speed is attained. This is similar to the vehic le idling condition but uses more fuel. 

5.5.4 Road Load energy requirement 

In order to calcu late the amount of e ne rgy that is required by the vehicle to overcome a 

certai n load scenario (including over-coming the resistive forces of initial resistance, air 
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resistance and ro lling resistance) it is necessary to determine the distance that the 

vehicle has travelled whi le being operated on by these forces, for example, how far has 

the vehicle travelled whi le carrying out a uniform accelerati on. The distance trave lled is 

modelled by (Alonso and Finn, 198 1 b): 

Equation 5- 10. d = u t + 0.5 a t2 

where 

d = distance travelled (m) 

u = initial velocity (m/s) 

t = time to reach final velocity (s) 

a= acceleration of the vehicle (m/s2
) 

Notes and assumptions: 

Acceleration is assumed to be uniform. For a vehicle travell ing at constant speed (zero 

acceleration), the distance is the product o f velocity and time and the above equation 

reduces to: 

Equation 5-1 I . d = v t 

where 

v = final velocity 

For a vehicle accelerating from stand-still (0 velocity) to some final velocity then 

Equation 5- I O reduces to: 

Equation 5- 12. d = 0.5 a t2 

The energy required to accompl ish some load scenario, for example, acceleration or the 

energy required to overcome the negative forces of rolling resistance and air resistance 

while travelling at constant velocity is modelled by (Alonso and Finn, 198 1 c): 

Equation 5-13. E= Fd 

where 
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E == energy required {1) 

F = force rcc1uired (kgmls'l 

<l == distance that the force is vvurking uver {ml 

This equation can he expanded to: 

Equation 'i-14. E = IK,, + R,u11 + R,,,, 11 Id 

= [0.'i A Cr,p [(V,+V:1 I 21 2 + rn g C" + m al (u t + 0.5 a t
0

1 

5.5.5 Road-load calrnlation 

Thl' road-load is :-,imply the ratio of energy required to the tink' taken to givl' a value 

related to the po\vcr required to U\'Crcumc all the rc:-;istanCL'S that opp<Y,L~ the nwtion uf a 

vehicle. This pov..'cr is "upp!ied hy the internal L'omhustion Cflf:ine. :\otc that the pov,'cr 

from the ICE to the whecb 1:-. tran:-,fcrrL·d through a tran:-.rnission which a]<.;o ha" a -,mall 

amount of rc.'li'itanc.? ttwt must ahu be OVLTd)OlC by the pO\\Tf of the ICF ( SL'L'Iion ).4J. 

The t"u!l rnad load cquatii.._m 1:-. thcrch1rL:: 

Equatiun5-l'i. R,=IK,, +R,.,, +R11 " 11 1dt/(f]r,:f]l 

\Vhcrc 

R1 = road load 1kWl 

t=timc(sl 

T]rd == final drive e!licit.?ncy (9f;t:~;- i 

11[ == tran:-.missions efficiency (urban== 92<}_ ex-urban= CJ50(-J 

5.6 Engine model 

5.6.1 Torque and power 

Engine torque is defined a~ a measure of the engine's ability to do \vork. Engine po\ver 

is defined as the rate at which this work can be done (Heywood. l988c). Jn an internal 

combustion engine, torque is essentially a function of the force being applied to the 

piston while power is a function ot· the torque and engine speed. 

Torque and power are related by the following equations: 
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Equation 5-16. T = 30000 P / (n N) 

Equation 5-17. P = 7t T N / 30000 

where 

P = power (kW) 

T = torque (Nm) 

N = engine speed (RPM) 

5.6.2 Brake mean effective pressure 

Brake mean effective pressure (BMEP) is essenti a ll y the average pressure across all 

strokes and across all cy linders (CAE, 1996). For example in a sing le cylinder 4-stroke 

engine this is the average of the pressures that occur during combust ion, exhaust, 

compress ion and induction. It is a measure of the work output of an engine (S tone, 

1992a). It is also a more effective measure of work output between different ICEs and 

therefore tends to be a better measure of engi ne effic iency (Carambola, 2005). 

BMEP can be defined by the fo llow ing equat ion: 

Equation5-18. BMEP=P/[(Yct)( /60n)J 

= 2 n rr T / (V ct) 

where 

n = l for two stroke, 2 for four stroke. 

P = power (kW ) 

T = torque (Nm) 

= engine speed (RPM) 

Yct = engine capacity (m 3
) 

The above equation implies that the ICE is most effic ient at maximum torque since any 

torque less than this will give a lower BMEP value. This also implies that matching the 

required torque of a given load scenario to the torque of the engine at a given RPM will 

result in the lowest fuel use and the lowest emissions. 

5.6.3 Engi.ne friction 

Engine friction is the inherent friction that exists due to the interaction of the various 

components in the engine, for example the friction that exists between piston and 
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cy linder wall , bearing friction etc. This engine friction also includes res istance due to 

pumping such as the energy required to draw air/fuel into the cylinder or to overcome 

valve train and inj ector losses in a conventi onal engine (Heywood, l 998e; MIT, 2004d). 

Engine friction is a necessary component in determining fuel use as it is another source 

of resistance in the system that the power of the engine needs to overcome. For example 

when a conventional vehic le engine is idling, the torque being developed by the eng ine 

is used to overcome res istive forces opposing motion in the engine such as rubbing 

friction and pumping losses which consumes fue l. As the engi ne speed increases the 

resi stive losses inc rease resulting in more to rque needi ng to be deve loped by the eng ine 

to overcome these ex tra res istive losses, which consumes more fu el. The engine 

frictiona l component was de rived from th at fo und in Nam (2004a; 2004d). The equati o n 

re lating base frict ion and eng ine speed is: 

Equation 5- 19. k = ko + k 1 (N / 60) 

where 

k = base eng ine friction re lati onship(kJ/L) 

k0 = engine dependent fr icti on coeffi cient (kJ/L s) 

k1 = speed dependent frict io n coefficient (kJ/L) 

N = engine speed (RPM). 

The fuel use related to the frictional component can be de fined by (Nam, 2004a): 

Equation 5-20. FR= k (NI 60) Yd/ Erucl 

where 

FR= fuel rate (g/s) 

Yct = engine di splaced volume (litres) 

ErueJ = energy content of the fuel (lower heating value) (kJ/g) 

Note that the base engine friction relationship diffe rs for different ICE cycles and from 

year to year which, for the conventional vehicles used in this study, are shown below for 

the 2005 mode l year (Nam , 2004a). 
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Conventional Otto cycle: 

Equation 5-2 1. k = 0.15 + 0.00 I 545 (N / 60) 

Conventional Diesel cycle : 

Equation 5-22. k = 0.0474 + 0.00333 (N / 60) 

In the series hyb rid dri ve system, non-conventi onal engines are used as the on-board 

power source and these have different base fri ct ion re lati onships (Sec ti on 6.6 .8). 

The re lat ionship fo r base friction is known to underes timate friction by 50% during idl e 

conditi ons (Nam, 2004a). In PERE thi s has been accounted fo r by multiplying the ko 

term in the base friction relationship at idle by a facto r of 1.5 ( am , 2004a). The same 

approach was used in this study. 

5.7 Fuel use model 

5.7.l Methodology 

The approach is to create a model that reasonab ly accurately predicts fu e l use in 

conventi onal vehicles. Once attained, this same model can then be used to acc urate ly 

predict fuel use and emi ss ions in vehi cles equipped with series hybrid dri ve systems. 

Thus consistency becomes inherent in the model ling process This ensures reli ab le 

results can be obtained when comparing se ri es hybrid drive systems with conventi o na l 

vehicle drive systems. 

For each second of the drive cycle, the re levant drive cyc le, the road-load, and ICE 

variables are calcul ated. This process culminates in the calcul at ion of fuel use. When 

the drive cycle is completed, the fu el use fo r each second of operation is accumul ated to 

give a sum of the total fue l use. Calculations are then undertaken to calculate the fu e l 

economy (11100km). 

5.7.2 Fuels 

Conventional fuels used in modem domestic transport are not "pure" hydrocarbon 

compounds, but are in fac t a combination of hydrocarbons of differing carbon chain 

lengths (MIT, 2004c). The varying nature of the composition of these fuel s makes them 

difficult to model. Thus a better approach is use pure hydrocarbon compounds that 

represent these fuel s. The fuel s used in the modelling process (Table 5-4) are iso-octane 
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(to represent conventional Otto cyc le fue l) and cetanc (to represent conventional Diesel 

cyc le fuel). 

Table 5-4. Fuel Properties (Heywood , 1998b). 

FUEL 

PROPERTY T iso-octane cetane 

Formula C8H18- ·- C16H34 

1 L 

I_ Molecular Weight. 114.23 226.44 

' Density (I/kg) 1.36 1.182 1 

Air/fuel ratio (stoich1ometric) 15.13 14.82 

LHV (kJ/g) 44.3 44 

5.7.3 Fuel consumption calculation 

Fuel use in a conventional vehicle can be split into two parts: 

1. Fuel use during idle and deceleration 

Fuel use during idle is proporti onal to the power required to overcome the amount of 

fricti on involved in keeping the engine operating at an idle condttion (750 RPM in this 

study). This is essentiall y a function of the engine fri ction present at the idle speed, the 

volumetric capacity o f the engine and the type of technology involved (Otto or Diesel 

cyc le). 

Deceleration can be considered to be similar to the idle condition except that the engine 

is now "driven' ' by the weight of the vehicle as it slows down (a~suming that the clutch 

is engaged) and thus is operating at a higher engine speed with resulting higher fri ction . 

and therefore a higher fuel use and emissions. The fuel use related to idl ing and 

decelerat ion is defined by Equation 5-20 (section 5.6.3). 

2. Road-load fuel use 

When the vehicle is moving (other than during deceleration), the fuel use is now a 

function of the computed road-load as wel I as the engine load due to friction. Thus the 

lower the road load, the higher the proportion of the supplied power is to overcome 

friction only. Thi s is a partial reason for disproportionately higher fuel use under low 

load scenarios. 

The rate of fuel usage can be modelled via the following equation derived from Nam 

(2004a): 

Equation 5-23. FR= [(k (N / 60) Yct) + RL/ TJ] / E ruel 
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where 

FR= fuel consumption rate (g/s) 

k = base engine friction relationship(kJ/1 ) 

N = engine speed (RPM) 

R1. = road load power requirement (kW) 

Eruc1 = energy content o f the fuel (kJ/g) 

Vc1 = engine capac ity (L) 

ri = indicated engine efficiency= 0.4 for the Otto cyc le and 0.45 for the Diesel cycle 

From thi s the absolute fuel consumption can be defined: 

Equation 5-24. Fe = FR t 

where L = time 

The indicated engme efficiency is a mea~ure of the efficiency of the engine when 

mechanical losses (pumping, friction) are ignored (Stone, 1992a). 

A second model was considered for the e~ti mation of fuel use, which did not consider 

the effect of engine friction on fuel use but rather made use o f calculati ons to define fuel 

use as a function of the fuel air mass that entered the cylinder per cyc le. This model was 

based in part on a deri vati on of the equation found in Stone ( 1992a) and estimated a 

value for engine efficiency by defining a relationship between the required torque (a 

function of the road load), the volumetric efficiency and the air fuel ratio o f an ICE at a 

particular instant dependent on the load scenario. Once the efficiency value was found, 

the fuel use could be determined by comparisons with the lower heating value (LHV) o f 

the fuel used. Thi s is a far more elegant approach and potentiall y more accurate. 

However modelling an accurate relationship between equivalence ratio, volumetric 

efficiency and torque with respect to defining an accurate ICE efficiency was found to 

be difficult. Time constraints meant that this model could not be completed to the 

satisfacti on of the author and it was found necessary to replace this model for fuel use 

estimation with the current model. 

An advantage of the current model is that it has been used in other research and has 
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been shown to g ive accurate predictions of fuel use (Nam, 2004). 

5.8 Emissions 

5.8.1 Equivalence ratio 

The equi va lence ratio (<p) is a measure of the proportion of air to fuel at any g iven 

instant and is dependent on engine operating conditi ons such as engine load 

(part icularl y fo r Diesel cyc le ICEs). The equ iv ale nce ratio can be defined as the ratio of 

the chemically correct (sto ichiometric) air/fue l rati o (AFRs) to the actual air/fuel ratio 

(AFR) (Heywood , 1988d); 

Equation 5-25 . <p = AFRs/AFR 

The eq ui valence ratio 1s used to indicate a fuel rich , fuel lean o r stoic hi ometri c 

condition during combustion. If <p = I then combusti on is sto ich iometri c, if <p < I then 

combusti on is lean (excess air), and if <p > I then combust ion is rich (excess fuel). 

The equ iva lence ratio is more important in the Diesel cycle engine as there is a non

constant and non-linear relationship between emission species and equi valence ratio 

(Section 5.8.6). 

5.8.2 Combustion stoichiometry 

Although it is no t necessary to know what is happen ing during the combusti on process 

to determine fuel use, thi s in fo rmati on is necessary to determine the type and quantity of 

emi ss ions that are being produced from the ICE. This is due to the differing ICE 

operating conditions that affect the type and vo lume of emi ssion level. For exampl e if 

the ICE is running lean of stoichiometry (excess air) thi s will produce a different 

quantity of certain emi ss ion than if the ICE is running at stoichiometry (exact amount 

of air) or rich of stoichiometry (air debt). In particular diesel ICEs show a large 

variation in the air/fuel ratio as thi s is the m a in source of power variation in these 

engines. Thus it is necessary to know what is happening in the engine during 

combustion to be able to accurately determine what levels of a particular emission 

species are being produced. 

The relationship between chemical reactants and products in a stoichiometric 

combustion process involving hydrocarbons (Queens, 2005; Heywood , 1998d): 
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CaH/J +(a+ /J )(o, +3.76N, ) ~ aCO, + /J H ,O + 3.76(a+ /J ) N, 4 - - - 2- 4 -

Note that thi s is fo r low temperature operation where N 2 is considered to be inert. In 

general the combusti o n products consist of more than just C02, H20, 0 2, and 2. For 

ri ch mixtures CO also ex ists in the products and at hi gh temperatures (>2000K), 

compounds such as H , 0 , OH, NO will also be present due to the di ssoc iation of the 

major species C02, H20, N2 and 0 2 (Queens, 2005). Thi s is shown by the fo ll owing 

re lationship : 

Ca H/J +(a+!)(02 +3.76N2 ) ~aC02 +bH20+ cN2 +d02 +eCO+ JH2 

+gH +hO+iOH + jNO+kN+·· 

When the equi va lence rati o (or air/fuel rati o) var ies, thi s has a furthe r signifi cant effect 

on the gaseous proporti ons th at ex ist during combusti on (Queens. 2005) 

For the most part the overa ll amount of ex haust emi ss ions is clependent on the amo unt 

of fuel that is consumed in the engine. [f no fuel is consumed then there wi ll be no 

emi ss ions. However the proportion of a particu lar species is dependent on other factors , 

such as combusti on temperature and in particu lar the proporti on of oxygen and nitrogen 

to fuel that is present at combustion. The varia ti on o f these proporti ons is a lso 

dependent on the load scenario, and the [CE tec hnology being considered (Otto or 

Diesel cycle, two stroke or four stroke). Due to the complicated nature of combu sti on 

stoichiometrics, computer oftware (Chemwork6) is used to calcul ate the precise 

proportion of species present during the combustion phase in an ICE. Chemical 

stoichiometry is then used to calcul ate the actual amount of each gas that is present at 

combustion from the amount of fuel used resulting in a table of emiss ion quantities for 

each load scenario . The sum of these emiss ion quantities forms the total emissions for 

each drive cycle. 

The gaseous emissions produced by the model are those produced during the 

combustion itself, not at the tail pipe. The emi ssions at the tailpipe of a conventional 

vehicle are affected by the various modem emissions control equipment used on modem 

vehicles and further interaction of the hot gases with the atmosphere. A better indicator 
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of the em1 ss1ons produced by a conventional ICE vehicle (and for the purposes of 

comparison) is based on the gases produced during the combustion (power) phase o f the 

engine cyc le which is a better comparator of different e ng ine technologies . 

In the combustion chamber of an Otto o r Diesel cyc le ICE, a mixture of fuel and air is 

detonated with the resu ltant increase in tem perature and pressure doing work on the 

pi ston forcing it down in the cylinder. The combusti on it self and the heat released 

interacts with the walls of the cylinder (boundary) and heat transfe r occurs across thi s 

boundary such that com bustion could be cons idered to be an isothermal process. 

However, the act of combust ion is essenti all y many exp losive reactions th at occur so 

rapidly that the heat energy produced will not be transferred across this boundary 

quickly enough to dissipate all thi s energy, hence the quick temperature rise in the 

cylinde r. Under this scenario the combust ion process can be considered to be adiabat ic. 

There are two broad groups of vehicle em iss ions: 

I . primary or direct em iss ions including CO, C0 2, HC, NOx and particulates; and 

2. secondary pollutants that are the results of primary pollutant interact ion with the 

atmosphere (M [T, 2004a). 

In this study on ly primary pollutants were considered . 

5.8.3 Otto cycle emissions 

In the Otto cyc le, air and fu e l is drawn into the cylinder during the induction phase and 

then compressed and ignited to do work on the piston. The reactants, in thi s case iso

octane, oxygen and nitrogen , react to fo rm a numbe r of gaseous products during 

equilibrium combu sti on, som e of which are cons idered to be pollutants. Since an 

air/fuel mi xture is initi a ll y drawn into the cylinder, it has essentiall y a pre-set 

stoichiometry. The equivalence ratio varies over only a very small range, typi cally 0 .95 

to 1. In modern engines thi s equivalence ratio is controlled so that it cannot exceed 

stoichiometry (equivalence ratio of 1) except under certain conditions such as full load 

(Heywood, l 988f). Some engines are also des igned to burn lean under low load 

scenarios to reduce fuel use and lower emission of pollutants such as carbon monoxide 

(Stone, 1992c). The refore the torque and hence the power of the engine, is essentially 

defined by the volumetric e fficiency of the induction pathway which is varied by the use 

of a throttle valve arrangement (Heywood, 1988c; Stone, 1992a). When the valve is 
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c losed the volumetric effi c iency is small and therefore o nl y a smal l amo unt of ai r and 

fu el is drawn into the cylinder. Thi s small amount of fuel w ill only produce a small 

amount of torque and there fore power. Since the equi valence ratio does not vary, the 

products o f combustion are dependent sole ly on the amount of fue l ente ring the 

cylinder. In thi s study due to the variation in equi vale nce ratio being small for the Otto 

cycle engine it has been set at I i.e. stoichiometric across the eng ine speed range and 

load scenario. 

5.8.4 Diesel cycle emissions 

In the Diesel cyc le, air alone is drawn into the cylinder during the induction phase and 

the n compressed. Near the e nd of the compression stroke a small amount of diesel is 

inj ected into the cylinder, whi ch is auto ignited by the e levated temperature of the 

compressed air. The torqu e and the refore power o f the eng ine is defined primarily by 

the a ir/fu el ratio (a diesel engine has no val ve system in the induction pathway to 

restrict the incoming air) (MIT, 2004b). The reactants in thi s case are cetane, oxygen 

and nitrogen, and the produc ts are the same as thos;e found for the Otto cycle but in 

different proportions. ln a diesel eng ine the equi valence rati o wi ll vary anywhe re from 

0.2 to approximately 0.8 (MlT, 2004b). This has a profound effect on the composition 

of product species during equilibrium combustion. ln thi s study the Diesel engines 

cons idered are turbo-charged which makes use of exhaust gases to drive a compressor 

th at forces more ai r into the cylinde r, thereby inc reasing the volumetric efficiency. Thus 

the vo lumetric efficiency is very high and has been set at I . In an actual eng ine thi s is 

not stri ctly true, but since the volumetric effi c iency range is small in diesel lCEs thi s 

will not affect the results and aids in the s implic ity o f the model where the main purpose 

is compari son. 

5.8.5 Emissions species considered 

The emissions species modelled in this study were C02, CO and NOx. Particulate 

emissions and hydrocarbons were not modelled since they are more complex than could 

be undertaken in a simplified modelling struc ture since hydrocarbon emissions are not 

on ly one compound but a whole host o f compounds, some of which are considered to be 

toxic. In the case of particulate emissions, diesel soot is in the same size range as a 

number o f other partic les from a number of other sources. This makes measuring soot 

difficult, as it is difficult to separate from these other particles. It is a lso apparent that, to 

date, it has not been possible to accurately determine the exact mechanisms of soot 
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fonnat ion with any great accuracy (Gruden, 2003b). Thus it was dec ided not to model 

particulate emi ss ions. 

5.8.6 Emissions calculation 

The calcu lation of the emi ss ions phase of the model makes use o f the program 

"chemwork6" (Dwyer, 2005) to determine the relative emission spec ies stoichi ometry 

during combustion. Thi s in fo nnati on is then used in the model itself to calculate the 

amount of a parti cular emiss ion spec ies on a second by second bas is. Chemwork6 is 

essentially a co ll ection o f Matlab files designed to work under the Matlab environment 

(Matl ab, 2005) . Essenti all y it takes input (Tab le 5-5) and produces a series of output 

screens th at indicate the input and output chem ical spec ies at the different phases of the 

combusti on cyc le. The most important o utput gives the chemical species present during 

the latter stages of the combusti on/ex pansion phase prior to the exhaust stroke. A typical 

output for thi s phase of the combust ion fo r iso-octane and cetane is shown in appendix 

A. 

Table 5-5. Input data used for chemwork6. 
IErigine Profile 

Exhaust Pressure (aim) 

Fuel type 

Otto cycle 1Diesel cycle 

Mixed - f Mixed ---, ---- -, --, 
l 

l 
300 300 

10 20 

variable 

I 
I C8H18 

-- - ---~----~----~ 

The use of this approach for the com busti on of iso-octane in the Otto cycle is relati ve ly 

straight forward as the equival ence ratio is assumed to be stoichio metric thus the only 

variation in the amount of pollutant species produced is due to the amount o f fuel 

consumed. The relative proportions of these pollutant species are set out in Table 5-6 . 

The use of thi s approach for the combustion of cetane in the Diesel cycle is more 

complicated as it is now necessary to take into account the affect of varying the ai r/fuel 

equivalence ratio. The resu lts of the simulations are set out in Table 5-7. The non-linear 

relationship between the relevant pollutant species and equivalence ratio is di splayed in 

Figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-2. Relationship between C02, CO, NOx and equivalence ratio for a Diesel 
cycle ICE. 
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Table 5-6. Pollutant gases in proportion to equivalence ratio used during Otto 

cycle combustion of iso-octane. 

>= _ ~ _ -t- Reac~nts (!flol) 
Temperature Pressure Equivalence! C8H18 02 N2 

t (K) _ ~Pal L atio l , 

2643 ~9 L 1 1 12.5 L 47 

~ ~ oducts Lll]olL J_ Product§ (g) ,1 
C02 r--co NO C02 CO NO 

~ 068 10.9723~ 029~ 2.8346 ~ 0.2695 1 0.0889 

Table 5-7. Pollutant gases in proportion to equivalence ratios used during diesel 

combustion of cetane. 

1 
__ _ . _ - Reac~ants(moiJL- Products (~ol) : P:~ducts (g) ~ j 

Temperature Pressure EquivalenceTC16H34 0 2 N2 C02 CO NO, CO, CO NO, 
(I<) ~a) ratio j J _ l j 

2687.0 9198. 0 10 27~ 102411 4 0384 1.001°[ 1207i 3.2021 0.145 0.18711 

2554.0 8898.~ 0~ 1.Q 30.6 115.{14.7744 0 .407~ 1.538~ 3.3700 0.0591 0.239j 

2396.o- 8581.q o.i 10 35.o 131 .s 15~41' 0.1441[ 1.67131 3.4564 o .02oi o.259 

2221 .0 8247.d 0.6 1 0 40.8 153.515.3601. 0 .0423 1.6163 3.5036 0.006 1 0.251 

2032 () 7895.~ 0.5 1.0 49.0 184.21 5.4931~ 0.0095 1.3944 3.533f O 001 i 0.2169 

1030.0 7522.0 o.,i," 1 o 61 j 230.315.5996 o .ooli 1.0859 3.5582: 0.0002 o 168~ 

r 1612.0 7127.a- 0.3 1.0 81.7 307.1j 15.699~0.0001[ 0.7 187 3.5810 0.0009 0 .11 1~ 

1380.0 6707.0 O.~ 10 1225 460.615.7993 0 .0000 0.3829 3.6038 0.0000 0 .0596 

The non linear re lat io nshi p between gaseous e missio n (Y) and equi valence ratio (x) can 

be modelled by a 7 th o rder po lyno mial (found by the use o f Lagrangian Interpo lation ) 

o f the form: 

Equation 5-26. Y = a+bx+cx2+dx '+ex4 +fx5+gx6+hx7 

The values found for each o f the coeffic ients of the 7th order polynomial are set o ut in 

Table 5-8 fo r each pollutant species. 

Table 5-8. Coefficients for the pollutant species. 

I Spedes J 
Coefficient C02 co NO, 

a 4 .07 -0.00404 '--o:671 

b -5.993 0.06132 -10.6018 - C 28.628 -0.37158 70.1803 

d -61 .264 1.1662 -235.618 
I- -

38.194 -2.0455 458.819 e 

I 56.944 2.0184 -519.306 

g -97.222 -1.2065 315.278 

h 39.683 0.7035 -79.365 

5.9 System efficiency 

The system e ffic iency o f a conventio nal domestic reciprocating ICE vehicle is 
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essentially the ratio o f ene rgy out to ene rgy in fo r a g iven load scenario. The ene rgy in 

is the fue l (iso-octane = 44.3 MJ/kg, cetane = 44MJ/kg) and the energy out is, in thi s 

case, ene rgy ex pe nded in overcoming a load scenari o such as climbing a hill or more 

importantl y the energy required to complete a specific tes t drive cyc le: 

Equation 5-27. 11,y, = energy out/ energy in 

= RL / (Fe Eruel) 

where 

ll sys = system effi c iency 

RL = road load energy requirement (kJ ) 

Fe = abso lute fuel consumption (g) 

Erucl = energy content of the fuel (kJ/g) 

5.10 Model validation 

Validation of the fue l economy results from the s imul ated drive cyc les and conditi ons is 

difficult for a num ber of reasons: 

• Publi shed data has qu ite hi gh variance. 

• Publi shed data does not always indicate the type of drive cyc le used to create the 

results or if a dynamometer was used to s imulate the drive cyc le. 

• Some publi shed data can be mi sleading as it may be used to se ll a particular vehic le. 

• Effect on fuel use and emi ss ions due to driving style; it is we ll known that fuel 

effic iency and emi ss ions are heav il y affected by driving style (LTSA, 200 1 ). 

• It is difficult to obtain acc urate data fo r a particular vehicle dri ven on a particular 

dri ve cycle. 

• No independent testing conducted to internati onal standards. 

The following po ints must be noted about the predic tions for fue l use and emi ss ions 

from the model used in this study: 

• The cycle used to represent city driving (NYCC) does not take into account cold 

start/running conditions and therefore may under estimate fu el use when compared 

to publi hed data. 

• The cycle used to represent more open road driving (US06) is an aggressive driving 

pattern and may tend to overestimate fuel use when compared to publi shed data. 
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• Fuel use predicti ons are reall y onl y appli cable to the drive cycles considered and are 

therefore onl y an approximation to any real world scenario . 

• The model makes use of simpli stic assumpti ons in a number of areas. 

• The main point of the study is to make acc urate compari sons between conventi onal 

domestic transport dri ve systems and se ri es hybrid drive systems, the refore the 

prediction acc uracy for the conventi onal vehic les was deemed to be less important 

than model consistency across both conventi ona l and series hybrid dri ve system 

architectures. 

There were also several approaches in the model th at could int roduce inacc urac ies: 

• the transm iss ion is assumed to have the same primary gear ratios fo r a ll vehicles; 

• shift points are the same fo r all conventi onal vehic les; and 

• the fuels used in the model (cetane and iso-octane) differ in their properties from 

that found in conventi onal fuel. 

However, although there may be diffe rences between the resu lts achi eved from the 

model for fuel use and emiss ions compared to various published data for the reference 

vehi cles, thi s is not complete ly relevant as the same model that is used to predict fuel 

use in the conventi onal reference vehi c les is also used to predict fuel use in the vehi c les 

equipped with a se ri es hybrid drive system. Thus any inaccuracies that are ev ident in the 

pred ictions for the conventional reference vehic les wi ll also be ev ident for the series 

hybrid drive sys tem equipped veh icles. Therefore the overall approach of the study 

which was to compare and cont rast conventi onal drive systems with series hyb rid drive 

systems with respect to fuel use and emi ss ions, has not been compromi sed due to the 

inherent consistency in the model approach. 

Note that the Renault Kangoo mentioned elsewhe re in thi s document (pg 40,44,48) 

could have been used to potentiall y verify the mode l. However, there was a lack of 

vehicle parameter information, for example, control strategies governing allowab le 

depletion of batte ries (which differ from the battery chemistry used in thi s study), 

regenerative breaking input and power flow contro l strategies used. There were also 

unknown specifications fo r the individual components that makes up its drive system 

such as power densities, effic iencies, weights etc. The Kangoo is primarily an e lectric 

vehicle with a petrol engine used mainl y as a "range ex tender" to ex tend the range of 

the electric only pe rformance as and when required to give a "piece of mind" solution to 
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the potential problem of the batteries depleting during operation and does not charge the 

batteries during operation, which is a significant departure from the approach taken in 

this study. Thus it is not a series hybrid in the sense that was implied in the study and 

implies that its use as a verifiable model or as a comparison for the series hybrid models 

used in this study is limited. 
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6.0 SERIES HYBRID DRIVE SYSTEM MODEL 

6.1 Methodology overview 

The methodology used to model a veh ic le equipped with a series hybrid drive system is 

similar to that found in Chapter 5 to model the conventional reference vehi cle. 

• Series hybrid drive system parameters: [nc luded the same parameters that were 

used in the re fe rence vehic le model with the additi onal parameters for engine we ight 

and devices such as batteries, electric motor, power controll er and generator that do 

not ex ist in the conventional reference vehi cle. inc identally a generator does ex ist in 

a conventi onal vehi cle (alternator) and its function is essenti ally the same (power for 

battery charg in g and on-board e lectri cal sys tems), of course it outputs far less power 

and the electrical load in the se ries hybrid drive system is far hi gher. 

• Test drive cycles: These were the same as fo r the re ference vehic le and in volved 

the same parameters. 

• Transmission: The seri es hybrid dri ve system does not require a conventi onal 

vehic le transmi ss ion. The power required by the load application and supplied by 

the e lectric motor is transferred to the wheels by a single gear and differential unit 

which does not require model ling but doe,;; have an efficiency assoc iated with its 

operati on. 

• Road-load: The energy requirements of the vehi c le are now supplied by an e lec tri c 

motor as opposed to an lCE. The electric motor also interacts with the battery : 

I . by drawing energy from the batte ry bank to propel the veh ic le; and 

2. by acting as a generato r when the vehi cle is decelerating and braking such that 

some of the energy used is returned to the battery fo r later use. 

The motor also interacts with the on-board power source (OPS ) since under certain 

circumstances the power from the generator (part of the OPS ) can bypass the battery 

and go to the motor directly as a means of increas ing effic iency. The battery 

component also interacts with the OPS as the OPS charges the batteries. 

• Fuel use: This calculati on fo llows a simil ar pattern to that employed m the 

reference vehicle model , the difference being that fuel use is now somewhat 

independent of the load on the vehicle. The fuel use being attributable to an ICE 

driving a generator in a si milar scenario to the operation of a stationary generator 

set. Fuel is only used when the ICE component of the OPS is on and is essentially a 

function of the state of charge of the battery and/or the e lectrical load on the system. 

Fuel use is also a function of the amount of energy regeneration from the 

regenerative braking sys tem. Thus overall fuel use is the result of interactions 
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between the batte ry , the OPS, the regeneration system and the type of energy 

management/contro l protocols emp loyed. 

• Emissions: The calculati on of type and quantity follows a simil ar pattern to that 

employed to model the re ference veh ic le, the diffe rence being that no e mi ss ions are 

created whi le the vehicle is stati onary . They are only created when the [CE 

component of the OPS is on, which, in the case of the series hybrid drive sys tem, is 

essenti a ll y a function of the state of charge of the battery and/or the e lec trical load 

on the system. 

As with Chapter 5, the above methodo logy and the calculations required were evaluated 

for each second of operati on during the drive cyc le. However, s ince the ICE is not 

operati onal all the time thi s is re fl ected by peri ods of the drive cyc le where no fuel use 

or emi ss ions are recorded . At the compl eti on of the drive cyc le a summ ati on o f the fu el 

consumpti on and emi ss ions was carri ed out resulting in absolute fuel consumpti on and 

emissions leve l values for the particul ar technology opt ion and particular dri ve cyc le 

considered . Thi s was then compared to the di stance trave lled during the dri ve cyc le and 

thus a value for fue l economy (11100km ) and emi ss ions (g/km ) was calculated. There 

was also input from the e lectrical gri d network to recharge the batteries under certain 

c ircumstances. 

Only where the fo ll ow ing parameters used in the sen es hyb,id drive sys tem vehicle 

mode l differ from the reference vehic le mode l, will they be explained here. 

6.2 Storage (battery) model 

The battery is s imply modeled as an ene rgy source for system ene rgy requirements in 

the vehicle (predominantly the electri c motor) and as a "s ink" for energy generated from 

the OPS and regenerative braking system. It is assumed that the battery bank can absorb 

all avail ab le input from regenerative braking and from the OPS. This s ignificant 

simplification is justified for a basic model. It is also justified based on current and 

future on-board storage dev ices (such as ultra-capacitors) having thi s capability. 

Although alternatives exist to battery storage systems (such as ultra-capac itors, 

flywheels, compressed air) , only batteries were considered in the model. The battery 

operation acts within the constraints defined by its efficiency during charge and 

di charge and its power and energy density . 
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6.2.1 Battery type 

The battery technology chosen for use in the series hybrid architecture is the nickel 

metal hydride (NiMH) technology as used in both the Toyota Prius and the Honda 

Insight hybrid vehi cles (Fredrikson, 2004; Wall en, 2004c; Kelly et al, 200 I ; Hermance, 

2004 ). This techno logy was chosen because it ; 

• is currentl y used in commerciall y avail able vehic le technologies ; 

• has a fl at di scharge voltage curve between 80% state of charge and 20% state of 

charge; 

• has hi gh specific power density (power output pe r we ight unit); 

• has relati ve ly hi gh spec ific ene rgy density (stored ene rgy per unit weight); and 

• has a long life time. 

6.2.2 Battery specific power density 

A potentiall y s ignifi cant di sadvantage of the se ries hybrid approach is th at, due to the 

electric motor bein g the onl y drive source fo r the vehic le, under certain load scenari os 

the battery has to rn ppl y a s ignifi cant amount of power to the motor, thu s to suppl y a 

certain level of peak power requires a ce11ain battery size . Thi s implies that there will be 

a minimum weight o f battery defin ed primaril y by the power density (kW/kg). Under 

maximum load scenarios where the max imum power o f the electri c motor is be ing 

empl oyed such as when overtaking o r hill -c limbing, the required power is suppli ed b y a 

combinati on o f power from the battery and power from the generato r ( lwai, 1998). 

Thus the peak power required by the battery is the difference between the system power 

requirements and the maximum power suppli ed b y the generator (component of the 

OPS). 

The above scenari o can be avoided by employing a larger generator however that 

requires a larger ICE incurring fuel consumption penalties due to increased ICE 

capacity and increased weight. In a series hybrid drive system the ICE does not operate 

at peak output but at a level of power equal to the maximum torque (to reduce fuel use 

by operating at maximum efficiency) and can also operate at a level below thi s (the 

maximum fuel efficiency point) dependent on the required load and energy management 

scenario. Thus the re is scope for increasing the power of the ICE during these 

infrequent time periods where peak power output is required with only a minimal effect 

on fuel use. It further implies that under certain load requirements minimal fuel use 
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operation of the fCE could also be achieved. However. Lhi s conlrol approach is not 

currently modelled, the simplified approach being to model the lCE component of the 

OPS as operaling constantl y at max imum torque. This may lead to higher fuel use and 

emissions than cou ld other wise be achieved. 

The NiMH battery employed in lhe Toyota Prius has a power density of 1250 W/kg 

(Hermance, 2004) and thi s was the value adopted. 

6.2.3 Battery weight 

Battery weight is a function of its pecific power density, motor power and generator 

output which is a function of the lCE operating point. specificall y, power output at 

maximum torque. Thus total power output is the sum of battery power oulput and 

generat or power oulpul. This implies lhat batlery power output is the tolal power output 

minus generator power oulput and lherefore battery weight is Lhe ralio of bauery power 

output lo battery specific power densily: 

Equation 6- 1. W0a1 = (Pm01 - Pgen) I SP0,11 

where 

W 031 = battery weight (kg) 

P11101 = electric motor peak power (kW) 

Pgcn= generator power output (kW) 

SPt,31 = battery speci fi c power (kW/kg) 

This weight does nol include the weight assoc iated with lhe packaging and mounting 

the battery pack in the vehicle and is considered separately (section 6.8). 

6.2.4 Battery specific energy density 

The battery specific energy density is essentiall y the energy per unit weight of the 

battery. The NiMH batteries used in the Toyota Prius have a specific energy density o f 

approx imately 45 Wh/kg ( 162 J/kg), and this was the value adopted (Panasonic, 2005). 

6.2.5 Battery capacity 

The amount of energy stored in the battery is a function of the weight of the battery 

pack and the spec ific energy density of the batteries. The NiMH batteries used in the 
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T oyota Prius are made up of a number of D sized ce ll s (Ke lly et al , 200 1) connected in 

such a way so as to max imize power density, not e nergy density. The battery energy 

capacity was de fin ed by the following relationship: 

Equati on 6-2. Eba1 = W ba1 SEba1 

where 

Ebat = battery energy capacity 

W bat = battery wieght 

SEbat = battery speci fi e energy density 

6.2.6 State of charge 

The max imum state o f charge (SOC) of the batte ry w as defined as the max imum 

amount of energy that is sto red in the battery during normal running of the vehi c le a nd 

is set at 80% of max imum battery capac ity. The minimum SOC of the battery is de fin ed 

s imil arl y and is set at 20% of max imum battery capac ity. These two values are the same 

as those adopted by W al !en (2004c ). 

Both the maximum and minimum SOC va lues were used by the energy management 

system to determine operati on of the OPS and regenerati on input energy to the battery 

and were determ ined by the ene rgy use of the system . 

The current SOC is the ene rgy capacity of the battery at a particul ar instant during the 

operation of the vehic le during the drive cycle . Thi s va lue is continuall y updated by the 

energy inputs from the regenerati ve braking system , OPS and outputs such as syste ms 

power requirements. The current SOC is also compared with the max imum and 

minimum battery SOC values to determine the requirement status of system e leme nts 

such as regenerati ve braking and the OPS . 

6.2.7 Charge and discharge efficiency 

Charge efficiency can be defined as the amount of energy that will actually be stored in 

the battery (given an energy input), the rest of the energy ending up as heat. Dorfell 

(2003b) indicates an optimal battery cycle efficiency of 90%. This assumes an optimal 

charging regime (fast charge, accurate cut-off, no extended overcharging or overheating 

of the battery) which may not always be the case. Thus, the charge efficiency was set at 
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85%. 

Discharge efficiency can be defined as the amount of energy that can be taken from the 

battery (g iven a load, mainly the electric motor) , the rest of the energy ending up as 

heat. Nam (2004c) indicated a di scharge efficiency of 95% for a NiMH battery pac k, 

again thi s would assume optimal di scharge rates that may not occur and thu s the 

discharge efficiency was set at 90%. 

Note that it was assumed that the control e lectronics keeps the batte ri es operating on the 

fl at portion of the discharge curve and opt imizes charge and discharge characteri stics to 

maintain the above efficiencies . 

6.2.8 Methodology 

A fully c harged battery is considered to contain a certai n amou nt of energy (J). The 

SOC of the battery at any g iven in stant is equal to the current ene rgy value of the 

battery pack minus the energy that has been used by the load (fo r example the e lectric 

motor) plus any energy suppli ed from regenerative braking and the OPS. Thus : 

Equation 6-3. SOCcurr = SOCini1 - Erno1 + Eors+ Ercgen 

where 

SOCcurr = state of the battery charge at any g iven instant 

SOCni1 = previous state of charge of the battery 

E1110 t = energy used by the motor to overcome a load scenari o 

Eors = ene rgy suppli ed to the syste m by the OPS 

Eregen = energy supplied to the system from regenerative braking 

The above equation is updated on a second by second basis throughout the drive cycle. 

The value of SOCcurr dictates the control strategy of the series hybrid drive system. For 

example if the SOCcurr drops below the minimum value then thi s will activate the 

charging system. The amount of energy required to start the ICE component of the OPS 

was not considered to be significant enough to be modelled and was ignored . 

The SOC of the vehicle battery pack can be variably set at the beginning of a test drive 
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cycle. Currently thi s value is set such that each of the vehi cles equ ipped with the series 

hybrid drive system opt ions will be ab le to complete the entire NYCC drive cyc le 

without requiring input from the charging system (OPS ) during operat ion. The initi al 

SOC is al so set such that each vehicle has the same amount of batte ry capacity above 

the battery minimum SOC level. 

There are also two methodologies adopted to deal with the SOC that ex ists at the end of 

a test drive cycle: 

I . If the battery SOC at the end of the drive cyc le is less th an at the beginning of the 

drive cyc le th en the OPS will run until this initi al charge value is reached. Thi s is 

done to re fl ec t the correct amount of fue l used and em iss ions produced . 

2. If the battery SOC at the end of the dri ve cyc le is less than at the beginning of the 

drive cyc le then the amount of energy required to recharge the battery bank will be 

suppli ed by grid electric ity. The purpo, e of thi s is to evaluate th e affect on 

emi ss ions and fuel use from be ing ab le to rec harge the batteri es us ing g ri d power. 

6.3 Electric motor model 

The e lectric motor in a seri es hybrid dri ve system is the onl y drive source that propels 

the vehic le. This has the advantage of simplifying the modelling methodology. In thi s 

study the e lectric motor is s impl y a device th at provides power and torque up to a 

maximum set by the drive requirements of the vehic le. The maximum power of the 

e lectric motor is set by the max imum power o f the ICE of th e original reference vehic le. 

For exampl e, because REF I (Table 5- 1) has an [CE with a peak power o f 43 .3 kW, the 

peak power of the electric motor of the seri es hybrid drive system was set at this va lue 

to achi eve an e lement of similarity of performance in the vehic le to the o ri ginal 

reference vehic le specifi cations. The e lectric motor has the advantage of maximum 

torque at zero engine speed and can be designed to have a flat torque curve across its 

useable engine speed range (Section 2.3.2) . Thi s obviates the need fo r a transmi ss ion to 

match the torque of the motor to the load hence thi s was not mode lled for the series 

hybrid drive system. 

6.3.1 Motor power 

In a conventional drive system the ICE is des igned for the peak operating requirements 

that the vehicle is likely to encounter during its proposed use. Thus, vehicle 

specifications literature will quote values such as peak power output and peak torque 
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values. However the e lectric motor has two types of ratings, continuous output and peak 

output (EV AoSD, 2005). The continuous output refers to the maximum output that the 

e lectric motor can de liver under normal operating conditions. However the e lectric 

motor also has the ability to operate at two to three times this continuous value for a 

short period of time and he nce the necessity for the two ratings. This type of operati on 

makes it very amenable to a drive system that is designed for the average operating 

requirements of the vehicle (as in the series hybrid drive system) where peak operation 

is only required for short periods (for exam pl e ove11aking or hill-climbing). Thus the 

peak operating require ments of the reference vehicle are matched to the peak operati on 

of the elect1ic motor. 

6.3.2 Motor specific power and weight 

Electric motor weight is defined by mass per peak kW of output. Current ly, modern 

electric motors have power densities of l kg / kW of peak output or greater (EE tech , 

2004) and this was the va lue adopted. The motor weight does not include the weight 

associated with mounting the motor in the vehi c le as this is covered in section 6 .8. The 

relationship is: 

Equation 6-4. Wmm = Prer SP11101 

where 

W 11101 = motor weight (kg) 

Pref = original reference vehic le ICE peak power (kW) 

SP11101 = motor specific power (kg/kW ) 

6.3.3 Motor efficiency 

Motors used in modern electric/hybrid vehicles have efficiencies that can exceed 90%. 

Electric motors also have very high part load efficiencies in excess of 90% across the 

load range (EERE, 2005; EE Tech, 2004 ). Thus the efficiency of the electric motor was 

considered to be a constant and was set at 90%. 

6.3.4 Final drive 

This will be modeled m the same way that it 1s modeled m the reference vehicle 

(Section 5.4.2) . 
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6.4 Energy regeneration model 

In a series hybrid vehic le drive system the e lectric moto r d ri ves the wheels. During 

deceleration assisted braking, the momentum o f the vehicle forces the motor to turn in a 

s imilar way to the way mome ntum of a conventional vehic le forces the conventio nal 

ICE to increase in speed . However in a conventional vehic le this inc rease in speed of 

the ICE simply resu lts in wastage of fuel whereas in a series hybrid dri ve syste m, the 

fo rced turning o f the motor essentiall y fo rces the motor to act like a generator, 

generating e nergy that can be stored in the battery. It is also possible to gain furthe r 

energy from braking mak ing use o f "magnetic brakes·· that extract more energy fro m 

the braking proce~s. In a conventional vehic le this energy is essentially lost to heat 

th rough the brake dis ks/pads . However the magnetic braki ng process was not explic itly 

mode lled . 

Potentiall y. up to ha lf o f the e ne rgy supplied for accele rat io n of the vehic le (ine rtial 

work) can be recovered by means of regenerati ve braking and reused for propuls io n 

purposes (Kuchita et al. 2002). However othe r sources ind icate up to 40% is achievable 

(Yaraki n e t al. 2004). In thi s study a level of 300'c for regenerative braking h.ts been 

used as this level is currently ach ieved in the Toyota Priu s (Wallen . 200-k ). 

6.4.l Regeneration energy status 

The regenerat io n status is an ind icator o f the state of e lectrical regeneration 111 the 

system. Energy regeneratio n is o nly possible when the vehic le is decele rating/braki ng 

and was modeled by the fo llowing algorithm: 

If a< 0 T HEN Regen s tatus= on 

ELSE Regen status = off 

where a= acceleration (a< 0 indicates deceleration). 

6.4.2 Regenerative braking output 

Regeneration output concerns the actua l amount of energy that it is possible to 

regenerate during deceleration and braking . If a vehic le accelerates then this has a 

certain energy requirement associated with it. If the vehicle then decelerates back to 

zero velocity the re is, in theory, the same amount of energy is avail able throug h 

regeneratio n. However the theory fall s short in practice for a number of reasons (OTA, 
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1995): 

• discharge and charge effici encies and the technology of the battery pack reduce its 

ability to absorb qui ckl y the potenti a ll y hi gh power pul ses of the motor when acting 

as a generator; 

• the effi c iency of a motor when acting as a generator is genera ll y not as high as when 

acting as a motor; 

• losses in the gear train (although thi s is very min or); 

• regenerative braking generall y only appli es to two wheels of the vehi c le; and 

• not all the inerti al energy can be recovered since thi s would require the vehicle to 

completely return to its initi al speed using regenerative brak ing onl y with no input 

from conven ti onal braking. 

Regenerative braking fo ll ows the fo llow ing algorithm : 

IF Regen status = on then 

Eregen = (0.5 m (v
2 

- u
2
)) Tl regcn 

CF Regen status = off then 

E rcgcn = 0 

where 

E rcgen = regenerative energy output (J) 

m = mass of the veh icle (kg) 

u = initial velocity (m/s) 

v = fin al velocity (m/s) 

Tl regen = proportion of the inertial ene rgy that it is poss ible to regenerate. 

6.5 On-board power source (OPS) model 

The OPS provides power to recharge the battery bank and when required provides 

power to the e lectric motor directly . In the case of the series hybrid drive system 

configuration the OPS consists of a downsized Diesel or Otto cycle ICE (compared to 

the original reference vehicle) which drives an AC generator (alternator) designed to 

produce the power requirements equivalent to the average load . An ICE is most efficient 

when operating at its maximum torque. Thus the output power of the generator is 

matched to the same power level that occurs at this torque value. For example if the 
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output requirement from the generator is I O kW then this is the required powe r that 

should be available at the maximum torque of the ICE component of the OPS . 

In the reference vehicle model , the ICE output varied and was dependent on the 

requirements of the load, which has an effect on fuel use due to the poor part load 

effi ciency of the ICE. In the series hybrid drive system mode l, the ICE (via the 

generator) is used for charging purposes only o r for supplying powe r directly to the load 

(electric motor) where appropriate. Thus the load can be considered to be constant. 

6.5.1 Generator efficiency 

Mechanical ene rgy from the ICE turn s a generator (alternator) to c reate alternating 

current (AC) , thi s process is similar to that e mpl oyed in a conventi onal vehicle to 

charge the starting battery. The alternator in a conventional vehicle makes use of the 

battery direct c urrent (DC) voltage to create a magnetic fi e ld , which the alternator uses 

to create the output AC voltage and therefor these dev ices are not ve ry efficie nt. 

However mode m generator. for hybrid vehicle use empl oyi ng powerful permanent 

magnets to create the magnetic fi e ld have very high effic iencies rang ing from 94 - 97% 

(Uidaho, 2005; OT A, 1995) and a value of 95 % was chosen. 

6.5.2 Generator output 

The generator is des igned to convert most of the mechanical energy of the [CE into 

electrical energy . The generator output is de fined as the power eq uivale nt of the 

continu ous maximum operational torque of the ICE minus the losses due to 

ineffic iencies in the generator: 

Equation 6-5. P gcn = T) gen 7t T N / 30000 

where 

P gen = power output of the generator (kW) 

T) gen = generator efficiency 

T = ICE maximum torque (Nm) 

N = engine speed (RPM) 

6.5.3 Generator weight 

Generator weight (W gen) is a function of generator power output (P gen) and generator 
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specific power density (S Pgen). Modem generators fo r hybrid vehicle use have specifi c 

power densities of I kg/kW of output (OT A, 1995) thus: 

Equation 6-6. Wg.en = Pgen / SPgcn 

6.5.4 OPS status 

The OPS is onl y on under certain circumstances: 

I . the battery pack c harge level has dropped be low the minimum SOC; or 

2. the power level required by the load (mainl y the e lectric motor) is greater than can 

be reasonably supplied by the battery alone, in which case the OPS also supplies 

energy to the load. This would generall y on ly occur under aggressive driving 

scenarios (hill -c lim bing, overtaking) . 

Note that recharging also occurs above the minimum SOC until the maximum SOC is 

reached or the vehic le becomes stationary. Note a lso that 2 above is not exp licit ly 

modelled. 

The algorithm is as fo llows: 

CF V = 0 then OPS = off 

IF current SOC < minimum SOC then OPS= on 

LF current SOC > maximum SOC then OPS = off 

6.5.5 OPS output 

The OPS output is a function of the power output of the generator, which in turn is a 

function of the power output of the ICE that drives it. It is modeled via the fo llowing 

algorithm: 

IF OPS = on then 

Eops = 1000 P gen t T] gen 

IF OPS = off the n 

Eops = 0 

where 

Eops = energy output from the OPS (J) 

Pgen= power output from the generator (kW) 
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t = time (s) 

T)gcn= effic iency of the generator 

6.5.6 Internal combustion engine 

In the se ries hybrid dri ve system the ICE operates at its max imum efficiency and in 

terms of the modelling process is assumed not to deviate from this operatio nal mode. 

Thi s implies that the parameters required to define thi s operation are essentia ll y 

constants derived from the values for maxi mum power, maximum torque and engine 

speed for a particular ICE a nd can be o btained fro m manufacturers or specificati on 

databases (Table 6- 1 ). 

Table 6-l. Engine parameters for the series hybrid drive system options. 

Paramater L Da1hats_u Mira ' MIT engine- Smart TD ' 2-stroke TD l 
Engine capaclty 

~ engine -----L _ eng1~ e~ j 
660cc 250cc 800cc 1 400cc 

L__ -1 .-1. 
~o 

a 
Max torque (Nm) 64 27 100 

Power at max torque (kW) 27 24 21 21 

RPM @ max torque 4000 8500 2000 1000 

'Engine weight (kg) 43.3 
,-

27 46 35 

Equivalence ratio 1.00 1.00 0 2 · 0.85 0.2 - 0 .85 

In a con venti onal vehic le engine the maximum power and the maximum torque occur at 

different engine speeds . However the power that occurs at maximum torque can be 

calculated from : 

Equation 6-7. P = 7t T N / 30000 

where 

P = power (kW) 

T = torque (Nm) 

N = eng ine speed (RPM) 

This parameter is required as the ICE is designed to operate at its most efficient point, 

which is at max imum torque, not maximum power. Thus the power at maxi mum torque 

is calculated and is also used to set the output of the gene rator. 

Four different ICE technologies were chosen as the basis for the senes hybrid drive 
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system model: 

l . Commercial naturally aspirated Otto cyc le engine found m the Daihatsu Mira 

(Carfolio, 2005; UK car buyers Guide, 2005). 

2. ICE (motor cycle engine) developed as an OPS fo r a series hybrid drive system 

veh icle by Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) (Edwards and Richard, 

2000). 

3. Commerciall y avail ab le turbo charged Diesel cyc le engine found in the Smart Turbo 

Diesel (Carfolio, 2005 ; UK car buyers Guide, 2005) . 

4. The fourth ICE is a hypothetical 2-stroke turbo charged Diesel cycle engine. 

The 2-stroke turbo diesel (TD) engine is a scaled version of the Smart TD engine. A 2-

stroke diesel engine has approximately twice the power output of a conventi onal fo ur 

stroke diesel engine of the same capacity (Janhunen and Lanni , 2004). Thus the 

capacity was defined to be half that of the Smart TD but with the same power and 

torque levels and with eng ine speed levels scaled accordingly . This power pl ant is 

hypothetical, although active research is on-going in thi s area (Janhunen and Lanni , 

2004). Thus any results gained making use of thi s power plant mu st be treated with 

cauti o n. However it is inc luded fo r compari son purposes with the knowledge that thi s 

techno logy has the potential to be a very effic ient, li ghtweight power source th at is ideal 

for a series hybrid drive system application. 

The operation of the lCE is governed by the overall operation of the OPS . 

6.5.7 Engine weight 

Where ICE weight is avai lable from manufacturers it has been used . Where data was 

not availab le certain ass umptions were made. 

Estimates for the power density of Otto and Diesel cycle ICEs have large variance. 

However, it is known that e lectric motors have power densities that are the same or 

better than conventional power units found in domestic transport (Lipman Sperling, 

2000) . Thus in the absence of reliable data for the weight of an ICE to be used in a 

series hybrid drive system, the power density of an ICE was defined to have the same 

power density as that employed for the electric motor. 

In general diesel engines are heavier than petrol engines of the same di splacement 
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(Nam, 2004e). Thus Diesel cyc le eng ines were defined to be 5% heavi er th an an 

equi va lent Otto cycle engine. 

2-stroke cyc le engines are lower in we ight than the ir 4 stroke counte rparts per kW of 

output. However the 2-stroke Diesel cyc le ICE weight is defined as a function of the 

weight of the engine itself and the we ight of the equipment required to press uri ze the 

inlet air stream. Thus a re latively arb itrary value o f 75 % of the we ight of a conventi onal 

Diesel 4-stroke engine (of the same peak output) was chosen. 

6.5.8 Engine friction 

Engine friction as it pertains to the eng ines empl oyed in the se ries hybrid drive system 

is essentially the same as di scussed in Section 5.6.3 for the conventi onal reference 

vehic les. 

The equations used to model fri cti on fo r the reference vehic le IC Es can also be applied 

to the lCEs used in the series hybrid drive system. However the re are some notable 

differences . Each of the four engines conside red fo r the seri es hyb rid drive system have 

slightl y different fri ction relationships (k), due to the type of technol ogy being 

considered (Table 6-2) . These frictional re lationships are taken from the commerc ial 

model known as PERE (Nam, 2004b). With respect to the hypotheti cal 2-stroke Diesel 

engine, eng ine friction was conside red to be 50% lower th an that fo und in a 

conven ti ona l 4-stroke engine (MIT, 2004e). 

Table 6-2. Friction relationships for the various engines used in the series hybrid 

drive system. 

Engine 
Friction relationship 

(k) 
Daihatsu Mira 0.15+0.00155 (N/60) 

MIT 0.19+0.0000068 (N/60)2 

Smart TD 0.0474+0.00333 (N/60) 

2-stroke TD 0.024+0.00167 (N/60) 

where N = engine speed (RPM) 

6.6 Power controller/inverter model 

In any vehicle system where there are substantial electrical power flow s, a controller is 

required to correctly manage them. The controller incorporates an inverter (an electronic 
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device that converts between DC and AC power flows with in a syste m) and various 

electronic control hardware and firmware. The controller must be able to handle the 

peak system po wer requirements. 

In a series hybrid drive system , control is re latively strai ght forward compared to that 

required in a parallel hybrid drive syste m where mechanical, parall e l interacti on 

between the e lectri c motor and the ICE driving the wheels must be managed as well. 

Essentially the controll er for the series hybrid syste m in thi s mode l control s energy use 

by the motor, detects when charging is required by the batteries, controls energy input 

from the OPS and from the regeneration system to the battery pack . 

In thi s study the cont ro ller/inverter was not explic itl y modeled. 

6.6.1 Control strategy 

It is known (Heywood, I 998f) that an ICE is most efficient at peak torque and most fue l 

e fficient at approximately 70-80% of peak torque, (OTA, 1995). Since one of the goals 

of thi s study is to reduce fuel use and emi ss io ns by reducing the capacity and weight of 

the ICE and the weight of othe r assoc iated compone nts, a contro l strategy is required to 

attempt to fulfil thi s goa l. A fundamental problem with the series hyb rid approach is 

that energy required fo r max imum power output comes from a combinati on of the 

battery and generato r (part of the OPS ) which has an e ffect on the size o f these two 

components and the ICE such that if it was to operate at its most fuel effic ient operating 

point there would be less power from the generator to he lp with peak power 

requirements . However, an effic ient contro l strategy is to enable the ICE to operate 

(staticall y) at different engine operating po ints depending on the load scenari o 

encountered. For example if the ICE was able to operate at maximum power for high 

load scenarios such as overtaking or hill c limbing this would reduce the power 

requirement from the battery pack (and therefore reduce its mass) by producing more 

power from the generator. This, however, would result in a fuel use and em1ss10ns 

penalty due to operating the ICE at peak power output. However these high load 

scenarios only occur infrequentl y and for short durations (seconds) . Thus the fuel use 

and emissions penalties would be minor and would be countered by reduced weight. If 

the ICE were also able to operate at the maximum fuel effic iency point for low load 

scenarios such as city/suburban driving conditions, this would significantly reduce fuel 

use and emissions and represents the majority of load scenarios encountered. For all 
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other load scenarios the ICE would operate at peak torque (to provide maximum 

efficiency). 

Due to the simplic ity require ment of the model and the ove rall goal of the study be ing to 

make comparisons between conventional technology and series hybrid drive system 

technology, it was decided to opt for a more simpli sti c contro l strategy. 

The energy management methodology adopted was as fo llows: 

1. The battery pack initiall y had a set SOC at the beginning of the drive cyc le. Its va lue 

is primarily set by a requirement for the vehic le to be ab le to traverse the NYCC 

drive cycle on battery power on ly. This value was also affected by a requirement 

that each vehic le have the same capacity in the battery pack at the sta11 of the drive 

cyc le. 

2. The battery SOC at the completion of the drive cyc le was returned to the origina l 

SOC by assumin g that this difference in energy is suppli ed by the OPS. However in 

this study grid recharging was also taken into considerati on. Thus for this s ituat ion 

the difference in energy is supp lied by the grid . 

3. When the vehicle is not moving (for example stopped at a contro lled intersection or 

in traffic gridl ock), there is no load on the sys tem (i .e. the OPS is off), there is no 

input from regenerative braking and thus the e lectric motor is off. 

4. When the vehic le is moving the energy usage is defined by the load scena ri o, for 

example, the amou nt of energy that is required to undertake acceleration. This 

energy is deducted from the initial SOC to give the current SOC of the battery pack. 

Thus every time a load scenario is undertaken a new current SOC is defined. 

5. The current SOC of the battery is also determined hy input from the OPS. 

Regeneration energy has priori ty over OPS energy when it is available (to max imise 

efficient use of system resources). If the current SOC is greater than the max imum 

SOC then the status of both the regenerative input and OPS will be off. If the current 

SOC is between maximum and minimum SOC then the status of the OPS will be off 

and the status of regeneration will be on (if decelerating) . If the current SOC is less 

than the minimum SOC then the status of both OPS and regeneration will be on. 

Thus it can be seen that the current SOC will vary during the course of a drive cycle 

and vary on a second by second basis. 

In a conventional battery the internal resistance ri ses as the battery capacity rises during 
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the charging process. Thi s implies that the e lectrical load on the generator will reduce 

during the charging process and not keep the ICE component of the OPS running at its 

optimum operating point. Thus it was assumed that the energy man agement and control 

system will make sure that the e ngine is operating at optimum all the time by also 

de livering energy from the generator to the motor as well as charg ing the battery. 

6.6.2 Inverter/controller efficiency 

An in verter/controller (Sec . 6.6) creates the necessary inter-conversions between the 

battery/OPS/regenerati ve power flows and the system load (mainly the electri c motor). 

These inte r-conversions result in losses in the in verter. However modem electronics 

making use of advanced high power cont ro l dev ices such as MOSFETS (metal ox ide 

s ili con fi e ld e ffect trans i ·tors) and IGBTs (insul ated gate bi -junction tran sistors) along 

with e ffici ent contro l algorithms have made modem inve rters very e ffici ent with 

e fficiencies in excess of 97% (EE Tech, 2004) and this was the value adopted . 

6.6.3 Inverter/controller power density and weight 

In verter weight (W in v) is a functi on of system maximum power requirement (defined 

mainl y by max imum motor power output , Pm0 1) and inverter spec ific power dens ity 

(S Pinv) which was set at 11 kW/kg (EE Tec h, 2004). The re lationshi p is: 

Eq uat ion 6-8. W 111v = P mm I SPinv 

6. 7 Vehicle weight model 

6.7.1 Shell weight 

Vehicle shell weight 1s defi ned as the curb we ight of the vehicle minus those 

components of the original conventional vehic le th at are required to make the vehicle 

operational i.e. the power-train. These components include engine, transmi ss ion, 

cooling systems, ignition system (including battery), alternator and assoc iated wiring. 

These components represent approximately 20-25% of the curb weight of a vehicle 

(Maeder, 2000). Note that other literature (OTA, 1995) indicated a "zero engine body 

weight" (without power train and with secondary we ight reductions accounted for) of 

50-54%. This is a significant discrepancy. The zero engine body weight was set at 80% 

of the original conventional vehicle curb weight. 
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6.7.2 Mounting weight 

The series hybrid drive system com ponents thus far have been attributed a we ight based 

on the ir specific energy or power dens ity. However there is also a we ight assoc iated 

with their mounting and packaging requ irements in the vehicle. It was obviously 

difficult to ascertain what thi s weight would be with any degree of accuracy. Thus a 

re lative ly arb itrary approximati on of 40 kg has been chosen. 

6.7.3 Total weight 

When modelling a hypothet ical series hybrid vehicle specificati on, data bases are of no 

use s ince no vehicle data ex ists. It was the intention of thi s study to model a seri es 

hybrid drive system archi tecture based on the concept of a hypothetical vehic le 

convers ion i.e. a vehi c le that has had the conventional drive apparatus removed and 

replaced wi th a series hybrid dri ve system. Thi s is a reasonab ly conventi onal approach -

the Renault Kangoo Series hybrid van is a converted conventi onal Renau lt Kangoo 

(Renault, 2003). 

The weight o f a conventi onal vehicle is a function of the accumul ated weights of the 

indi vidual components such as body shell , engine/transmi ss ion, fuel tank etc. The 

weight of any hypothetical converted series hybrid vehic le can be calc ul ated simil arl y. 

The weight of the series hybrid vehic le was calcul ated as fo ll ows: 

Conventional vehicle kerb weight - drive train and required accesso ries = she ll weight. 

Series hybrid vehic le kerb weight = she ll weight + motor we ight + batte ry weight + ICE 

weight + inverter/control ler weight+ generator weight + mo unting weight. 

The total vehicle weight also includes a pay load weight, equivalent to the wei ght of an 

average driver and is set at 80 kg . 

6.8 Use of grid recharging 

In a pure electric vehicle the batteries are charged via plugging into the grid (the hi gh 

power electrical network supplying electricity for domestic residential and commercial 

industrial use). Thus an electric vehicle can be charged from home or anywhere where 

there is access to grid supply. This same recharging process can be applied to "plug-in" 

hybrid vehicles to charge the on-board batteries. The ability to recharge from the grid 
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will effect fuel use and emi ss ions. In this study overall fuel use was in vesti gated with 

and without input from the grid . 

There is of course an emi ss ions penalty assoc iated with g rid charg ing of batteries if this 

electricity is produced from thennal pl ant (and potentiall y a fuel use penalty if thi s plant 

is oil fired). However the potential emiss ions created by e lectric ity production are 

created at the po int of generation, and generally located away from c ity centres where a 

large proportion of vehicle pollution is created . Thus, I fe lt that an in depth look at these 

emi ss ions was not warranted (even tho ugh their impact is re levant in the wider context 

of g lobal wanning). If thi s were to be inc luded, reali stica ll y, a vehic le life cyc le analys is 

would also be required which is beyond the scope of the study. However it is instructi ve 

to look at the effect of g rid power (fo r battery recharg ing) on emissions and fue l use 

from domestic vehic les. T hus, since the larger proporti on of fue l consumpti on and 

emiss ions occ urs in urban areas, the e ffect of e mi ss ions from power stations was not 

considered to be relevant to the goals of the study. 

It was assumed that the g rid will onl y be used to account fo r the d iffe rence that ex ists at 

the end of a test dri ve cyc le between the current SOC and the initi al SOC. The g ri d 

recharge calcul ation is: 

Equati on 6-9. Egrid = SOC;n; - SOCcur 

where 

Egricl = energy required fro m the grid (J) 

SOC;n; = state of charge of the battery at the beginning of the dri ve cyc le (J ) 

SOCcur = state of charge of the battery at the end of the dri ve cycle (J ) 

6.9 Drive cycle model 

The test drive cycles used and the re levant calculati ons performed were similar to the 

reference vehic le with the exception of the transmi ss ion. In the series hybrid dri ve 

system, power is transfe rred to the wheels via a single gear and differential rather than a 

multi-gear transmission and clutch arrangement as in a conventional vehicle. Thus there 

is less energy loss in thi s simplified arrangement and a value of 98% was used. 
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6.10 Road load model 

The energy required to undertake a load scenario in a vehicle equipped with a series 

hybrid drive system was calculated in exactly the same way as it was for the reference 

vehicle, using the same equations for air resistance, rolling resistance and inertial 

resistance. Differences are due to electrical losses in the system from the electric motor, 

inverter/controller, battery discharge and a mechanical loss due to the final drive. The 

energy required (W) calculation was: 

Equation6-10. W=Fd 

= (R,m + Rroll + Rrncn )* d / (T]bd T]inv llmot 

where 

F = force (kgm/s2
) 

d = distance travcled (m) 

Rair = air resistance force 

Rm11 = rolling resistance force 

Rrncn = inertial resistance force 

Y]1,c1 battery discharge efficiency 

llrnv = inverter efficiency 

llmot = motor efficiency 

1lrr1 = final drive efficiency 

The actual road-load power (R1 ) is the ratio of the energy required to the time period: 

Equation 6-11. Ri. =WI t 

where 

Rt= road-load (kW) 

W = energy required (J) 

t = time (s) 

Under certain circumstances the battery discharge efficiency (Y]bd) may not be required 

in the model when the motor is getting power directly from the generator and bypassing 

the battery, it would be replaced by a generator efficiency tem1, however this is not 
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currentl y modelled. Thus at present the mode l may be over-estim ating fue l use to some 

degree. 

6.11 Fuel use model 

Absolute fuel use for the sen es hybrid drive syste m is s imilar to that described in 

Section 5.7, fo r the conventi o nal dri ve syste m, the fundame ntal difference be ing that 

fuel is onl y used when the ICE component of the OPS is actuall y operating. 

Fuel use is essentially dependent on the battery SOC. Whe n the battery charge drops 

below a certain level, the ICE component of the OPS turns on to recharge the batte ry 

bank. Thi s process is also a ffected by the amount of generati ve energy avail abl e. 

Since the ICE operates at a constant speed and dri ves a constant load (the generato r), 

fuel use is essenti all y a fun ction of the amount of time that the OPS is operational. At 

the end of the dri ve cyc le it is assumed that the batte ry is restored to its initi a l state of 

charge. The amount o f e nergy required to be suppli ed by the OPS or the grid is de fined 

by the difference between the initi al battery SOC and the battery SOC after a test dri ve 

cyc le has been completed . 

Note that simil ar to the re fere nce vehi cle, fue l use in the seri es hybrid dri ve syste m is a 

function of; inherent engine fri ction relati onships (speed de pendent ), eng ine capac ity, 

eng ine cycle (Otto or Diesel) and road-load. Thu. the same fuel use equ ati on applies 

(Equation 5-23). 

The following is an algorithm fo r the fue l use process durin g the drive cyc le : 

If OPS status = off then 

Fe =O 

Else Fe = [(k (N / 60) Yct) + (RL/r])] t / Eruer 

where 

Fe = fuel consumption (g) 

k = engine friction term 

N = engine speed (RPM) 

Yct = engine capacity (L) 
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Eruel = energy content of the fue l (kJ / g) 

RL = road-load (kW) 

t = time peri od (s) 

ri = indicated e ffi ciency 

As fo r the reference vehic le, fuel consumpti on was calcul ated on a second by second 

bas is and these values are summed at the end of the drive cyc le to gain a value fo r total 

fu e l use for operation of the ICE component of the OPS during the selected drive cycle . 

Once the drive cycle is completed the batteries are recharged back to their initi al SOC 

that ex isted at the beginning of the dri ve cyc le (if this is required). At thi s point two 

options ex ist: 

I. the energy to recharge the batteries comes from the generato r component of the 

OPS ; or 

2. the energy to recharge the batte ries co mes from the grid . 

For option I , the fuel required to recharge the batte ries (from operati on of the ICE 

com ponent of the OPS) is added to the fue l use total fro m operation of the ICE during 

the dri ve cyc le to gain an overa ll fue l use. For option 2, the overa ll fuel use is due to the 

ope rati on of the ICE compone nt of the OPS during the dri ve cyc le onl y. From fuel use 

and knowl edge of dri ve cyc le length a value fo r the econom y (1/1 00 km) can be 

calc ul ated. There are two categori es to be considered. 

I . Economy without grid 

Thi s is simpl y the economy that is the sum of the fu e l used during the dri ve cyc le and 

the amount o f fuel required to return the battery bank back to the ori ginal state of 

charge . Thi s was accounted fo r by the fo ll owing algorithm: 

If fuel = petrol then 

Fe = Sum (drive cycle fue l use+ battery recharge fuel use)* (petrol fue l density)/(drive 

cyc le length) 

If fuel = diesel then 

Fe = Sum (drive cycle fue l use + battery recharge fuel use)* (diesel fue l density)/(drive 

cyc le length) 

2. Economy with grid 

If energy to recharge the batteries comes from the electrical grid network then the fuel 

use is simply the fuel used during the drive cycle only and was accounted for by the 
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fo llowing a lgorithm ; 

If fuel = petrol then 

Fe = Sum (drive cyc le fu el use)* (petro l fue l density)/ (drive cyc le length) 

If fue l = diesel then 

Fe = Sum (dri ve cycle fuel use) * (diesel fue l density)/ (drive cyc le length) 

6.12 Emissions model 

Emissions from the re ference vehicles equ ipped with any of the seri es hybrid drive 

systems options, were modelled in a s imilar way to the re ference vehic le emi ss ions 

mode l with the excepti on that emi ss ions from the series hybrid drive systems equipped 

with a Diesel cycle as the ICE component of the OPS are not the result o f a variable 

equi valence rati o as they were for the Diesel cycle reference vehic les. The ICE in a 

seri es hybrid drive system option ope rates at a constant speed equiva lent to the peak 

torque and drives a constant load (generator), thi s implies the use of a constant 

equi valence rati o. However, as far as the calculati on of the emi ss ions is concerned the 

same equations are employed as those used for determining the e mi ss ions for the 

reference vehic les. 

In a s imilar way to the emi ss ions approach for the re ference vehic le, emi ss ion level was 

calculated on a second by second basis (when the OPS is on) and these values are 

summed at the end of the drive cyc le to gain a value for the total emi ss io n production 

for the operation of the ICE component of the OPS . Again the batte ries could be 

recharged from generator component of the OPS or from the grid . 

If the former is chosen, the emissions produced as a result of charging the batteries are 

added to the emi ss ions produced in total from operation of the ICE during the drive 

cyc le to gai n an overall emi ss ions product ion value. If the latter is chosen, the overall 

emiss ions production is due to the operation of the ICE during the drive cycle only. 

From total emission producti on and knowledge of drive cycle length, a value for the 

total emissions output was calculated (g/km). 

As with fuel use, the affect of grid recharg ing is considered with respect to the amount 

and type of emissions species produced. Thus the following categories need to be 
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considered: 

• C02 emissions with and without grid input ; 

• CO emissions with and without grid input ; and 

• NOx emissions with and without grid input. 

As an example the following is for C02 emissions: 

I . C02 emissions without grid 

This is the sum of the emi ss ions produced during the drive cycle plus the amount of 

emissions produced when returning the battery bank back to the original state of charge: 

Total C02 = Sum (drive cyc le C02 + battery recharge C02) / (drive cyc le length) 

2. C02 emiss ions with grid 

This is the emissions produced during the drive cycle on ly: 

Total C02 = Sum (drive cyc le C02) I (drive cyc le length) 

6.13 System efficiency 

The system effic iency for the series hybrid drive system is based on the approach taken 

in Section 5.9 , and should result in better overall system efficiency since there is no 

idling loss, no deceleration loss and during times of low load the vehicle runs under 

battery power on ly making use of energy that has been previously stored from 

regenerative braking and from stored energy that was not required to propel the vehicle. 

When grid input is considered however, the calculation is more complicated since now 

electricity from the grid instead of fuel is used to recharge the vehicle battery pack back 

to the initial state of charge. Thus this electricity has to be included in the system 

efficiency calculation. There are two scenarios to be considered: 

l . no fuel is consumed during the drive cycle and the grid is used to recharge the 

batteries back to their initial state of charge; and 

2. fuel is consumed during the drive cycle and the grid is also used to recharge the 

batteries back to their initial state of charge. 

For Case l the vehicle is essentially operating as an electric vehicle since the only 

source of energy is "off board". In this case the system, essentially, includes battery, 
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electric motor and the inverter/controller o nl y. Energy out of the sys tem is the ene rgy to 

power the e lectric motor to overcome the road-load . Energy in to the syste m is the 

energy from the grid to repl ace the energy lost from the battery pack. Under normal 

circumstances, the system effi c iency in an e lectri c veh ic le can be viewed as the product 

o f the indi vidual effi c ienci es of the components that ex ist in the drive-line: 

Equation 6- 12. TJ ,y, = 1lba1 11 11101 ll in v 

However the ene rgy o ut is affected by regenerative braking energy inputs to the system 

and these do not come from the grid . These inputs reduce the amount of ene rgy that is 

required to undertake vehic le motio n to overcome the road- load. Thus: 

Equation 6- 13. T],ys = energy out/ energy in 

= (T) inv ll mot (T) bc + T) bd ) / 2 ) / ( I - (ERegenT / Eor)) 

where 

T) inv = in verter effic iency 

(T) bc + T) bd) /2 = arithmetic average of the battery c harge and discharge e fficiencies 

ll mot = motor effic iency 

ERcgcnT = total energy from regenerative braking during the course of the drive cyc le 

Eor = tota l energy required to complete the drive cyc le 

Case 2 is an extens io n of the approach used to quantify the system efficiency of a 

refe rence vehic le (Sectio n 5.9.1 ). However this eq uation needs to be a lte red to inc lude a 

te rm re lati ve to the e lectrical energy input from the g rid: 

Equation 6- 14. T]sys = e nergy out/ energy in 

= E or / [(Fe E fue1) + (SOCni - SOCFtn) / ll bc] 

where 

SOCni = initia l state of charge of the battery at the beginning of the drive cycle 

SOCrin = final state of charge of the batte ry at the end of the drive cycle 

T) bc = charge efficiency of the battery pack 
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Note that this efficiency is a pump to wheels efficiency, and thus does not take into 

account the efficiency with which the electricity to charge the batteries is generated. 
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7.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results and discussion have been divided into: 

l. Fuel use: results of comparisons between each reference vehicle and fo ur series 

hybrid drive system options with respect to fue l use with and without electrical grid 

input. 

2. Em issions: results of compari sons between each reference vehi c le and fo ur series 

hybrid options with respect to C02, CO and NOx emissions with and without 

e lectrical grid input. 

The figures in this chapter all use the fo llowing key: 

REF!: subcompact Otto cycle reference vehic le based on a Daihatsu Charade. 

REF2: mid-range Otto cycle reference vehic le based on a Toyota Coroll a. 

REF3: subcompact Diesel cycle reference vehicle based on a Volkswagen Polo. 

REF4: mid-range Diesel cycle reference vehic le based on a Volkswagen Bora. 

SHI : series hybrid drive system based on a 660cc naturally aspirated Otto cyc le ICE. 

SH2: series hybrid dri ve system based on a 250cc naturally aspirated Otto cyc le ICE. 

SH3: series hybrid drive system based on an 800cc turbo-charged Diesel cyc le ICE. 

SH4: series hybrid drive system based on a hypothet ical 400cc turbo-charged two stroke 

Diesel cycle ICE. 

A "g" after the reference designation indicate:-. a sen es hybrid drive system option 

making use of e lectrical input from the gri d. 

7.1 Fuel Use 

Significantly reduced fuel use by all the series hybrid dri ve system options was apparent 

when compared to any of the reference vehicles. This is particularly ev ident when 

comparisons were made with the NYCC dri ve cycle, the largest reductions coming from 

the diesel options (SH3 , SH4 ). Less pronounced reductions were shown during the 

aggressive, open road drive cycle (US06) by the series hybrid options, although the 

reductions due to SH3 and SH4 were still significant. Fuel consumption comparisons 

are displayed in Figure 7-1 . 
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Figure 7-1. Fuel use versus drive system option. 
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Reductions by the series hybrid drive system options during the NYCC drive cycle were 

due to: 

• no idling loss; 

• partial regenerati o n and storage of inertial energy from regenerative braking; 

• ICE operating within its most effici ent operating points; 

• high effic iency primary drive source (e lectri c motor); 

• minim al part load energy loss (due to high part load effic iency of the e lec tric 

motor); 

• reduced engine capacity; 

• system designed fo r average operating requirements, not peak; and 

• battery storage of excess energy during low load scenarios and returning it during 

high load requirements. 

Less pronounced reducti ons during the US06 drive cycle were due to: 

• idling loss o f conventi onal drive systems less signifi cant during open road load 

scenar10s; 

• less energy from regenerative sources (proporti onately less deceleration and brak ing 

periods); 

• the conventional vehicle ICE operating c loser to its optimal operating poi nts: 

• less part load ene rgy loss in the conventi onal drive system ; and 

• the ICE in the series hybrid OPS required to operate more often due to hi g her 

average loads. 

Greater reductions by the diesel sen es hyb rid options, SH3 and SH4 were due (in 

addition to the above) to a more effi cient engine cyc le. SH3 showed a 74% reduction in 

fuel use during the NYCC drive cycle and a 39% reduction in fuel use during the US06 

drive cycle when compared to REF!. SH4 (2-stroke diesel) showed a further reduction 

in fue l use (greater than 76% during NYCC) which can be attributed, in the main, to 

lower pumping and fricti onal losses associated with this technology. 

Reductions in fuel use by the series hybrid drive system options when compared to 

REF3 and REF4 were less pronounced, SH 1 and SH2 showing an increase in fuel use 

during the US06 drive cyc le. REF3 and REF4 are powered by a Diesel cycle ICE and 

are more fuel efficient than REF I and REF2 which has had an effect on the 
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compari sons with the series hybrid drive system o ptions . SH I and SH2 are se ri es hybrid 

options where the ICE component of the OPS is a less efficient Otto cyc le engine, such 

that the advantages o f the series hybrid drive system approach is compromised s lightly 

by the use of thi s techn ology under higher load scenari os as are simul ated by the US06 

drive cyc le when compared to reference ve hicles powered by the more e ffi cient Diesel 

cyc le. 

SH3 and SH4 however still showed significant reducti ons in fuel use during the YC C 

drive cyc le and reduced but st ill si gnificant reductions in fu e l use during the US06 drive 

cyc le when compared to REF3 and REF4. Again thi s is due to SH3 and SH4 

incorporating the more e ffi c ient Diesel cyc le as the IC E component o f the OPS . 

Further fue l use reducti ons were evident by each of the senes hybrid dri ve system 

options when grid power was used to recharge the batte ry bank back to the initi a l SOC 

th at exi sted at the beginning of the drive cyc le . No fue l use was evident during the 

NYCC dri ve cyc le by any o f the series hybrid optio ns whe n compared with any of the 

refe rence vehic les due to g rid input and the capac ity o f the battery bank be ing suffi c ient 

to traverse a ll of thi s dri ve cycle on battery power onl y. 

When the US06 cyc le is considered, due to the higher average loads and therefore 

heavier demand on the e lectric motor and the refore battery pack, it does not have 

enough capac ity to compl ete the drive cyc le on batte ry power alone and thu s powe r 

from the OPS is required with corresponding highe r fue l use. The diffe rence between 

initial and fin al SOC during the dri ve cycle is again re pleni shed with grid power 

resulting in less fu el use th an when the grid is no t used. Fuel use by SH3 and SH4 

(series hybrid drive system options incorpo rating a Diesel cycle ICE without grid input) 

was less than SH 1 (g) and SH2(g) (Otto cycle e ri es hybrid options with grid input) due 

to the effect of an efficient Diesel cycle ICE that exists as the ICE component of the 

OPS in these options. 

For the vehicle equipped with a series hybrid drive system, the battery capacity will 

have a s ignificant affect on the reported fuel use and emissions level when making use 

of grid electricity input, particularly for the simulated urban scenario. Thi s potential to 

reduce fuel use is also dependent on the average load and the initial battery SOC. In a 

real world scenario this would only be applicable to urban driv ing where access to the 
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grid is more apparent, whereas on longer journeys in non urban environments, access to 

the grid is less likely such that reported values for the US06 drive cycle are for 

illustration only. The main point is to show the potential effect of the grid on fuel use in 

series hybrid drive systems (p,micularly in an urban environment) where this feature is 

available. 
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7 .2 Emissions 

In conventional vehic les the amount o f emi ss ions produced is affected by any exhaust 

after treatment devices used, such as catalytic converters. The amount of emi ssions from 

a particul ar dri ve system were calcul ated from the result of the combusti on processes 

that occ ur within the conventi onal ICE or within the ICE component of the series hybrid 

OPS. Thi s is a more effecti ve way of making emi ssions comparisons between different 

techn ologies. Gaseous emi ssions considered were: 

I. Carbon dioxide. 

2 . Carbon monox ide. 

3. N itrogen ox ides. 

7.3 Carbon dioxide emissions 

C0 2 emiss ions are essenti all y a function of fuel use and to a minor extent , eq ui valence 

rati o - part icul arl y fo r the Diesel cycle ICE (Fig . 5-2) . Thus the overall trends for C0 2 

emi ss ions are simil ar to those fo und fo r fuel use. C0 2 comparisons are displ ayed in 

Figure 7-2 . 

S igni ficantly reduced C0 2 levels by all the series hybrid dri ve system opti ons were 

ev ident compared to any of the reference vehic les, particul arly fo r the NYCC dri ve 

cyc le. The largest reducti ons coming fro m SH3 and SH4 although the improvement 

over SHI and SH2 was onl y minor. 

The significant reducti ons in C0 2 emissions by SHI and SH2 during the NYCC and 

US06 drive cycles (although less prono unced) compared with REF I and REF2 are 

essenti all y a functi on of fuel use. These two series hybrid drive sys tem options make 

use of an Otto cycle engine as the ICE component of the OPS. Thi s type of engine cycle 

has a fi xed equivalence ratio (set at L) that is independent of load and engine speed 

hence the percentage reducti ons in C02 were exactly the same as the percentage 

reductions in fue l use. Thus the reasons that were given for the reductio ns in fuel use 

due to the series hybrid drive system can be equally applied here. 
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Figure 7-2. Carbon dioxide emissions versus drive system option. 
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The slightl y higher reductions achieved by SH3 and SH4 compared to SH 1 and SH2 

during both drive cycles were a function of fu el use, the inherently higher efficiency of 

the Diesel cyc le and a variable equivalence ratio. Figure 5-2 shows that at low 

equivalence ratios (low load scenarios such as are encountered during the NYCC drive 

cycle), C02 levels were approximately I 0% higher than during higher load scenarios. 

Thus even though SH3 incorporates a larger capacity [CE than SHI and SH2 the 

efficiency of the cycle and its relationship with the equivalence ratio led to further 

reduced C02 levels . Reductions by SH4 were even more marked due to the use of a 

li ghter, more efficient tec hnology (Diesel cycle 2-stroke ICE) due to lower frictional 

and pumping losses. 

C02 levels for the Otto cyc le vehicle are approximate ly 2.5 grams per gram of iso

octane combusted compared to a minimum of approximate ly 2.7 grams of C02 pe r gram 

of cetane combusted. However Diesel cycle vehicles have far better fuel economy for 

engines of simil ar size (Fig . 7- 1) thu s they consume less fue l (cetane) and therefore they 

produce less C02 per kilometre. 

The emi ssion levels shown by REF3 and REF4 C02 compari son graphs are essentiall y a 

mirror image of those seen for REF I and REF2 and the discussion concerning these two 

graphs can also be applied here. 

Further reductions in C02 were ev ident when grid electricity was used as part of the 

drive process. No C02 was produced during the NYCC drive cycle for any of the series 

hybrid drive system opti ons with grid input when compared to all the reference vehicles 

and reasons for thi s are the same as for the fuel use case. During the US06 drive cycle, 

emissions were present and again the reasons are the same as the fuel use case. 

7.4 Carbon monoxide emissions 

CO emissions are a function of fuel use and air/fuel equivalence ratio . This is more 

crucial for the Diesel cycle ICE where a significant non-linear relationship exists 

between CO level and equivalence ratio (Fig. 5-2). Otto cycle engines have essentially a 

constant air/fuel equivalence ratio and therefore their CO emi ssions are essentially a 

function of fuel use only. The comparisons are displayed in Figure 7-3. 
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Figure 7-3. Carbon monoxide emissions versus drive system option. 
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Signifi cant reducti ons in CO levels shown by SHI and SH2 during the NYCC dri ve 

cyc le were ev ident compared to REF! and REF2 and are essenti a lly a functi on of fuel 

use due to REFI , REF2, SHI and SH2, incorporating an Otto cyc le ICE and the use o f a 

fix ed equi valence rati o. The reducti on in CO level being the same percentage as for the 

reduction in fu el use. The reasons given for thi s reducti on in the case of fuel use (and 

C0 2) can also be applied for the CO reducti ons. 

S imilarly, the reduced but still signifi cant reductions in CO levels shown by SHI and 

SH2 during the US06 drive cycle are for the same reasons as given for the fuel use case. 

The reducti ons in CO leve ls by SH3 and SH4 when compared to REF I and REF 2 

during both the NYCC and US06 dri ve cyc les is very significant (as hi gh as 9 1 % during 

the NYCC dri ve cycle and 78 % during the US06 dri ve cycle). SH3 and SH4 incorporate 

a Diese l cyc le ICE as the ICE component of the OPS . Diesel cyc le CO levels are non

linearly related to equi valence ratio (always less than l ) leading to more complete 

combustion due to an excess of oxygen and less fue l being converted to CO during the 

combusti on process . The res ult, in conjuncti on with the attendant advantages of the 

seri es hybrid drive system approach, is significantly lower levels of CO. 

REF3 and REF4 CO comparison graphs showed a trend reversal with SH l and S H2 

having significantl y hi gher levels of CO compared to REF 3 and REF 4 during both the 

NYCC and US06 dri ve cyc les again due to the non-linear re lationship between CO level 

and equiv alence rati o . Under low load , emi ssion levels of CO from Diesel cyc le engines 

are very low (practica ll y zero) due to the low equi valence rati o, and very low compared 

to leve ls associated with Otto cycle engines. 

SH3 and SH4 showed signifi cant reductions in CO compared to SH l and SH2 but still 

significant increases compared to REF3 and REF4 during both drive cycles. Th is would 

seem to be an illogical result. SH3 and SH4 are series hybrid drive system options 

making use of a Diesel cycle engine as the ICE component of the OPS and thi s would 

suggest that the series hybrid drive system approach should reduce CO levels compared 

to the reference vehicles as has been the trend for C02 emissions and fuel use. However 

the reasons are again due to the significant non-linearity that exists between CO and 

equivalence ratio. Under low loads at low engine speed CO levels from Diesel cycle 

ICEs are essentially zero. As the load and engine speed increases (and therefore the 
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equi valence rati o), the level of CO increases di spropo rtionate ly up to a max imum at the 

maximum equivalence ratio . The Diesel cyc le ICE in the eries hybrid drive system 

operates at maximum effic iency, however this also means operating at an elevated 

equivalence ratio near the maximum (0. 8-0.9). Thus at thi s higher effic iency, constant 

load operation, there are disproportionate ly hi gher leve ls of CO. 

The situati on is worse for the Otto cyc le ICE since it bums a pre-mixed charge o f fuel 

and air, thus the stoich iometry is pre-set and is gene rally maintained at an equivalence 

ratio of 1. The amount of CO released per gram of iso-octane combusted is 

approx imate ly 0.238 grams. However because the equivalence ratio does not vary, thi s 

amount of CO is always produced. Thus the se ries hybrid options incorporating an Otto 

cyc le [CE to drive the generator produce significantly hi gher levels of CO compared to 

REF3 and REF4 as well as to those seri es hybrid options incorporating a Diesel cyc le 

ICE. 

Further CO reducti ons are ev ident when gri d power is used to recharge the battery packs 

back to the ir initi al SOC. No CO emiss ions were produced by any of the series hyb rid 

options during the NYCC dri.ve cyc le when compared with all the reference vehicles 

when input from the grid was considered. The reasons given for thi s result fo r the fue l 

use case can also be applied here. However during the US06 drive cycle CO emi ssions 

fo r all series hybrid drive system opt ions with grid input showed an increase when 

compared to REF3 and REF4, the increase being very significant fo r SHI (g) and 

SH2(g). 

The presence of emissions during the US06 drive cyc le due to the reasons already 

di scussed are significantly less than the series hybrid options without grid input but sti ll 

more than REF3 and REF4 . The aforementioned di scussion relating to the non-linearity 

of CO with equivalence ratio also app lies in thi s case. 

7.5 Nitrogen oxide emissions 

NOx emissions, in a similar way to CO emissions, are s ignificantly affected by air-fue l 

equivalence ratio (Fig. 5-2) and is again crucial for the emissions produced by the 

Diesel cycle ICE. Also, in a similar fashion to both C02 and CO emissions, NOx 

emissions in the Otto cycle are essentially a function of fuel use only as the ai r/fuel ratio 

is essentially constant. NOx compari sons are displayed in Figure 7-4. 
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Figure 7-4. Nitrogen oxide emissions versus drive system option. 
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Significant reductions in NOx levels shown by SHI and SH2 during the NYCC drive 

cyc le compared to REFI and REF2 are essenti al ly a function of fuel use. The reduction 

in level being the same percentage as for the fuel use case. The reasons given fo r thi s 

reduction can also be applied for the NOx reduction s. Similarly, the reduced but still 

significant reductions in NOx levels shown by SHI and SH2 compared to REFl and 

REF2 during the US06 drive cyc le are for the same reasons as given for the fuel use 

case. 

Significant reductions in NOx by SH3 and SH4 were ev ident compared to both REF I 

and REF2 during the NYCC drive cyc le although less than that shown by SH l and SH2. 

The reasons given for the reductions by SH l and SH2 are also valid for SH3 and SH4. 

However, counteracting these reasons is the non-linear relationship between 

equivalence ratio and NOx level (Fig. 5-2) which peaks at an equ ivalence ratio of 

approximate ly 0.7 and has a minimum at 0.2. The Diesel cycle [CE in SH3 and SH4 

operates at or near peak effici ency at al l times. At thi s peak effici ency the equivalence 

ratio is approximate ly 0.85, thi s results in a NOx output of approximate ly 0.19g per 

gram of cetane combu sted compared to 0.05g per gram of cetane combusted at an 

equi valence rat io of 0 .2 . Thi s level is also very hi gh compared to the levels of NOx 

produced by SHI and SH2 (Otto cyc le [CE), which have the ir equi valence rati os set at I 

resulting in an output of approximately 0.00782g o f NOx per gram of iso-octane 

combu sted. The result is less reduced levels o f NOx by SH3 and SH4 when compared to 

SHI and SH2. 

SH3 and SH4 however show significantl y increased levels of NOx when compared to 

REFI and REF2 during the US06 drive cycle. The primary reason for thi s (in addition 

to the reasons given for the fuel use case) is s imilar to that indicated above. During 

more open road driving conditions as simulated by the US06 drive cycle, the OPS is 

required more often to charge batteries and supply energy to the electric motor due to 

the higher average loads encountered. This implies that the ICE component of the OPS 

will be on for a higher proportion of the time and therefore will be producing the same 

levels of NOx as during the NYCC drive cycle (due to the constant equivalence ratio) 

but for a greater proportion of the time, therefore the total amount of NOx will be 

greater. 

NOx emissions by REFl and REF2 are greater during the NYCC drive cycle than 
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during the US06 dri ve cycl e. Thi s is a typical result however the NOx emi ssions by 

REF3 and REF4 showed an opposite result to thi s, and needs some ex pl anation. Under 

low load conditions as are fo und in city driving and as simulated by the NYCC drive 

cyc le, the equival ence rati o is low and thi s corresponds to a low NOx level. Under 

average to high load driving conditions as s imulated by the US06 dri ve cyc le, 

equi valence rati os are required to be hi gher as load control in a di esel ICE is by 

vari ation of the equivalence rati o. The non-linear re lati o nship between equi valence ratio 

and NOx level results in a hi gher NOx level at higher equi valence ratios up to an 

equi valence rati o of 0.7. Thus hi gher load scenarios such as encountered during the 

US06 drive cycle resul t in hi ghe r NOx e mi ss ions. 

Very sign ificant NOx reducti ons by SHI and SH2 du ring both the NYCC and US06 

drive cycles were ev ident compared to REF3 and REF4. SHI and SH2 are series hybrid 

options incorporating an Otto cyc le engine whereas REF 3 and REF 4 are vehi c les 

powered by Diese l cyc le ICEs. Torque output and therefore power in a Diesel cyc le ICE 

is controll ed by variati on of the air/ fue l rati o equi valence ratio, and NOx leve l is a non 

linear functi on of said equi valence rati o and is conside rab ly hi ghe r than in Otto cycle 

ICEs due to the combustion charac teri sti cs of thi s cyc le. T hus the attendant advantages 

of the series hybrid dri ve system operati on incorporating the Otto cyc le ICE results in 

sign ificant reductions in NOx. 

Signifi cant NOx reducti ons by SH3 and SH4 were ev ident compared to REF3 and 

REF4 during both the NYCC and US06 dri ve cyc les. However the reductions were not 

as significant as those shown by SHI and SH2. In thi s case the reductions are almost 

solely due to the effec t of the series hybrid dri ve system operation that ex ists in SH3 and 

SH4. Engine cycle is no lo nger a large factor as REF3, REF4, SH3 and SH4 all 

incorporate Diesel cyc le ICEs. However the reduction is less marked than it should be 

particularly during the NYCC drive cycle due to the non-linearity that exi sts between 

NOx level and equivalence ratio . REF3 and REF4 when operating under low load 

scenarios such as are found during the NYCC drive cycle produce re lative ly low level s 

of NOx due to operating at a low equivalence ratio. SH3 and SH4 however operate at 

the ICEs most efficient operating point, at a constant engine speed supplying a constant 

load with a constant, elevated, equivalence ratio. This results in di sproportionate! y 

higher NOx level which counteracts the effect of the series hybrid drive system 

approach. 
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When input from the grid was considered, a s imilar trend was ev ident; SH l (g) and 

SH2(g) when compared to SHI , SH2 and REFl show further significant reducti ons in 

NOx emi ssions during both dri ve cyc les due to e lectric ity repl aci ng fu e l as the energy 

source fo r recharg ing the batte ry back to its initi al SOC. SH3(g) and SH4(g) when 

compared to SH3 and SH4 also showed significant reductions in NOx emi ssions during 

both drive cyc les for the same reasoning. No NOx emiss ions were evident during the 

NYCC drive cycle fo r any of the hybrid drive system options with grid input when 

compared to any of the reference vehi c les. The reasoning is the same fo r the prev ious 

emi ss ions and fuel use cases. However, whil e SHI (g) and SH2(g) showed signifi cant 

reductions in NOx during the US06 dri ve cyc le when compared to REF ! and REF2, 

there was a sign ificant increase by SH3(g) and SH4(g). These grid ass isted hybrid 

opt ions also created more NOx than SHI and SH2. The ex planation for thi s is s imil ar to 

that used for the non-grid ass isted compari sons; the non-linear re lati onship between 

NOx and equiv a lence ratio for the Diesel cyc le and the inherently lower leve ls of NOx 

produced by Otto cyc le combustion. 

7.6 Hybrid drive system option comparisons 

For fue l use, C02. CO and NOx em iss ions, SH I and SH2 had very similar result s. S HI 

incorporates a 660cc Otto cyc le engine as the ICE co mponent of the OPS whereas S H2 

incorporates a light-weight high performance 250cc Otto cyc le engine as the ICE 

component. Thi s smaller engine translates to a li ghter overa ll vehi c le weight and less 

engine capacity and should therefore trans late to reduced fuel use and emi ssions. 

However it operates at a very hi gh engi ne speed ; 8500 RPM compared to 4000 RPM for 

the ICE in SHI . Although the small engine is on ly a s ingle cylinder unit the high engi ne 

speed incurs hi gh frictional and pumping losses resulting in higher re lative fuel use that 

tends to negate the advantage of lower weight. The real advantage of the smal !er engine 

is in its volumetric footprint; being a smaller engine it would occupy a smaller space in 

the vehicle . 

For fuel use, C02, CO and NOx em1 ss10ns, SH3 and SH4 also had similar results 

although SH4 consistently showed greater reductions. SH3 incorporates an 800cc turbo

charged Diesel cycle engine as the ICE component of the OPS whereas SH4 

incorporates a 400cc 2-stroke turbo-charged Diesel cycle engine. SH4 is lighter, has 

smaller capacity and runs at a lower speed (incurring lower frictional losses as well as 

lower pumping losses due to 2-stroke operation) which should translate to lower fuel 
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use and emissions and this was shown to be the case. 
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7.7 System efficiency 

System efficiency can be defined as the ratio o f energy o ut to energy in . In the context 

of the vehi cle drive systems considered, energy out is essentiall y the energy required to 

overcome the road-load (in thi s case a particul ar drive cycle) . Energy in is fuel energy 

and/or energy from the grid ( if thi s is in volved). System effi ciency comparisons are 

di splayed in Figure 7-5. 

All fo ur reference vehic les ex hibit significantl y lower system e ffi c iency during the 

NYCC dri ve cyc le than during the US06 drive cyc le. This is to be ex pected . A 

conventional vehicle operating under urban conditions is operating well away fro m the 

max imum efficiency operating points of the ICE due to the majo rity of the low loads 

in volved as well as incurring high idling and deceleration losses. There are also hi ghe r 

losses in the transmi ss ion. Whereas during more open road conditi ons such as are 

simulated by the US06 dri ve cycle, average loads are c loser to the max imum effic iency 

operating points of the ICE and idling and decelerati on makes up a lower proport ion of 

total vehicle operati on. There are also lower transm iss ion losses. 

Di esel cycle reference vehic les ex hi bited higher effi c ienc ies than their Otto cycle 

counterparts due to the use of a more effic ient engine cyc le. Sim il arly, the se rie hybrid 

options incorporating a Diesel cycle engine as the lCE component of the OPS showed 

the largest improvements in system e ffi ciency. 

All the series hybrid d1ive system opti ons showed improved sys tem e ffi ciencies when 

compared to any of the reference vehic les particul arly during the NYCC drive cyc le . 

Thi s is essentiall y due to the same reasons as the fuel use case, however system 

effic iency during the US06 drive cycle was less than during the NYCC drive cycle 

(opposite to that for the conventional reference vehicles) . Thi s re fl ects the effect of 

increased loads during the US06 drive cycle on the system . Higher loads imply hi gher 

power draw from the battery system which implies more energy required from the 

generator, which further implies extended operation of the ICE and thus a higher 

proportion of total system operation. The result is lower overall system efficiency. 
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Figure 7-5. System efficiency versus drive system option. 
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The system efficiency of SH l is marginally higher than SH2 due to the slightly higher 

efficiency of the ICE component used in the SH l system which is mainly due to 

frictional and pumping effect losses in the ICE component of SH2. Similarly SH4 

shows higher system efficiency than SH3 due the higher efficiency of the ICE 

component of SH4 and again due to reduced frictional and pumping effects in this 

engine due to 2-stroke operation. 

The effect of grid input during the NYCC drive cycle was very significant due to no fuel 

use and electricity from the grid being used to recharge the battery bank back to the 

initial SOC. Thus the vehicle is essentially operating as an electric vehicle. Electric 

vehicle efficiency (ignoring the source of the electricity) is a function of the component 

efficiencies (battery pack, electric motor, and inverter/controller), which can be very 

high. When the capacity for energy regeneration from regenerative braking is included, 

overall system efficiencies can be very high. 

The effect of grid input during the US06 drive cycle is less pronounced due to fuel use 

during the drive cycle from operation of the ICE component of the OPS. This will 

lead to lower overall system efficiencies. However these s ystcm efficiencies arc 

still higher than their non-grid assisted counterparts due to electricity being used to 

recharge the battery bank. 
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The results of the modelling/simulation cl early showed significant reductions in fuel use 

and emissions during both simulated urban and open road/aggress ive driving patterns 

when series hybrid drive systems were considered as the drive system for the four 

domestic vehicles considered. In general , the largest reductions we re achieved during 

s imul ated urban driving pattern s by vehi c les equipped with seri es hybrid drive sy te rns 

that inco rporated a Diesel cycle engine as the lCE component of the OPS. 

Se1ies hybrid drive syste ms when incorporated into domestic transportation showed the 

potential to provide : 

• Significant reductions in fue l use during urban driving patterns and less pronounced 

but still s ignifi cant reducti ons during aggress ive driving patte rns by the Otto and 

Diesel cycle hybrid opti ons (partic ularl y the Diesel cyc le opti o n) and particularl y 

whe n compared to conventional Otto cyc le vehic les. 

• Significant reducti ons in C02 em1 ss1ons during urban driving pattern s and less 

pronounced but still significant reducti ons during aggress ive dri ving patte rns. 

• Significant reducti ons in CO emi ss ions during urban dri v ing patterns and less 

pronounced but still significant reducti ons during aggress ive driving patterns by the 

Otto cycl e hybrid opti ons whe n compared to conventional Otto c yc le vehic les . 

• Significant reducti ons in CO during urban and aggress ive driving patterns by the 

Diesel cycle hybrid option compared to the Otto cycl e hybrid opti ons and 

conventional Otto cycle vehicles. 

• Significant reductions in NOx em1ss1ons during urban driving patterns and less 

pronounced but still significant reductions during aggressive driving patterns by the 

Otto cycle hybrid options when compared to conventional Otto cycle vehicles. 

• Significant reductions in NOx em1ss1ons during urban and aggressive driving 

patterns by the Otto cycle hybrid options compared to conventional Diesel cycle 

vehicles. 
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• Significant reductions in NOx emissions during urban driving patterns by the Diesel 

cycle hybrid options compared to conventional Otto cycle vehicles and less 

pronounced but still significant reductions during urban and aggressive driving 

patterns when compared to conventional Diesel cycle vehicles. 

• Significant improvements in overall system efficiency particularly by the Diesel 

cycle hybrid options. 

However, along with the potential advantages there were also some potential 

di sadvantages : 

• Minor increase in fuel use during aggressive driving patterns by the Otto cyc le 

hybrid options when compared to conventi onal Diesel cycle vehicles. 

• Significantly higher levels of CO during urban and aggress ive driving patterns by 

the Otto cycle hybrid options when compared to conventional Diesel cycle vehicles. 

• Significantly hi gher levels of NOx during aggressive driving patterns by the Diesel 

cyc le hybrid opti ons when compared to conventional Otto cyc le vehicles. 

Most emi ss ions occur in built up areas (areas of high vehicle and population density) 

where most travelling occurs and a di sproportionate amount of emissions are produced. 

The results indicated that the largest reductions in fuel use and emi ss ions were during 

simul ated urban/city driving and further indicated that emissions reduction is essenti ally 

a funct ion of fu el use particularly for the vehicles incorporating an Otto cycle ICE. This 

implies that the major onus should be on reducing fuel use particularly as modern 

exhaust after treatment technologies can s ignificantly reduce these emissions. Series 

hybrid drive systems incorporating a Diesel cycle engine (either a 4-cycle or 2-cycle) as 

the ICE component of the OPS, would appear to be the best overall candidate of the 

options considered due to their ability to significantly reduce fuel use. The minor 

increase in CO compared to the reference diesel vehicles, although still considerably 

less than the reference Otto cycle vehicles, can be reduced by modem after treatment 

methods. 
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Carbon emi ssions can be significantly reduced if fue ls generated from biomass can be 

incorporated into the dri ve process. The combination of an efficient drive system (seri es 

hybrid) and a c leaner fuel potentiall y represent the best case scenario : 

• a fue l that is inherenll y cleaner than conve nti onal fue ls due to being deri ved from 

biomass : and 

• a transport technology that has the potential to significantl y reduce the use of thi 

fue l compared to conventi onal technology and also reduce local ised e mi ss ions from 

this fue l. 

Combining the use of fuels deri ved from bio mass with series hybrid technol ogy and an 

effi c ie nt engine technology has the pote ntial to make these fu els a significant 

contri butor to future domestic transport fue l requirements. This can have a benefi cial 

fl ow on e ffect to better balance of trade figures due to the reduced cost o f the importing 

and processing of crude oi l for the domestic transport market. 

The control strategy employed in thi s study is somewhat simplisti c which has the 

advantage of being relatively strai ght-forward to model but has the possible 

disadvantage of a lack of accuracy. One main part of the strategy employs the ICE 

component of the OPS to operate at maxi mum e ffi ciency as a means of reducing fuel 

use and emissions. Maxim um eng ine e ffic iency occurs at the maximum torque of the 

engine. However, operati on at max imum torque is not the same as operation at 

maximum fuel e ffi c iency, which occ urs at 70-80% of peak torque such that fuel use 

results predicted by the current model may be an overestimate. The disadvantage of 

operation at this lower point in the to rque c urve is lower power output from the ICE and 

therefore less power output from the generator to charge the batteries and/or suppl y 

power to the e lectric motor. However under certain circumstances such as inner city 

driving o r open road cruising (constant s peed) where load requirements of the electric 

motor and therefore the battery system are lowest, it may be more be neficial to operate 

the ICE at its most fuel efficient point as opposed to its most 

mechanically/thermodynamically efficient operating point. The benefits of this would 

be a reduction in fuel use and a reduction in emissions compared to the hybrid options 

employing the simpli stic control strategy, particularly for the Otto cycle series hybrid 

options, since emissions are essenti ally a function of fuel use. It was evident that 
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emiss io ns from Diesel cycle e ngines are more complicated due to the non-linear 

relationship between emiss io ns and equivalence ratio. Thus the significant reductions 

that have been shown to be potenti a ll y poss ible by series hybrid drive systems 

employed in domestic transport vehic les could be improved if a less simplified approach 

to the power control strategy was applied. 

In conc lus ion, series hybrid drive system techno logy when applied in do mestic vehic les. 

making use o f the inherent advantages of the series hybrid approac h and incorporating; 

effi c ient e ng ine operation, the use o f an e flic ient e ngine cyc le, component size 

reduction and e ffective control strategy, has the potentia l to significantly reduce fuel u e 

and emissions when compared to conventional domestic vehi cle transport techno logies. 

The ability to incorporate grid power into the dri ve process has the potential to fu rther 

reduce fue l use and emissions partic ularly in an urban environment. 

8.1 Future work 

No matte r how accurate computer model ling is there will always be unknowns. for 

exampl e, the e ffect o f the dri ver o n fue l use and emissions was not mode ll ed in thi s 

s tudy. It is necessary therefore to produce a physical model based on the computer 

modell ing results. 

The res ults contained in this study indic ate the potential of series hybrid dri ve systems 

to reduce fu el use and emissions. T he next logical step in the process i~ to implement 

these findings into a real world scenari o. 

Any physical mode l would need to be applied in two parts: 

I . Optimisation : 

This mathematical approach optimi ses certain variables by appl ying constraints or 

boundary conditions o n other associated variables in the model. Any variable in the 

hybrid model can be optimised in this way. 

2. Implementation o f an optimised mode l: 

The o ptimised model is implemented in a real world scenario. The easiest and most cost 

effective approach is in the form of a vehicle conversion ; a conventio nal vehicle would 

have its dri ve system removed and re pl aced with a series hybrid drive system primari ly 

designed from knowledge of an optimised model. 
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Any future work should also consider the potential increases in system efficiency that 

are afforded by making use of technology ( ICE or other) that can incorporate waste heat 

in the dri ve process. A signi ficant disadvantage of the conventional domestic internal 

combustion engine, whi ch l imits its abili ty to operate wi th very high efficiencies, is the 

inability to operate the conventional dri ve system as a combined heat and power system 

(CHP). Although waste heat from the engine can be used to heat the interi or of the 

vehicle, a significant proportion of the heat generated in the combusti on process is still 

wasted to the environment. Therefore a significant reduction in fuel use and emissions is 

possible if thi s waste heat could be harnessed to help power the vehicle in a similar way 

to the use o f regenerati ve braking in electric/hybrid vehicles. 

The results predicted by the model indicate that the series hybrid dri ve system for use in 

domestic transport is definitel y worthy o f further research however it is the opinion of 

the author that the only way to fundamentall y reduce fuel usc and emissions is to 

consider one o f two options. 

I . A long with the implementation o f alternati ve technologies such a~ series hybrid 

dri ve systems into domestic transport, reduction of the number o f domesti c vehicles 

through the use of mass transport scenarios that incorporate more environmentall y 

friendly alternati ve dri ve sources such as those discussed in thi s study. 

Or 

2. Replace the reciprocating internal combusti on engine as the primary drive source for 

vehicle transportation. Although hybridisation can reduce fuel use and emissions, 

further reductions can only be achieved by replacing thi s technology with an 

inherently more efficient option. 

8.2 Epilogue 

An overriding concern for society i s that even i f we can reduce the average fuel 

consumption of vehicles significantl y, for example, to half the current levels with 

similar reductions in emissions, this may only have a minimal effect on future global 

emissions and fuel use. The number of vehicles globally continues to increase and the 

type of vehicles being purchased is also a concern (heavier, larger, more powerful) 

which implies more fuel use and more emissions. The long-term answer is to change the 

way we think about transportation and in parti cular domestic transportation. This 
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change must be forced on us. M arket forces (in the short term) cannot be allowed to 

dictate the future o f transportati on. 
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APPENDIX A 

Figure A-1. Chemwork6 output screen: Otto cycle combustion (expansion) phase 
of iso-octane for an equivalence ratio of 1 (fixed). 
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Figure A-2. Chemwork6 output screen: Diesel cycle combustion (expansion) phase 
of cetane for an equivalence ratio of 0.5 (variable). 
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